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IN MEMORY OF FATHERS HUEBER, McCARTHY, CASHMAN
LLOYD AND KWEI
PERRYVILLE, MISSOURI OCTOBER, 1952
Father Joseph Kwei
C. M.
A recent biographer of St. Vincent
summarized the disputed incident of
Holy Founder and the galley slave in
the following paragraph
Heroes do not calculate: if they
were to calculate they would be only
men, but they are heroes. Vincent,
at that moment in his life had ap-
proached the height of holiness, the
superior form of heroism. The nar-
ration of Abelly then remains psy-
cologically true in its absurd sub-
limity.
Could not these same words be ap-
plied to the death of Fr. Joseph Kwei?
It is unknown whether he died the
death of a martyr. This will proba-
bly never be determined. The fact that
Fr. Kwei remained in China proves,
however, that he was willing to accept
such a fate to help the souls of his na-
tive people.
He was arrested in February of 1951
Fr. Stephen Paul Hueber
C.M.
(1861-1952)
Cardinal Manning has said that next
to grace, time is God's greatest gift to
man. If that is true, Fr. Hueber must
certainly have been loved by God. And
yet the remarkable thing about Fr.
Hueber is not that he was given such
an abundance of time here on earth,
but rather that he used that time well
in serving God even to the last mom-
ent of his life. It was but a short
time before his death that he was
obliged to cease his activities and be
confined to bed. The record of his life
is replete with almost every work and
position the community has to offer.
His life is peculiarly suggestive of St.
Vincent's: a life crowded almost to
overflowing with work for God and
souls.
Stephen Paul Hueber was born in
Fayetteville, N. Y. Jan. 2nd, 1861, a
few months before the outbreak of the
Civil War. After attending Niagara
University, he entered the Novitiate
at Germantown in 1881, and two years
later, on the feast of the Assumption
(Continued on Page Four)
"Heroes do not calculate."
on six different charges, the most
striking of which was that he had re-
fused to denounce the "greatest Amer-
ican imperialist, oppressor, and enemy
of the people," (Fr. C. S. Dunker, C.M.).
While he was in jail, the Communists
assigned Fr. Kwei to give classes in
communist practices to his fellow pris-
oners. Father seized this opportunity
to denounce communism and to preach
the Truth. As a result, he was mal-
(Continued on Page Nine)
Father Paul Lloyd, C.M.
The most recent member of the
Little Company to receive, in the words
of Holy Founder, "the mission to
Heaven," is Father Paul Lloyd. Father
Lloyd died suddenly, without the minis-
trations of a fellow-priest early on the
morning of September 2. He was for-
ty-six years old and twenty-one years
a priest.
Father Lloyd was born in Aurora, Ill.,
orphaned at ten and reared by rela-
tives in the Chicago area. His high-
school was made at Cape, where he
graduated in 1924. He took his vows
in the Congregation in 1926.
Father Lloyd was best known
throughout the Province for his great
interest in the foreign missions. His
name and the Chinese Missions have
come to be synonomous. Sent to China
immediately after ordination, in 1933
Father became Dean of the district of
Poyang. Following six years of fruitful
labor in China, Father returned to the
States for vacation. On the home-
ward voyage he contracted a very ser-
ious illness. He spent many months in
hospitals in California before the
malady was diagnosed, many more
months before it was cured.
After recovery, Father Lloyd was
assigned by the Visitor in 1939 to be
the Director of the Vincentian Foreign
,Mission Society. This organization had
been founded by the Students of Per-
ryville several years previously with
(Continued on Page 3)
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IT'S STILL YOUR TURN
Last year the opening issue of the DeAndrein carried an
editorial entitled It's Your Turn Now, which asked the
readers to make known their approval, disapproval, etc., of
the paper. In the months that followed many people did
go to the trouble to do that and their letters were most
appreciated. Once more the De Andrein is starting off
with a new staff and we too would like to call on our
readers for advice, criticism, information or just anything
at all. As in the past we shall try to make the paper
interesting for all who read it-the Priests-the Daughters
of Charity-the Students and Novices-the friends of the
Seminary. Our first issue is perhaps a bit somber consist-
ing as it does for the most part of lives of confreres who
have died during the summer'. However, we feel, and we
know our readers do as well, that their confreres are the
most interesting and important thing a paper like ours
can write about-in fact they are the paper. The example
they've given, the inspiring record they've left behind
deserve a far greater tribute than -the few words we've
been able to print here. We know that in recounting-very
briefly-the story of their lives we've omitted much, but
we hope that what we have set down will convey some idea
of the good they have done for the community and for
souls.
Their call to heaven has also impressed on us the great
need for prayer for vocations, not only to fill their places
but also to provide staffs for the new works being given to
the congregation. For example, the division of the Seminary
in San Antonio has given us the new Assumption Seminary.
In Denver Fr. Donohoe has been entrusted with the task of
erecting the new Most Precious Blood Parish. In Los
Angeles contracts have been let and work started on a new
and larger prep seminary which will be staffed by Vin-
centians. Finally in the diocese of Galveston over 3 mil-
lion dollars have been collected for the construction of a
new seminary to replace the outmoded one at La Porte.
Every one of these ventures will call for additional man-
power which can be supplied only by a steady stream of
vocations, which in turn come only by our prayers. Let us
pray then!
CONGRATULATIONS
Postulant: Brother John (John Evans).
Received into Novitiate: September 7: Mr. Thomas M.
Tomasic, Mr. James E. Baiz; September 24: Mr. Robert
Barela.
Good Purposes: August 9: Brother Bernard, September 8:
Mr. Charles Persil, Mr. Francis Agnew.
Three Year Vows: September 8: Mr. Michael Boyle.
ZhE fli~ndaail"n 5faf
School
St. Louis
Washington
Average Grade
......................................................................................................................................... 3 .17
............................................................................................................................... 3.24
Perryville ........................ I ............................................. Z 4
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Hotel Dieu Sister Observes
Her Golden Jubilee
Sister Eulalia Duggan, who has been stationed at Hotel
Dieu for the past 21 years, observed her 50th anniversary
as a Daughter of Charity on Saturday, September 6.
Observance of the day began with a Solemn Mass at 9
a. m. in the Hotel Dieu chapel. The Most Rev. Joseph F.
Rummel, Archbishop of New Orleans, presided.
Officers of the Mass were the Rev. Francis Pennino, C. M,
celebrant; the Rev. Marshall LeSage, C. M., deacon; and
the Very Rev. Austin A. Minogue, C. M., subdeacon. The
Very Rev. Frank Murphy, C. M., felicitated the jubilarian.
Sister Eulalia has served in a wide variety of missions
during her 50 years in the community. Her current duty
is caring for the first floor of the sisters' apartments. One
of her principal interests is helping poor students get
q, Catho-lic education. Children are another and a very
deep interest of Sister Eulalia. Her first assignment was to
St. Vincent's Orphanage, Detroit, for five years. The
second mission of her religious career sent her to St.
Vincent's Maternity Home, Chicago, where she served 20
years.
While stationed at the maternity home, she met Lo Pah
Hang, famous Chinese humanitarian, who asked that she
go to China to assist with the operation of orphanages
he had founded. "It was difficult to refuse his request,
but I felt that my vocation was to work here in the United
States rather than in the foreign missions," Sister Eulalia
states.
DePaul Sanitarium was Sister Eulalia's first assignment
in New Orleans. There she served for three years until
stricken with an acute and dangerous illness; she came
to Hotel Dieu as a patient and upon recovery remained as
one of its most faithful helpers. We here at the Barrens join
with her many friends to wish her God's grace in abund-
ance, and may this anniversary be but the prelude to
many more years in the Lord's service.
FACTS AND FIGURES
The predominant work of the community in this pro-
vince is teaching. Since most of this teaching is done
in seminaries, it is vital that every professor should be
well trained and accredited in his own field. For this
reason the progress and outcome of the summer school
program is of interest to everyone concerned in any way
with community works. Each year, when summer school is
finished and the results are still unknown, the students
themselves enjoy a period of speculation as to what their
marks are, and how they compare, not only with those of
lay students, but with those gained by the philosophers not
fortunate enough to attend an outside school. This sum-
mer's record is:
A B C D
St. Louis (32 students).
Semester hours gained: 46 119 16
Catholic University (9 students).
Semester Hours gained: 17 22 6 -
Perryville (25 students)
Semester hours: 12 39 84 9
Perhaps one of the most satisfying aspects of summer
school is that it shows that Perryville students, far from
falling behind the standards of outside schools, are well able
to hold their own. Yet, happily enough, the students, in a
dc.zen different departments of two large Catholic univer-
sities managed to maintain a surprising similarity of marks.
If the grades are given numerical equivalents, thus: A-4,
B-3, C-2, D-l, we are enabled to make the following com-
parison:
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"We All Loved Him."
Father James Cashman
C. M.
Although we knew Father Cash-
man's health had been failing, we did
not realize death was so near. He died
on June 22. Father Cashman had
won a place in the Students' affection
by the 'great interest he had always
displayed in their activities. He enjoyed
the Bazaars and followed their sports.
Each year he was a welcome guest at
the minstrel.
Scarcely a Student attending St.
Louis University failed to visit the
funeral home there and all who could
possibly do so participated in chanting
the office of the dead. The Students
and No.vices at the Mother House
attended the funeral, burial was in the
Community cemetery.
Father first came to the Barrens
when he was thirty years old. Born in
Chicago on March 31, 1900, the eldest
of nine children, he was educated in
St. Agatha's and St. Thomas Aquinas'
parochial schools and attended the De
Paul Downtown School. On the death
of his father, our confrere delayed his
entrance into the seminary in order to
support the family.
His classmates like to recall the time
Novice Jim visited St. Louis. Already
middle-aged, he was mistaken for an
Eastern Confrere by Father Thomas
Finney, the superior at the time. Novice
Jim was put in the place of honor
at the head of the table where it was
"Father, this," and "Father, that."
Before the second meal the truth came
out and supper found the novice exiled
to the foot of the table. It may have
been for this reason that whenever a
bewildered Student or Novice visited St.
Vincent's, it was Father Cashman who
straightened him out.
In 1932 ,having ccmpleted his Noviti-
ate, he pronounced his vows and was
one of fifteen confreres ordained in
1938 by the Most Reverend Christian
Winkleman.
SHe shared the joy of the First
Solemn Mass with his brother, Father
Malachy, O. F. M., who also celebrated
for the first time that morning.
Father Cashman spent all of his 14
priestly years in St. Louis where he
was originally sent to take charge of
the Vincentian Magazine. He also serv-
ed as Director at the Guardian Angel
Settlement of the Daughters of Charity.
His ministry extended to Marillac, to
£ t. Vincent's Sanatarium, and to par-
ish work.
Father Cashman's priestly zeal and
charity made him a friend to many. He
was noted for his piety, sincerity, and
sympathetic understanding. He became
all to all-confident of many who
sought his help.
The sentiments of all were aptly ex-
pressed by the two little girls who ap-
proached his mother on the day of the
funeral to say, "We all loved him."
Father Lloyd
(Continued from Page One)
the purpose of securing material and
spiritual assistance for our priests in
the foreign missions. At the time
Father Lloyd took it over, however, it
was on the decline, in fact, practically
non-existent. Father made his head-
quarters in St. Louis and nurtured
the little society, until at his death it
is nation-wide, in its own buildino, and
doing a tremendous job toward the
support of the missionaries in our
Vicariate.
Father Lloyd's love for God and for
the Chinese whose spiritual welfare
depends on the priests of our Province,
led him to devise many means of in-
teresting people in contributing to the
support of our missionaries. For this
purpose he used letters and pamphlets,
sold religious articles, especially
"chinese" Miraculous Medals, and altar
vestments, while perhaps his most
unique means was his own talent in
things magical. He often staged magic
shows, starring himself and one or two
other prestidigitorial friends, perform-
ing for the benefit of the V. F. M. S.
Father Lloyd achieved considerable
fame among magicians. At his death,
he was National Chaplain of the In-
ternational Brotherhood of Magicians
and President of the St. Louis Ring of
the same organization.
EverythTing Father Lloyd did was mo-
tivated by the desire to further the
work which was so dear to his heart
and to the heart of Christ. Soon after
returning to the states from China, he
learned to fly, gaining several hours of
solo time, in the hope that one day he
'night return to China with an airplan
to enable him 'better to minister to the
needs of the more remote districts
Father Lloyd died a little more than
a month after making his Annual Re-
treat. We pray that he is already in
Heaven enjoying the reward of his
unselfish giving of himself to his Mac-
ter as an instrument in effecting the
salvation of God's Poor. We know
that now he even more powerfully in-
tercedes with Our Lord for the con-
tinued success of the missionary wvrks
of our Province.
1884
1952
" .. constant fidelity to work."
Fr. Charles J. McCarthy
C.M.
One of the first of a series of losses
suffered by the province during the,
past summer occurred June 8, with the
death of Father Charles McCarthy, C.
M. Fr. McCarthy received his early
education in Chicago before coming to
Perryville in the summer of 1903. He
was received into the Novitiate on June
23 of that year and two years later
pronounced his holy vows at the Bar-
rens. He received tonsure and minor
orders in St. Louis from Archbishop
Glennon in June of 1909. He was rais-
ed to the Holy Priesthood by that same
prelate in St. Francis church in St.
Louis on June 30, 1910.
Father's work in the community
brought him to many places. His first
assignment was to the University of
Dallas, which was to be the scene of
his labors for more than a dozen years.
During the first World War he took a
leave of absence and served as a chap-
lain in the A. E. F. At its conclusion
he returned to the University faculty
where he remained until 1923 when he
was transferred to De Paul U. in
Chicago. It must have been with mix-
ed feelings that Fr. •McCarthy left
Dallas, for at that time the University
was fighting a losing battle against in-
sufficient funds and falling enrollment.
In 1927 after four years at De Paul,
Fr. McCarthy was once again sent to
Dallas, this time to serve as President
of the University, Superior of the
house, and Pastor of the parish. Enroll-
ment at the U. had continued to drop
until in 1926 it had been necessary
to close the college department. In
1928 at the order of the Provincial it
was Father McCarthy's sad task to
close it completely. He then continued
to serve as pastor of Holy Trinity
Church until 1933 when he was made
pastor of St. Vincent's in St. Louis.
His final assignment (to last sixteen
years) came in 1936 when he went
from St. Louis to De Paul University
to teach English.
In the last few years, Father McCar-
thy had been teaching fewer classes,
mortlv in religion and English. His
priestly life was a span of forty-two
years of steady, constant fidelity to.
work. One can never measure the good
done during these years of fidelity to
the Vincentian vocation. His devotion
and unflagging zeal in every work as-
signed to him will long be a source of
inspiration to all who knew him.
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Fr. Hueber, C. M.
(Continued from Page One)
of our Blessed Mother, he vowed to
God before Mary and the whole
heavenly court that he would observe
poverty, chastity, obedience, and sta-
bility for the whole time of his life
(and what a long life it proved to be!).
Four years later he heard the call,
"Go West, young man," not from Hor-
ace Greely, but from his superior. The
entry in the diary on Nov. 5th, 1887,
records that Stephen Paul Hueber, a
deacon, arrived from Germantown to
assist in the newly reopened Apostolic
School in Perryville. Stephen Paul was
now a pioneer, for the Barrens had
been reopened only two years before.
He found himself a new member of a
new province.
Besides pursuing his own studies for
the priesthood, he acted as Prefect,
Professor of Latin, English, and Sacred
Eloquence. He also found time to bind
books, make cassocks and vestments,
and do much more work on the Semi-
nary grounds.
In the following year on the 4th of
December, together with James Hoover,
he became a priest forever, and began
his long fruitful career as an alter
Christus. The two newly ordained
priests returned to the Barrens to
celebrate their First Masses on the
same day, Dec. 8th, the Feast of the
Immaculate Conception and the sec-
ond anniversary of the reopening of
the Apostolic school. After a visit
home, Fr. Hueber resumed his duties
as Professor and Prefect. On March
8th, 1889, he was missioned to St.
Vincent's in St. Louis to replace the
deceased Fr. Neck. Since St. Vincent's
was then a German parish, Fr. Hueber
informed the provincial, Fr. Thomas
Smith, that he did not know German.
Fr. Smith, with a reply characteristic
of his office, answered, "Learn it!"
Fr. Hueber was also Chaplain of City
Hospital and Professor at Ketnrick
Seminary, which was then on Cass
Avenue. In 1906 he returned to Per-
ryville where he was procurator for the
Seminary, parish priest, and Princi-
pal of the High School. He also led in
the formation of the Mt. Hope Ceme-
tery Association.
In those days the roads and means of
transportation were not as convenient
as now, and that situation provided Fr.
Hueber with the first of his unique
titles in the Little Company. The story
runs that one day Fr. Hueber was out
on horseback to make a sick call when
for some reason, he had to dismount.
At the time he was wearing rubber
boots. The road was extremely muddy
after a heavy rain, and when Father
'ot back on his horse, his boots stuck
in the mud, and lo and behold, the
first discalced Vincentian!
In 1909 Father became parish priest
of St. Vincent's in Chicago, and Pro-
fessor at De Paul University. In 1912
he was transferred 'to St. Stephen's in
New Orleans where he was parish
priest and Principal of the High
School. It was in 1915 that he came
back to Perryville, this time as Pastor
of the Seminary Church. He found
time to teach in the Seminary and to
take the responsibility of building a
new High School and Library. Later he
became Director of the Vincentian
Auxiliary, and raised the funds for
the furnishing of the Novice Chapel
and the Student Building. From 1924
to 1927 he was Director of the Missions.
He then became Superior of St. Vin-
cent's in St. Louis until 1933, when he
was assigned as parish priest to St.
Vincent's in Chicago, his last appoint-
ment which was to last for the next
nineteen years. During those years
he enthroned the Sacred Heart in the
home of over 1400 families, and gave
retreats and missions throughout the
country from New York to Texas.
In the course of time, anniversaries
and jubilees became for Fr. Hueber
very ordinary things. The Perry County
Sun for Dec. 31st, 1936 recorded that
the Rev. S. P. Hueber delivered the
sermon at the Mass celebrating the
golden jubilee of the reopening of St.
Mary's Seminary, and most appropriate
it was that such an honor should have
fallen to Fr. Hueber.
In 1938 he had the happiness of cele-
brating his own golden sacerdotal an-
niversary. On that occasion he had no
thought of retiring, and death was not
one of his immedate prospects. Ten
years later he was still very much alive
to celebrate sixty years as a priest. On
his sixtieth anniversary, he received
a telegram from the Holy Father
granting his Apostolic Benediction. The
Superior General, Fr. Slattery, tele-
graphed his congratulations and added,
"Personally I want to thank you for
your many works in the Congregation
of the Mission of which you have,
for 65 years, been so worthy a member."
Numerous newspapers carried articles
on Fr. Hueber on this occasion and the
Chicago Tribune noted that twenty of
Father's past students had become
bishops, and that the Most Rev. Bern-
ard J. Sheil of Chicago had received
his ordination retreat from Fr. Hueber.
A week or so before his diamond an-
niversary we received at Perryville the
following note from Fr. Hueber: "I
will, Deo volente, be with you on Dec.
8th to celebrate the 60th anniversary
of my first Mass on the same altar on
which I celebrated my first Mass, Dec.
8th, 1888." It was signed, "Devotedly,
S. P. Hueber, i.s.c.m."
The feast of the Immaculate Con-
ception arrived and there was Fr. Hue-
ber, assisted by Frs. Jean LaSage and
Daniel McHugh, offering once more to
the Eternal Father His Divine Son
on the high altar of the Seminary
Church. Fr. James Murray, one of Fr.
Hueber's students many years ago,
preached the sermon. He took for his
text the first verse of the twelfth chap-
ter of the book of Genesis: "Anointed
priest of God, 'Go forth out of thy
country, and from thy kindred, and
out of thy father's house, and come
into the land which I shall show thee."
Fr. Murray ended his eloquent sermon
by saying: "Fr. Hueber, you have re-
ceived the blessing of the Vicar of
Jesus Christ, God's chosen mouthpiece.
You are blessed by your community of
men and women on this sacred day of
your life. You are blessed by the poor,
the sick, the unfortunate, the little
children in the great city of Chicago
and St. Vincent's Parish. One more
blessing awaits you as in a few minutes
you will raise the Sacred Host above
you-the blessing of Him who will
whisper to you, 'You have done well. I
am waiting to invite you-come to
the Land that I will show you, the
longing desire of every faithful priest,
the land of the kingdom of Heaven.' "
We know Fr. Hueber's sentiments at
the time from an open letter he
wrote:
My Dear Friend:
It is with a sense of the deepest
gratitude that I thank Almighty God
for the countless graces He in His in-
finite goodness has given me during the
sixty years of labor in His vineyard as
a priest of His Mystical Body.
Had it not been for the generous
co-operation from the members of the
Congregation of the Mission, my co-
workers in the field, I could not have
accomplished the tasks assigned me.
I want them all to realize my heartfelt
thanks and gratitude.
The Levites, whose souls I tried to
form in the way of perfection during
my long years in the seminary, are
jewels, which I prize more highly than
anything else in life.
The flock of the sheepfold of Christ,
which I have been privileged to aid in
Philadelphia, Perryville, St. Louis, New
Orleans, and Chicago are and ever will
be my joy and my crown.
(Signed) Stephen Paul Hueber, C. M.
Fr. Hueber lived on to celebrate in
1951 seventy years as a Vincentian. He
was still active in parish work, and
was helping in the education of future
Vincentian priests by his work on
burses.
On July 17th of this year the Double
Family was greatly grieved to learn
that at the age of 91, after almost
71 years in the Little Company and 64
in the priesthood the oldest Vincen-
tian in the world was dead.
At the time of his golden jubilee
Fr. Hueber is reported as having said,
"I desire to spend my Purgatory on
earth, and to die in the harness." We
can never judge, but certainly we are
inclined to think that his long life,
characterized by the five virtues of the
Community, were accepted by God as
,is purification, and we can say that,
inflamed with zeal for God's glory
and the salvation of souls, he was ac-
tive to the last, and died "in harness."
Newest
Vincentian Parish
The first Mass for the parishoners
of the Most Precious Blood parish in
Denver was celebrated Sunday, Aug.
31st by Fr. John P. Donohoe, C. M.,
pastor. Because the parish does not yet
have a Church building, the Masses
were celebrated in the eighth grade
classroom of Our Lady of Lourdes
parish school. These accommodations
will serve until a building can be erect-
ed at Iliff and Colorado boulevard.
At a parish meeting census captains
reported the census 90 per cent com-
plete and estimated 400 families in the
fast-growing new parish. A parish pic-
nic was held Sunday, Sep. 14th.
Most Precious Blood parish is one
of the new parishes established recent-
ly in Denver. Its territory includes sev-
eral new residential developments in
the growing Southeast section of the
city.
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ASR 0 r H.EI C O I E N I TY
BETHANY
Father G ah will preach at
Forty':. Hlurs Deviot-n in in Fidp Ola
an October 3,4, a nd a.S ..... The House
has accepted a commitment to help
out every Sunday with the Masses at
the Newman COIub Chapel in ISoman, I.,
Because of the faeility of San Anto-
nio in haidling the special Latin
students, "Bethany has not accepted
any this year. The a nrollment is
twentyuone6,0, T Bereswill retumrned
to his post here Duritg the summer
he was 'vyeryill bu at present, he
is in apparent good health and doing
fine~
NEW ORLEANS
St. Katheine's
Fahe tt Dar-'b afte'r
spendi•g twe wee s in bed at
Charity Hspi tal. (ive weeks under
an oxygen ent) is able to eele-
brdte Ma aga n. At pretsent he
is still i '3 e doctors infirmary
at Chariyo The fact that he has
stirri vea terrific heart attack is
a tribtie .o the skill of Doctors
Htll and Flores and the rest of the
Charity Hospitf l staff 0 .4a c St
Katherines.. is busy trying "o0
establish :Confraternity of Chris~
tia#n Docti.ne classes for Public
Sphool Children attending the four
grammar schools within the parisho.
Although ihe school is packed With
330 children, another 350 are in
Public Schools,- The fact tlat 'the
ghurch was out of location as far
as the colored population as con-
cerned resulted in a great many
children neglecting release time
Elasses., .However, .lay teachers
in The vieinity of t e schools are
being sought to take care of this
matter. This should be much more
efficient ,.,,..Seven boys left from
this parish for i-e Preparatory
Seminary. Six wenbt '- the Society
of the Divine Word Seminary, St.
Augzst.ne'sa in Bay St. Louis, and
one went to the Gape..,~.The city's
Building Commission is challenging
St. Katherine Church as being a
Page 5
danger to life. It seems that someq ,
one discovered the Building leans to
one side--it has for decades. But
until all of the engineering inspee-
tions are completed, there is no
assurance that the parish will be
able to uAhae h church, The prayers
of 4 e Community are requested that
St. Katherines will not have a
problem too big to handle.
LOS ANGELES
St. Vincent"s
Sto. V1toent's Church played
host to the Knights of Columbus who
held the opeting of their recent
convention there Oardinal Spellman
presided at the Sol.emn Pontifical
Mass offered by Bishop Buddy of San
Diego, Also present were Archbishop
MIentyre, BishopE Gueken and Bishop
Manning -
JAtior Seminary
Oonstruction of a new areh-
diocesan .junior seminary to accom-
modate 300 students has begun on
property adjacent to historic San
Fernando Mission* In this area 155
years ago Franciscans established
the first Catholie: omi nity in now
booming SaA Feriando •tlley. The
new Junior Semina,.r will replace Los
Angeles College, which wrill be con-
verted into a boys* high school#
DENVER.
The. students returned to the
seminary on September 10, The
enrollment this year is 206, repre-
senting 26 different dioceses, There
are 96 students in the college
department, ar' 1120 theologians,..,.
The annual bazaar was held on The
seminary grounds during the afternoon
and evening of Sept, 14., on which day
there was alsr: open house for visit%
,,.4.Sept 7 gFather Kenneally ccndu'
ted a day of reetoletion for the
Catholic physicians of Denver and sur
rounding areas..,...•,...Bighop .uin
addressed a meeting of the St, Thomas
University Club on Sept. 10.. Farhe.
gtHaWritk Sullivn oompleted his
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course at Chapla-ns-. School early in4
September and' has been assigned to
du+y with a destroyer squadron in %the
Pacific. ^ro^^.Bishog n preached
the sermona or the Forfty Hours at
St< Elizabeth"'s which is in the charge
of the Fran'ciscan fther!..o .Fathe
Donohoe delivered6" :'hWse's; n on the
occassion of the annual pilgrimage of
the St. Vinent de 'Paiul s'-S ey to
the shrine: of Ou4 'rAdy' of Lourdes
Parish,.o.Asphalt tile: has been laid
in the roos and corridors of t:he 01d
Red Brick, o•lgin.l buildxing at the
seminary . .
- ..
Father. olan., s the new Vice-
Ree*tor and A*ssistF` o Bxerio .&. to
The enrollment ••s ye•i s 1.1i..,i Some
of the 104 -rOom6• n, Or- e iunn beds6
ST. LOUIS IPREP
Fatrher g s Barret
procuratorha : ben named
Superior. . .
the new
As-sistant
SAN ANTONIO .....
Assamption Seminary
On rSeptenbear 24kth• Cardinal
Stritch blessed anad h -dedicated the
new seminary ito the Assumpt.ion of
the Blessed .Virgin.'Mary'.. After' the
blessingF, F ather r introdtced
Archbishop y who' in turn pre-
sented % the C.ardinaL, .There wwre
also present several other bishops
and more t4han 200 o s ia s' and'
priests, It was. a holiday for the
archdioeesan schoa-ls and all the
children came to the ,,seminary for
the ceremony, i,. 'Thesemi'nry opened
its doors On the 10th of Sept tb 85
students an- ontg whom were representae-
tiivs of the Di••ees,: o-f San Antoniq
Dallas . C:rpts Christi, Austin Ama-
rillo, El Pas, Grand Rapids in
Mehigen- Peiia &Iiilntoisl Wiae
hita in Kansa.s the 'Gng:regation of
the Mission. and the Cr*oelites.,,,
The first Mass in th.e .students-
chapel was celebrated by Archbishop
Lucey on the 11-th of' Septmer6 It
was a votive fMassof the Hoaly ,Spirit
and was followed with .a t aik by the
prelat to the e tudentsob.......,The.!
Students building - Mary-Catherine
Hall. named for the 3Blessed Mother
and SSt Catherine Laboure-~has 48
rooms and seven faculty suites, It
is the only building of any value on
the seminary' property , M1ost of tie
others are simply temorary buildir,.
The Chapel itself is a quonset hut
andy it might be added, is striking-
ly beautiful in its simplicity,....
At the end of August, the Chaplains
from Lackland Air Base gave a dinner
in honor of the :'taculties of' St.
John's and the Assumption in appre-
ciation for all the work the Como-
munity has done for them durjn g the
past several years op.o The combiuted
faculties of St<, John's and the
Ass'umption had a bancpet on the
occasion of Thieir separation, It
was held at the end of the retreat,
o,os oFrm Raymond O'Brien omrfucted-d
the xr.ses' retreawo at Santa Rosa
Hospital during the secid week of
September*. On September 15th, he
ca'lucted the Holy Hcur at Kelly Air
Base for all the air corps chaplain s
in this vicinity.. ^.Fr__ . Guy0s
address will highlight a program
designed to stimulate interest in
the Catholic Bible* The program
is to be held in the Municipal
Auditorium in San Antonio on Oct', 2.
The title of Father's talk is "The
Bible and Printing ,". .,.,Two pianos
have been donated to the seminary
and, accordin g to r a*Lee Zimmerman,
a need for mo;re pianos still exists.
-ot John. Burger is a member of thie
daf0of the Magnificat, the seminary
publication.ft
PERRYVILLE
Father •John. Sh arg who has beeh
appointed Director of Brothers and
Sub-Superior, conducted the annual
retreat now held in September. He
was happy to be statidned in atoim-
bomb proof Perryville until he sa
the city water tower with its flood-
lights,. •. •'·J ,i^ the new pro-
curator is the pastor at Silver Lake,
d u Ylthe Frs: alyt ele and ryead
made up the faculty of Perryville's
PERRYYVI I, s~ Ont
sumer sAol where the noise of sawq
ne=atic drills- and hammerscoming
fr om 4t% hole in the ground" vich
is to be the new library .cauae a
great deal of distractilo w.gtf
schedule found the fola wing.students
de 4 a s r oHalKr odRdA ;
'fel , s- ATve;" ,a gS! .Perr
wille _ ge•eCahpe Wdeml day
morning is now' d'dited to werk e0b
eto0"Th Swiubea asa rae tken up their
appointments in the missiom parishes-
Q600.0 KdwE nbI kabeen naed
Dayen for thei ' T 6 3lng tosm with ,g
Lee U as his assis9t 0 0t* A, G
W a lea the Vanity to on- 84
Victory over the' ilotgdy PB d 3Birs i
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the annual games
THE CAPE
Father Martin Moore is in De
Paul Hospital undergoing a checkaup,
sooo fq~l %Ar r Gautche is the new
proiurator; .. Fr* Dennis -. gm, the
Dea. of Studies and Assta Superlir;
FrRoert oker, Registrar -Fro ,Vt
Pit S , Prefect; and Father Carl
Calier, Asst Prefectaoo0 0 Of the 73
onrollead,- 31 are freshmen and 7 are
speeials 0 oo'<ooEach Sunday morning, Fr
Fl= speaks on the local radio
station and ittys records of hymns
sumng byf o 2oh oooa 0e J 1ew stool,3
clothes" lockers were purtdased this
suaer for both dormatorie-0 ,
THE DAUGI TEES OF CHaRI... ' '
KARILIA'
-Sister Catherine Visitatrix; and Sister LorettoP Assistant, are at preseint n
a European trip. They sailed. from New York on August 27, on the Queen Mary, and
arived at Cherbourg on September 1o .They are to make a-retreat at the MotherhaIse
and then- visit places of Community interest in Spa in, Ireland0 and Englanid -A
recent Cablegram informed the community that the Visitatrix and -Assistant are
attending the Congress for Religious at the speeial request of Monsignor Larraona,
who wired M st Honored Mother that "He remembered with pleasure the Congress at
Notre Dame, and. woald be most pleased to have Ma Soeur Sullivan attend the Inter-
national Congress of Religious in Rome,," Their present return date is October 8.
REENT CHANGES ONG SUPERIORS
Sister Leonie O'"Kane, Direeot: ,f Sta~sft isters,. Sto Joseph ' Chicago
Sister Rose Iary Provosnik, Sister Servant at the 1Vil1
Sister Mercedes Jeffery, Sister Servant at St. Elizabeth's, New Orleans
Sister Genevieve Tysof, Sister Servant at Marillac House, Chicago
Sister Mary Mo~ n SiGster Servant at Notre Dames Price
Sister Augustine Halling, Sister Servant at Santa Barbara
Sister Florence Means, Sister Servant at Lafayette. harity Hospital
Sister Scholastica Atbe%, Sister Servant at City Hospital, Molile
Sister fa i tsoi Sister Servant at--St, Thomas Heopital, Nashville
Sister rgaaret My OMa ery r Provincial Secretary,
Sister Amanda Arceneau*, Sister. Servant at Holy Trinitys -Dallas
Sister Constance Dahinden, Sister Servant at StVýncent's, KeokB
Siter Albe rta Levy Sister Servant at St. Patrick School, San Francisco
Sister Carlos Mc Dald, Sister Servant at EHtel!DJ•' iewi Orleans
Sro MBearney
Sr. Winke®r
Sro Grizinmsm
LAFAIETTE•
Sro eans
Sro Arceneanu
ALTON
Sro David
XAM•BASA CTTySr* liassoni
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C6IBAGO '
Sto Toeseph Hospital
Or* O Kane
Sr. Bacn"'"
5r; ETpinoea
Sr s Johiien
sr Loftin
5r; Gal&well
Sr. GegPhan
Sr Somes
St. Vinrenhts
StorDigeaii
Sr ehit.
Des Pa1 Santar
sr psr
Sr. Vtes
si. asH.ft=
Sr0 Piq&o
so aoni i
sro Broa ov
carity ospitalSZP S3epedi 
t
Sre: V el&^
sk' ^ ^ "H ifs bo
sro Pqu&
ST4 w s
Sra S6hindler
Sr. Hillerick
Sro Anas
Sro Schindler
Sr. Lri??leyr
Sr. nMcinnon
Sro L iarrsaardian Angel - -.S PatrVick'schigh
Sro Ol
Sr. Zafln
S r 1 n ne Basally
io Carmel
Sro Dillon
Sro* cDerws
Stro Harris
IS AllG-fEgIES
Sto. Vin~b aots High
.Sr -Martin
T*epa
Sro aherSPo Darion
Sro Io-ti
Sr@ illon
Villa Steo. Louse
Sr , O'Ca r- -
S. r Aylor'
Sr. Pri'voniik
C Ontral Houb
Sro Brmis
Sro Q•.i+ a -Sr Wiltsias
Sr. Thrminw
Sro, O Co'nor
SBro Henesey
Sro Bo6trea&ta
Sro Driscoll
SANTA B
Sr, Halli g
Sti. Vinent's -Hig
Sro her-
Sro Ve.*aleSoo Elisabeth's
Srea MArdle
St.o Patrick' s
Sro .L e.
Sto Vo do- P&ul
Sro Vals
BIms f AttSre TrdJ illl
sy. senivan
KNOXMI
Sro
sro ahohnevert
nad 4fuQb%--bs'-'-.$9ro Pierce~
Tht De Andrein
"*The Heart and Center of amp"
Fr. Louws can testify to the woes
of this year's anglers. He came filled
with notions of virgin American forest,
and streams teeming with fish, but he
was greatly disillusioned as he sat for
hours in his skiff with pole in hand,
a few tiny sunperch as his catch.
Now that three aluminum canoes
have been added to our fleet, broken
canoe ribs are a thing of the past.
The new canoes withstood the rock-
infested St. Francois far better than
did our canvas ones in the past.
A sign of the end of barbaric rule
in the Cedar Bottom range of the
Ozarks was the erection of three show-
ers on the camp site. Now the students
are torn between the choice of an -icy
shower near at hand or a warm batli at
a distance in the river.
Hiking again was in vogue this year.
The most memorable trip was taken
by three foot-hardy gentlemen to Iron-
ton, twenty miles from Camp.. One of
the gentlemen found it necessary to
spend the next two days in bed, and
received an occasional massage for
his knotted leg muscles. A second ad.-
venturesome group pushed on to Knob-
lick from Slabtown. (Could this be the
hike of the future?)
Camping Season-1952
"GOOD MORNING TO YOU, GOOD
MORNING TO YOU, WE'RE ALL IN
OUR PLACES, WITH SUNSHINY
FACES, FOR THIS IS THE WAY,
TO START OUR NEW DAY!" With
these words of song breakfast was
cheerfully ushered in every morning
of our latest camping season.
Little rain and a very low St. Fran-
cois river made it a poor year for the
rod, but squirrels in abundance made it
a good one for the gun. The skill of
our mighty huntsmen made it possible
for many students to taste for the
first time the savory meat of the squir-
rel. The biggest game, however, of the
hunting season were two rattlesnakes.
Cne of them, a venomous four and a
half foot serpent and the proud bearer
of eleven rattles and a button, was
killed with a single shot by a con-
frere who maintained his feat was one
of self defence.
-Uooa ivorning to iou"
The most popular sport was that char-
acteristic of our "ancient" theologians:
complete relaxation. After a hard
course of summer studies, most of the
students were content to play this game
of rest rather often.
For the successful season we owe
thanks to many, but we feel that we
shculd make special mention of Fr.
Burroughs, our director, who entered
into all our activities with interest;
Mr. Jim Elder, who turned out ap-
petizing meals three times a day; our
doyens, Messrs. Behm and Gallagher;
our many benefactors and those stud-
ents who undertook willingly the time-
consuming tasks so often taken for
granted. But above all, for our
safety and welfare we owe our thanks
to the special Protectress of the Bar-
rens and the whole community, our
Blessed Mother Mary.
Father Kwei, C.C.
(Continued from Page One)
treated in front of the other prisoners
and finally confined, chained hand
and foot, in a separate cell.
While he was in chains, the com-
munists tried to indoctrinate him with
their principles. At the end of several
weeks of such efforts his captors once
more tried to force him to teach his
fellow prisoners the "benefits" of com-
munism, but his indomitable spirit had
not been broken and he resumed his
instructions in the Catholic religion.
Seeing Father's obstinancy and his
influence on the prisoners, the com-
munists took means to end his life.
And so on Ascension Thursday, May
1952, in a way and at a place uncertain,
our confrere died as an enemy of com-
munism and preacher of the true faith.
Father Kwei was born in China on
April 1, 1902, and received his educa-
tion there. He was ordained by our
Confrere, Bishop Sheehan, on Decem-
ber 21, 1929. Shortly before the ordina-
tion the Bishop wrote " . . .I shall
ordain two young men before Christ-
mas .. . These two may some day be
at Perryville. They asked long ago to
come to the community," But years
passed and it was not until Dec. 7,
1936, that they were able to enter the
Seminary at Perryville. Twenty-one
months later on the birthday of our
Blessed: -Mother, 1938, Fathers Kwei
and Wur left for Die Paul where they
pronounced their vows on the feast of
the - nmmaculate Conception. The fol-
lowing summer, having received their
degrees, they returned to China. During
the war Fr. Kwei remained at his post
in spite of bombings, Japanese occu-
pation, and the resulting hardships.
"Life" magazine in a report on the de-
struction of one of our missions (a re-
prisal for aid given to General Doo-
little's escaping flyers) erroneously re-
ported that he had been beheaded. The
.Tapanese left that honor to Fr. Kwei's
fellow countrymen, the Chinese com-
munists.
We have said very little about our
confrere. Undoubtedly we have said
much more these past many months in
the prayer we nightly say for him and
his fellow missioners, "O Mary, con-
ceived without sin, pray for us who
have recourse to thee.".
J6 A Page Nne
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St. Louis University
Concomitant with the record break-
ing heat which besieged St. Louis last
summer, a group of thirty-two Vincen-
tian scholastics stormed the Jesuit
stronghold at St. Louis University. As
in the three previous years, living
quarters were at the Vincentian Foreign
Mission House on Cass Avenue, which
is conveniently near the University--
thirty minutes by bus and street-car,
and fifteen by cab.
The Community was represented by
the students in ten different Depart-
ments at the University. The Language
Department-Classical and Modern--
had the largest representation. There
were five majoring in Latin: D. Ryan,
W. Behm, R. Salzer, G. Figge and A.
Hoernig. S. Poole took an eight weeks
course in Spanish. In the Sociology
Department we were represented by:
R. Kellner, W. Discon, T. Feely, E.
Gallagher and J. Cozy. R. Von Hazm-
burg was joined in the History De-
partment by three newcomers: L.
Trapp, W. Housey and R. Monogue. The
four English majors: E. Mullin, G.
Menard, K. Grass and C. Miller took
only one course this summer so as to
have time to begin the Reading List
required for the Qualifying Examina-
tion in English. The Science Depart-
ment had representation in three dif-
ferent fields: T. O'Donnell in Biology;
W. Reisinger in Chemistry, and R.
Wood and W. Lynch in Physics. M.
Pelleteri and E. Rowland were joined
in the Speech Department this year
by M. Culligan. In the Mathematics
Department we were represented by
G. Weber and F. Shine. In the Com-
merce Department J. Fortenberry and
J. Begue continued their course in
Finance and Accounting, while J. Col-
lins began working for a degree in
Economics. Q. O'Connell continued
taking courses for a degree in Psy-
chology.
It was with some regret that the
students left the friendly atmosphere
of the Foreign Mission House on Cass
Avenue. They are grateful to the
priests of the house for their hospital-
ity, and especially wish to thank Father
Dicharry for his patient and kind di-
rection.
The students also express their grat-
itude to Father John Zimmerman and
the priests and brothers at the Prep
for their generous invitation and cor-
dial hospitality on the occasion of our
visit to their House. We also want
them to know we hold no grudge for
their strategy of treating us to a kingly
banquet and afterwards defeating our
helpless over-fed team in a soft-ball
game.
It is proper that in expressing our
gratitude to all those who made our
six weeks at St. Louis pleasant, that we
remember, especially in our prayers,
our departed confreres, Father Joseph
Lilly and Father Paul Lloyd. Fr. Lilly
always had the students' welfare at
heart and was very instrumental in
inaugurating their summer school pro-
gram. Fr. Lloyd as Superior of the
Cass Ave. House and Director of the
Vincentian Foreign Mission Society al-
ready had his hands full; nevertheless,
he welcomed us each summer and did
all in his power to make our stay a
happy one.
PROVINCIAL
APPOINTMENI
1952-1953
ST. LOUIS
Provincial House
Rev. Francis O'Malley (Navy
Rev. Ed H. Sullivan (Navy CI
St. Vincent's' Church
Rev. James O'Dea
Rev. William Glynn
Rev. George Yager (M.M.
Bro. Walter Eckery
Kenrick Seminary
Rev. Robert Coerver
Rev. Francis Bruce Vawter
Preparatory Seminary
Rev. Thomas Barret
Rev. Jules Yallaly
Rev. Jacob Johnson
Rev. Michael McHugh
Rev. Richard Matthews
Vincentian Foreign Mission
Rev. Joseph Grabka
Rev. Ignacy Wieczorek
Rev. Vincent Kaiser (Vir
BETHANY
Very Rev. James Graham
CAPE GIRARDEAU
St. Vincent's College
Rev. Carl Callier
Rev. Robert Olker
CHICAGO
De Paul University & Acade
Rev. Daniel McHugh
Rev. John Brosnan
Rev. William Casey
Rev. Cornelis Van Deursen
Rev. John Vidal
Rev. Thomas Parrot
Rev. Anthony Rechtin
Rev. Stephen Ganel
DENVER
St. Thomas Seminary
Rev. J6hn Overberg
Rev. John Lenihan
Rev. James Galvin
KANSAS CITY
St. John's Seminary
Rev. Henry Piacitelli
Rev. Jacques Nouws
LA SALLE
Rev. Marin Braspenning
LOS ANGELES
St. Vincent's
Rev. John Walker
Rev. William Stein
Camarillo
Rev. Patrick O'Brien
Prep Seminary
Rev. Donald McNeil
NEW ORLEANS
St. Stephen's
Rev. William DeKort
Rev. John Hickey
St. Joseph's
Rev. Lambert Steenstra
PERRYVILLE
St. Mary's Seminary
Rev. John Sharpe
Rev. Robert Kraff
Rev. Lawrence Leonard (
Assumption-St. Boniface
Rev. George Brennan
P
Pi
SAN ANTONIO
Assumption Seminary[S Very Rev. Gilmore Guyot
Rev. Robert Miget
Rev. Frank O'Brien
Rev. Lee Zimmerman
Rev. Francis Germovnik
Rev. Morgan Barr
Chap- Rev. George Eirich
lain) St. John's Minor Seminary
laplain) Very Rev. John Tackaberry
Rev. Jerome Jourdan
Rev. Norbert Miller
Rev. Thomas Kavanaugh
Novena Rev. Edward Danagher
Band) Rev. Jeremiah Hogan
Rev. John O'Connor
Rev. Robert Stack
Rev. Douglas Lange
Rev. Jan Van Lare
WASHINGTON
Rev. Edward Rebenack
Rev. Vincent Winn
Rev. Edward Riley
Rev. J. A. Burroughs
Rev. Ignatius Melito
Society ROME
Rev. Cecil Parres
Rev. Ignatius Foleycentian Rev. Warren Dicharry
xMag.)
Catholic University
After three years in the more primi-
tive surroundings of the "Casa," this
my summer found the students domiciled
in the simple luxury of the Doheny
Memorial House of Studies. Those
constant references in. the papers,
therefore, to "the Washington mess,"
have no connection whatever with the
doings of the Vincentian Students at
Catholic U.
Details are sparse, but some concrete
progress was made by all. Messrs.
Persich and Schwane continued chip-
ping away at the almost interminable
hours prerequisite in Physics and
Chemistry. Messrs. Gannon and Ru-
dolph Miller approached within a few
formalities of obtaining their Master's
degrees in Philosophy, and Library
Science, respectively. Messrs. Joseph
Haley, Horan, and Bronars received
approval of topics for their disserta-
tions, the former in Latin, the latter
two in Education. (None of these dis-
sertations could possibly be as news-
worthy as that recently completed by
a sociologist confrere, who prefers to
remain anonymous. He wrote on "the
dating pattern of Catholic U. stud-
ents.") Messrs. Jordan and Martinec
continued their work in English and
Spanish.
For a thoroughly enjoyable and
profitable summer the students thank
FPr. John Lavele, a most pleasant
and gracious superior; Fr. George
Eirich, a most kind director for the
second year; and Fr. John Sharpe, a
most understanding spiritual director.
In addition to these, mention must
also be made of those whose absence
made the presence of the students pos-
sible-the priest confreres who had to
Student suffer the heat of the campus during
)irector) this torrid summer: Fathers Brosnan,
Rebenack, Rechtin, Parrot, and Melito.
arish To them, and to all others to whom
gratitude is due-Thanks!
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This Will Be New Los.A ngeles Archdiocesan Junior Seminary
-LOS Angeles llaings ±noto
AD CLERI DISCIPLINAM
Deep In The Heart Of Texas
When Cardinal Stritch blessed the new Assumption
Seminary in San Antonio on Sep. 24, a new step forward
in the history of Catholicism in Texas had been taken.
And the Little Company can thank God that He has
chosen it to be one of His instruments in the spread
of the faith in that section of the country.
Vincentians are not new to the lone star state. Less than
four years after Texas had been set up as an independent
republic-in July 1840-two Vincentians, the Very Rev.
John Timon and the Rev. John Odin came to Texas
to revive the faith that had steadily declined since thbe
secularization of the Franciscan missions in 1794. Fr.
Timon at the time was visitor, and superior of the Bar-
rens. Fr. Odin was later to become the first Bishop of
Texas. The two had been sent by Bishop Anthony Black
of New Orleans at the request of the Sacred Congrega-
tion of Propaganda in Rome.
It was on Oct. 3, 1840 that Fr. Odin as a faculty of one
began the first seminary in the state of Texas. His student
body also consisted of but one, and the young man has
been recorded simply as "Mr. Cassianol's son." The Mexi-
can and Civil wars with their aftermaths of economic
(Continued on Page Seven)
IN THE GOLDEN WEST
Bonitatem et disciplinam et scientiam doce me
(Motto on the cornerstone of the
Los Angeles Junior Seminary)
Early in September His Excellency J. Francis A. Mc-
Intyre, Archbishop of Los Angeles, announced plans for
the construction of a new archdioceson Junior Seminary.
The new seminary, as was reported in the October
issue of the De Andrein, is being built near historic San
Fernando Mission in the rapidly expanding San Fernando
Valley. This change in facilities was necessitated by the
growing number of students and the limited potentialities
of the present building.
According to the official announcement the proposed
seminary building will have a frontage of 760 feet and a
depth of 260 feet at its deepest point. There will be 113,000
square feet of floor space, which should provide plenty
of room for the students to expend their youthful en-
thusiasms. Built in mission style, designed to, blend in with
the atmosphere of the old Mission, it will have a chapel
large enough for 300 boys, two-story dormitories, a study
hall which can also be divided into classrooms, and quar-
ters for a faculty of twenty.
(Continued on Page Two
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"Let us love God, but let it be at the expense of our arms
and in the sweat of our brows." -St. Vincent
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CONGRATULATIONS
To: Rev. Mr. Manuel Pelliteri, C.M., Rev. Mr. Edward Rowland,
C.M., Rev. Mr. Robert Schwane, 'C.M., Rev. Mr. Harold
Persich, C.M., Rev. Mr. Rudolph Miller, C.M., Rev.
Mr. Donald Ryan, C.M., Rev. Mr. Francisco Amez-
queta, C.M., Rev. Mr. John Q. O'Connell, C.M., who
received the Diaconate from the Most Rev. Charles H.
Helmsing, D.D., Auxiliary Bishop of St. Louis, on October
7, 1952.
And to Mr. Thomas Drake, N.C.M., who was received into
the Novitiate on October 10, 1952.
Stamps and the Foreign Missions
Although the greater part of the activities of the Vin--
centian Foreign Mission Society are handled in St. Louis,
the students at Perryville still do their small share by
collecting cancelled stamps. Unfortunately our partici-
pation has grown smaller and smaller because of the
dwindling receipt of stamps.
We appeal, therefore, to the Priests and Sisters of the
double family and to any of our other interested readers
for cancelled stamps. There is always a need for all tvnes
of stamps, even the most common of special value, how-
ever, are commemorative and high denomination stamps
and such special items as pre-cancelled and foreign stamps.
Tinfoil is no longer of sufficient value to warrant the
shipping expense.
We wish also to call your attention to the following facts
about collecting stamps for the missions:
1. A margin of paper of about one-quarter of an inch
should be left around the edge cf the stamp in order to
protect the stamp's perforations. It is useless to save the
postmark.
2. Stamps found on old envelopes and documents which
are dated before 1900 should be left on the envelopes and
documents.
3. Old stamp collections, complete or incomplete, are
of value; we are in a position to put unfinished and ama-
teur collections to their best use 'either by combining
them into larger albums or by selling the stamps individually.
4. Large quantities of stamps are most conveniently
sent either in cartons or bags by parcel post.
5. Contributions of stamps for the missions should be ad-
dressed to: Vincentian Foreign Mission Society, St. Mary's
Seminary, Perryville, Missouri.
~h.e ~IL·Alrd~e~n '~~·l·fll:
Prior to her expulsion, Sister Vincent Louise had been
held incommunicado in the Kanchow hospital for seven
months after charges of "corruption" in the administration
of the Catholic hospital, where she had labored selflessly
for 28 years, only to have the regime seize the institution.
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(Continued from Page One)
In regard to the faculty, Archbishop McIntyre stated
that the Vincentian Fathers will conduct the seminary, as
they have been doing for more than a quarter of a cen-
tury. There are now about a dozen confreres stationed
at the present Junior Seminary on South Detroit Street.
The community has had charge of the minor seminary
since its dedication in 1927, and of the major seminary at
Camarillo since its completion in 1939. In the twenty-five
years and more that the Detroit Street building has been
used members of the province have watched the steady
increase of vocations, from the first student body of less
than seventy to the present crowded two hundred. Dur-
ing that time they have helped to train over a hundred
priests for the Archdiocese alone, not to mention those who
have entered various religious communities, including
the Congregation of the Mission.
According tto the plans, the present building will be
converted into a boys high school to help alleviate the
shortage of secondary schools in the Archdiocese. Al-
though not possessed of a large campus it is conveniently
located and will adequately serve the needs of more than
two hundred day students.
The new site is rich with historical memories of the
Catholic Church in California. Perhaps no more appropriate
locat on could have been chosen than one of the chain
of twenty-one missions along El Camino Real, where
Franciscian missionaries first brought the light of faith
and where explorers once took two days to, cross the
Los Angeles River. One of the hopes of His Excellency is
that the new seminary will serve to focus attention on the
mission and attract visitors to it as a reminder of Cali-
fcrnia's Catholic heritage.
In his message, Archbishop Mclntyre concluded, "It is
appropriate that inauguration of this massive venture in
this Archdiocese take place on the Feast of the Birthday
of Our Lady, Sep. 8. We ask the faithful to join us in
prayer that God's blessing be bountiful on this new pro-ject." And we feel sure that the prayers of the community
will acccmpany him in this new undertaking.
Bishop John O'Shea, C. M., Exiled
Hong Kong-After 31 years of uninterrupted service in
China, culminated by seven months of cruel Red imprison-
ment, Eishop John O'Shea, C. M., of Kanchow, has been
ex led by the Communists. So weak was our confrere
from the Eastern Province that he had to be practically
carried as he walked feebly across the border. It seems
lilely that his dismissal without the usual "trial" was
precipatated lest he, like the late martyr, Bishop Francis X.
Ford, M. M., die in the hands of the Reds.
Accompanying Bishop O'Shea were Rev. Jules Meyrat,
C. M., (a Swiss confrere) and Sister Vincent Louise
De Lude, a Daughter of Charity from Detroit. Fr. Meyrat,
possibly because he is a Swiss citizen, was told that he
was "not being expelled," but "to' leave the country within
24 hours."
The Reds omitted their usual "trial" also because all
their propaganda had failed to rouse the peciple against
Bishop O'Shea. At the time of his imprisonment last spring,
the Red press accused him of "imperialist aggression."
Bishop O'Shea had never been out of China since his ar-
rival there as a missionary in 1921.
During his imprisonment his health was so low at one
point that the Reds removed him to a prison hospital for
fear he might die in prison. By mistake he was taken to
the Catholic mission. IWithin an hour the Red police dis-
covered their error and removed him to the prison hos-
pital. During his brief stay at the mission he was given
the last rites ,by his -priests. At present the Bishop is
slowly recuperating in the Hospital of the Daughters of
Charity in Hong Kong. When he is sufficiently well he
will 'go to Rome to make a full report to the Holy Father
and then will return to the United States.
Aerial View
Of Assumption Seminary Buildings
BUILDING 1, usable only on the first floor because of
possible fire hazard, serves as living quarters and offices
for some of the seminary faculty and houses the library.
An auditorium also is located on the south end of this
structure. The extension on the left houses the refectory,
kitchen and recreation hall.
BUILDING 2, Mary Catherine Hall. See picture on page 8.
BUILDING 3, in the southwest corner of the campus is
the convent for the Hermanas Josefinas, the sisters who do
the domestic work at the seminary. It was formerly the home
of Trinity's president.
BUILDING 5, formerly Trinity library, is now the sem-
inary chapel. This is the most extreme change Assumption
has made on the campus.
Directly to the west (left) of the chapel is a private home
on a lot that sits like an island surrounded by campus.
Farther to the west an extra long quonset hut. houses the
Seminary bookbindery.
BUILDING 4, a gymnasium dominated by a basketball
court remains a gymnasium probably to be dominated by
Seminarians.
BUILDING 6, L-shaped and made of concrete blocks,
houses the campus caretaker and his family. Eventually,
portions of the building, which was the men's dormitory for
Trinity, will serve as a dormitory for seminarians,
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DENVER
Archbishop Vehr celebrated
the Pontifical Mass on Alumni Day
at the Seminarya Bishops nn.
and Newell, both alumni of the
Seminary, were also present, as
were about 80 pre sts from Denver
and -other dioceseas.oFrs Tolman
and Dan~ghr attended the regional
congress of the Canon Law Society
held in Pueblo on October 14 and
150 0. .o u ioBisho 9i.n preached the
sermons for the Forty Hours' Devor
tion at St, Philomena's Church in
Denvero o o o o In the Most Precious
Blood Parish, of which Father
Donohoe is pastor, an almost coma
plete census has listed 348 Cath-
olic families with in the parish
boundaries There rere over 500
children accounted, for, with more
than half of them being of pre^-
school age. The total number of
children in the first four grades
is 166. For the present, two
Masses are being offered -every
Sunday in one of the class rooms
at Our Lady of Lourdes School.^ ~~
The Theatine Fathers have begun
work on a new house of studies
near o Tho S hosSeminary, where it
is planned to have their students
eventually attend elasses. At
present they have seven aor
seminarians studying in Rome and
Spain.*,.o 8On October 5 Archbishop
Vehr ordained thirteen students to
the diaconate and flie to the sub-
diaconate in the seminary chapel*
KENRICK
Kenrick began its school year
with a record enrollment of 245
students. o 0Archbishop Ritter, on
September 20th, conferred the dia
conate on 28 fourth year theolo-
gians. .oSunday, October 12th, the
Kenrick Choir under the direction
of Father Clarence Corcoran was
lieaa n&cr yov orTr OSolio
Hour 0woo.0 0 On Dowvember 9th Father
Nicho___ Perih w^ill speak over
station KSD on the "Obligations to
Civil Authority.~ This tlk is
part of a series sponsored by the
local organization of the National
Council of Catholic Menvseoon Octe
15, f_ _Robert oerver was cele-
brant of the Mass and speaker at
the College day ceremonies of
Pontbonne Collegev
ST. JOSEPH'•, NEW ORLEANS
The personnel of this house
has been reduced t - the Pastor ard
three assistants, John Medd
is now assistant at St. Kath eeri
Fr Harol d Dicha has been tr as-
ferred to the assistant's post at
Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal,
Montebello, California. The re-
duction in the number of familie
in the parish and the gradual coms
mercial movement in this territory
make the reduction feasible.Fr..a
Sbaser teenstra, a confrere ori-
ginally from Holland is now assis-
tant at St. Joseph s . He has also
been appointed assistant Superior.
Fr Steenstra has evidenced a
zealous interest in the Legion of
Mary in New Orleans and has spoken
before two groups o o < o •ESJBA--Stj
Joseph's Benefactors Association--
has shown gratifying results ,
especially since it is but two
months old. This is the plan of
monthly raffle~--one half of the
proceeds going to the parish ;..v* ,
A new boiler has been installed in
the school at the cost of about
$6,000,,Fr Vincent alsh conducted
the Solemn Miraculous Medal Novena
which began on the 12th of October,
ST. M-ARY S, LA PORTE
On the 15th of September the
new scholastic term was officially
begun, The students had returned
the previous. evening, On the fol-
lowing day, Bishop Nold offered
Mass for the students. He later
spoke to them on the necessity of
their assiduous application to
study. The present enrollmont is
8'iSo.oFr, Loi i e spoke the
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series of se ons at the Forty
ewurs' Devotion at Sto Patrick s,
church in Galvteston.*V e-avOn the
Feast-of the Mate yCty of Our Lady
7 Subdeacons ,were promoted to the
Deaconate .. .. & 4. On the- Feast of
Christ the a g, i Father -Brr
addressed the atholcs of Houston
at the rally ,i"h publicly hionor
ed Christ's Kingship.
T e India s-- got *at they
donsidered a heavenasent gift. The
Bishop- had a •section of the yard
paved and basketball standards put
up.,
ASSUMPTION SEMINARY, SAt ANTONIO
The pIsit response to his
Bible Week lecture has caused Fr
0 ot to be invited to speak for a
six lecture :aseries by the. Saint
Mary s Universi'tysponyred Caho-a
lie Laymsen' s 6foie The lectures
are to be presented int -Noveber
and again in . rch or Feb ary....
1Fr. ig, Gemovnik, and BaLtr
con.ducted as olemn, novena in honor
of Our '-Lady, of- ati a Saint
Bichael's Cd ch, San Anton io
during the weekl-f %he 7th..1a Frs
O'Brien. and r ncondue.ted'
a mission at Kelly Air Field Base,
San Antonie•, drin the week of
the 17th .*., . Father ~ g wasg
principal speater at the Statem
wide meeting for the Exerlifica-
tion of the Fourth Degree Knights
,of Columus in Austin o6 the 12th.~
IHe also spok +e at the Regional
Meeting. o f -te Con ternity of
Ghristin -Doetrine in Corpus Chrsm
ti on October 29th ,,....Fr._ Mist
conducted a Forty Hours' Devotion
at Sacred Heart Church in San
Antonieo He also preached the
sermon at the Deanerysf procession
in honor of :;Christ the King in
Hostein, Texaas . .F Tag ab r-
the Reotor of St. John's, and Fr.
Shulte attended the meeting of
the Alumni of St. John's (now to
be called the Al mni of St. John'sa
and Assumption Semiaaries) i n
Thler, Texas. The group voted a
generous donation for the main
altar and grill work behind the
altar in the students' chapel. * .V
fro Eirich conducted the ordina*
tion retreat.~ On October 6th, 32
men received Tonsure in the Semina*
ary chapel--18 from Assumption and
the, rest from the Oblatess On
October 7th, the Seminary had its
first Ordinationso In all 52
received Orders. All Orders ex-
cept priesthood were conferred: 4
to Diaconate '(3 Assumption, 1
Oblate); 4 to Subdiacmlate- (2
Assumption, 2 Oblates); 12 Second
Minors (all Assumption); 32 First
Minors (18 Assumption; the rest,
Oblates)o . ., 41 ..0.oArchbishop Lucey
addressed the Faculty and students
on the subject "Our International
Relations."
ST. JOHN'S, CAMARILLO
Archbishop McIntyre, Father
James .Ricardson , and Fathe Par:i-
hi addressed the fall meeting of
the Southern California Unit of
Catholic Library Association at
the Seminary on October 11th. The
men.bers attend&ing visited. the Do-
heny collection of the library t
see the exhibit of 140 Bibles tha-t
have been on display since Bible
Week. Each received a copy of the
annotated bibliography of the ext
hib: t.t ao, r t Patrick 0'Brien gave
the sermons for the Forty Hours'
Devotion at Santa Clara Chruch in
Oxnard.~O...Under the direction of
jr•. aD Millr and sponsored by
the Oxnard Knights of Columbu, the
students of St. John's Seminary
presented a 15 minute recorded pre
gram over a local station on Colua
bus Day ...... ... . ... Fro Tol an of
St, Thomas' Seminzry, Denver, will
conduct the annual retreat for the
Seminarians.
TEH CAPE
Bishop HelmEsig, who was an
ovetrigiht guest at the Cape, said
~0as for the students on October
8th. He then gave them a talk on
Truth, the fundamental virtue in
the life of a Seminarian, ...Fire
Prevention Week was observed with
3 distinct types of fire drills.
One of these was held at 9 pm and
cmssisted of students of the upper
domitory climbing down fire lad-
Pan 6ll~~ i ·h A rv'&T
ders from 3rd floor windows by
spotlight* (There were no inju-
ries,) A picture of the proceed-
ings appeared the following mor4,
ing ol the front page of the South
East Missourian. .... *Columbus Day
was celebrated with a half holiday
and a brief but excellent histori-
cal play about the e life and impor-
tance of Columbus, presented by
the history classes and directed
by Fro 01ker
DE PAUL, CHICAGO
The new address for all
departments in Chicago is 2233
Kenmore.
The Community chapel, used
for almost fifty years, is being
enlarged and renovated..... Modern
furnishings, including tabernacle.
stations of the cross, and so
forth, are being provided,.....The
new addition to St. Vinent's
parochial school, covering the
site of the old building erected
in 1890 by Fr. Felix Guedry, CM,,,
will soon be ready for occupancy*
The new structsre covers much
ground and provides for kinder-
garten, library, athletic and
social needs ... ,Fr. Thomas P. Van
Deursen is now a professor .of
religion in the University, He is
one of the 14 new faculty members.
. ... On October 7th, after an out-
door gathering in honor of Our
Lady of the Rosary, hundreds of
teenagers of the Junior Legion of
Mary heard a talk by Fr. Comerford
Of.ealle and attended Solemn Bene-
diction of the Blessed Sacrament
given by Fr_ Fitzgerald, the u-*
nior Legion moderator*...,On Sept.
26, Fr. 0'Mall awarded 75 scho-
larships. Fr_ Edwad| K a er cele-
brated Mass on the occasion......
The Vincentian Educational Meeting
of the Western Province will take
place on Friday, January 2nd, and
Saturday, January 3rd, at the Un"i-
versity. The first general meet-
ing will be opened by Fr. Stakely.
FrT Martin the temporary Provin-
cial Director of Studies, will then
report on the educational status
of the Province, Msgr. Fredrick
Hochwalt, Secretary General of the
National Catholic Educational As-
sociation and Director of the Edu-
cational Department of N.C.~WC. ,
will address the group. Fr, WIn
Kenneally will be chairma of the
Major Seminary Division; Fr, Jo~
Edwards, of the College Division;
and Fr 'Lawrence Leonard, of the
Hiti School Division. The General
Chairman is Fr . T.J& Wangler#
ST, VINCENT'S, LOS ANGELES
Forty Hours Devotion was held
in the parish church on October 12
and in St. Vincent's Hospital
during the previcas week,
PERRYVILLE
Fro Lawrence Leonard's brother
John, although past the critical
stage, is totally paralyzed. The
Community's prayers would be ap-
preciatede
Fr. WmVn Cortelyou and Fr
Anthony Falan spoke on Station
KSGM during Bible Week.. .Fr John
Shape conducted a Deanery retreat
at Perrytille and another in Cape
Girardeau,*,...Fr. mgmel is justly
proud of his football team which
may go undefeated this season.....
A new moving picture screen has
been hung in the Students' audi-
tortu••mn ... Mr - Glennon Figge is in
charge of the crew intrusted with
the care of Campe....The basemeat
walls of the library have been
completed and the second floor is
now in place...*.The Novices bowed
4-0 in the fall baseball game.
Reve Mr Rowlahnd, •dthe winning
pitcher, had 16 strike-outs to his
credit*
ROME
The beatifioation cause of
Mother Seton has taken a step for-
ward, according to Fr_ Salvatore
BuUgio, postulator fao her cause.
It is th'ifact that the Holy See
is now satisfied that the nun was
actually baptized. Fr, Burgio said
that much greater ptogress in her
cause may now be expeted.
DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY
Sr. Inez and Sr. Francis will
leave for their foreign mission in
La Paz, Bolivia early in October.
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Still Is Administration Building
This 54-year-old structure which served Trin-
ity University as the administration building is
used in the same way by Assumption Seminary.
Because it is not of fireproof construction only
the first floor is being used. In it are located
the rector's and the procurator's offices and liv-
ing quarters, the library and the auditorium. One
wing of the building to the right rear contains
the refectory, kitchen, and recreation hall.
Assumption Seminary
(Continued from Page One)
desolation prevented Bishop Odin (for he had been con-
secrated by that time) and his successor, Bishop Claude
Dubuis, from establishing the seminary needed to put
Texas Catholicism on a secure basis.
For clergy, Texas was still dependent upon European
missionaries and religious communities. In 1874 San An-
tonio was erected as a diocese and its first Bishop, An-
thony Pellicier, after three years in the new diocese tem-'
porarily established a minor seminary in the rectory of St.
Mary's parish. Other temporary and unsatisfactory ar-
rangements were used until on Oct. 2, 1915, exactly 75
years from the time Bishop Odin began instructing Mr.
Cassiano's son, Bishop John Shaw converted the three-
story brick building on 230 Dwyer Avenue, San Antonio,
into a seminary staffed by diocesan clergy. The faculty
and student body of one each in 1840 was succeeded by
a faculty of six and a student body of seventeen in 1915.
The present administration building of St. John's was
dedicated in 1920, and by 1928 the theology department
had been added so that seminarians could be trained en-
tirely in San Antonio without need for more training in
seminaries outside the diocese.
In 1.941 Fr. Marshall Winne, visitor at the time, was
asked by Archbishop Lucey of San Antonio to supply the
personnel for St. John's Seminary. Fr. Winne responded
with ten priests as a new faculty and appointed Fr.
William M. Brennan as superior. Father Brennan was suc-
ceeded in 1945 by Fr. James Stakelum, who held the post
for five years until he was named visitor. Father Stakelum
was succeeded by Fr. Gilmore Guyot.
Enrollment continued to increase, and in 1947 Cardinal
Stritch laid the cornerstone for St. Mary's hall. Despite
this additon to the peminarv. crowded conditions at St.
John's still existed. Past growth had been steady and the
authorities recognized that the need for more room would
grow more urgent each year. And so when Trinity Uni-
versity put its campus buildings up for sale a year ago,
Archbishop Lucey made the purchase, and went about
the task of having the University converted into Assump-
tion Major Seminary. This year the major and minor
seminary units were separated. Fr. Gilmore Guyot con-
tinued as rector of the major seminary unit, which was
transferred to the Assumption Seminary buildings, and
Fr. John Tackaberry was appointed superior of St. John's
Minor Seminary. With the dedication of Assumption Semi-
nary, the San Antonio archdiocese witnessed the 113th year
of its seminary development.
The separate major and minor seminaries are now staff-
ed by a total of eighteen Vincentians with an enrollment
of nearly 200. More than a century has passed since Fr.
Odin began to give lessons to "Mr. Cassiano's son." His
dream of a seminary has become a reality.
IN DIEBUS ILLIS
Sep. 4, 1894. An improvement-Professors are seated on
platform during class.
Sep. 7, 1895. Messrs. Feeley, Glass, Nugent, Monoghan,
Malloy, O'Hara, Murray, Patrick Finney, and Le Sage
walk to the Mississippi River, St. Mary's Landing.
Oct. 4, 1924. We heard returns of first World Series
game between Washington and New York. Radio is good
for something after all.
Sep. 17, 1912. "Mens sana in corpore sano." From this
day forth lunch every day for the students, with the
exception of the fast days. After due ccnsideration the
Very Rev. Visitor sanctioned or rather revived this oid
custom, as it seems to have been.
Oct. 19, 1929. Heard the Notre Dame vs. Wisconsin game
broadcast-N. D. 19-Wis. 0.
Everybody praying hard that Fr. S. P. Hueber's plan
materializes. He is trying to get one of his friends inter-
ested in a new building for the Students. Prospects look
very favorable.
Oct. 15, 1947. The sidewalk project begun last week was
completed today. The section going from the Child Jesus
Statue north to the garage was laid-about 120 feet in
length. (How the bull-dozer ripped up this walk in May
of 52!)
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Mary
Catherine
Hall
-Alamo Register Photo
MARY ICATHERINE HALL, formerly a dormitory for Trinity co-eds, now houses seminarians. Built in 1928, it
has 48 rooms and seven faculty suites, on the first floor are a comfortable lounge and the recreation hall. It is steam
heated and has a good basement and boiler room. Cash value of this building at the time of purchase was estimated
at $200,000. Its name remains Mary Catherine Hall although Seminarians will mean the Blessed Virgin and St.
Catherine LaBoure. It is not known who was the original inspiration for the hall's name.
Seminary
Chapel
-Alamo Register Photo
Directly behind Mary Catherine Hall is the seminary chapel, a quonset hut converted from uni-
versity library to Chapel. Doors of the structure are of redwood as is the cross in front. The
facade is plastered in a warm tan color.
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Some American
Impressions
By Pierre Dulau, C. M.
Excerpts from the article on the
journey of Fr. Slattery through the
United States, and appearing in the
Annales, 1951 and 1952.
NEW YORK
We are supposed to arrive in New
York on Monday, the 11th (Septem-
ber, 1950), early in the morning. It
would be indiscreet to ask our sacris-
tan to open the chapel and to prepare
everything early enough for us to say
our masses before the formalities
which have to precede our disem-
barking. As we go up to the deck
after breakfast, I prepare myself for
a beautiful view. Alas, the fog is so
thick that we can see nothing, not
even the gigantic Statue of Liberty,
though it is very near. Before going
ashore every passenger has to un-
dergo the certification of !his passport
and the inspection of his luggage.
These formalities are liable to detain
us until twelve o'clock. Fortunately
our confreres have thought of every-
thing. They have some friends at the
place and all is arranged for us in
a few minutes. But before leaving the
boat the Superior General is inter-
viewed by reporters who ask infor-
mation about the purpose of his visit,
how long he intends to stay in the
U. S., and about the state of the two
communities of which he is the Su-
perior General. And he would have to
submit himself to the same questioning
in all of the principal cities that we
would come to afterwards. I admire the
smiling friendliness with which the
Superior General lends himself to, the
exigencies of professional curiosity.
"Omnibus omnia factus sum." After
this the photographers fire upon us
without mercy and dazzle us with
their flashbulbs. Finally we are free!
I almost forgot to say that an im-
posing number of our confreres of
both provinces, having at their head
their visitors, Frs. Leary and Stake-
(Continued on Page Two)
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Christmas Preparations
At The Barrens
About the middle of December a
change becomes noticeable in the stu-
dent body and the tempo of student
life picks up. The temporary suspen-
sion of the cla'sroom schedule and
the thought cf the days ahead gives
birth to an exhiliration that manifestsi
itself in the joy, laughter, and ex-
citement of the students as they pre--
pare for the coming of Christmas.
With the Advent season nearing its
close, the attention of all is centered
on the familiar but breath-taking event
renewed each year in the Liturgy and
in the hearts of the faithful, Christ's
Nativity.
One manifestation of this atten-
tion is the Christmas novena, which in
recounting the prophecies that ex-
pressed the yearning of the world for
its Messias, readies our hearts and
minds for the reception of the Saviour
on Christmas morning.
In speaking of the Novena we auto-
matically think of the long weeks of
choir practice that precede it. This
year, early in November while the
gloom of Stevenson's defeat was still
fresh, the scores were dusted off and
vocal chords tuned up as the Falso
Bardoni began learning the parts of
a Perosi Mass. At the same time the
producers of the plays to be given
during the holidays lined up their
casts, and rehearsals began. The bul-
letin board then became crowded with
signs proclaiming: Falso practice, choir
(Continued on Page Five)
9 Million
Gallons A Year
Although dwarfed by the ordered
confusion of the McJarlthy Brothers
Construction Company (who are build-
ing our Library), another significant
development at St. Mary's has recent-
ly taken place. Under the experienced
hand of Brother Edward and his crew-
Brothers Mark, Peter, John and Mr.
Fritz Krieger-a new pump house
has arisen. The constrection of the
new pump house was both a preventive
and a corrective measure. Corrective
because the timbers and paint of the
former one had long since deteriorat-
ed, preventive because the possibility
of seepage of impure water into the
well has been eliminated by the re-
moval of a nearby pond and the rais-
ing of the level of the pump house
floor.
Preliminary to the present construc-
tion, the pump shaft, a weight of qsome
6% tons, had to be pulled from the
well. This included 500 feet of piping
and the pump turbines, all of which
hung suspended in the well hole. Be-
cause of the extreme heaviness of the
metal equipment, the new structure
had to be very strong. Brother Edward
and crew have completed a building
which adequately meets the require-
ments.
"Milk Bottle"
The first nine feet of the well
is shaned something like a concrete
milk bottle and is 4 feet in diameter
at the bottom and tapers to 2 and 2/3
feet at the top. The neck of the bot-
tle rises above the surrounding floor
and on top of it the pump motor is
mounted. At the bottom of the "bot-
tle" the well hole, 9 inches in diameter
opens into the nether parts of the
earth, to a depth of 3030 feet; how-
ever, only 500 feet of this is utilized.
According to Brother Edward, the well
was dug to that great depth in order
to take advantage of an artesian con-
dition believed to exist in this part
of the state and not for oil as one
wag suggested. Needless to say, the
(Continued on Page Five)
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Letters to the Editor
"The enclosed money for my sub-
scription. . . . I thought the DeAn-
drein went to foreign missionaries
gratis. For a yankee this is foreign ter-
ritory. The language is incomprehen-
si'ble, the children don't wear shoes,
your life is in constant peril from
drowning in the bayous and canals
which lace the city; what edible food
you get is carried off by swarms of
ants and roaches. I used the issue of
the DeAndrein you sent me to plug
up the hole in the wall caused by a
stalk of sugar cane being driven
through by one of the many hurri-
canes.
J. H., C. M.
New Orleans, La.
"I sent Father Joseph Kwei to the
Seminary, when I was building the
church and school in Shang-tsing-kong
before I was sent to YuKiang (then
Ngan-zin) to build the new episcopal
residence. I was the first priest in
YuKiang and I bought all the ground
and I made the foundations of the
residence. Then I got sick and was
forced to leave China. I wish that
Father Kwei obtains from God the
grace to let me die in my dear Mis-
sion of YuKiang. I am 71 years old
but with heart, mind and health O. K.
Rev. L. Scialdone, C. M.
Baltimore, Md.
"..Your paper is much improved.
It seems to me that the wider coverage
of news and the more details where
the coverage is, has done this. Keep it
up. Some of the confreres live like
hermits and get only a smattering of
the news via grapevine. You are rem-
edying that.
J. E. T., C. M.
Denver, Colorado
A Thought From St. Vincent
It is in Jesus Christ, by Jesus Christ,
and for Jesus Christ you must be un-
ited. The spirit of Jesus Christ is a
spirit of peace and union; how could
you win souls to Jesus Christ if you
were not united to one another and
to him? (Abelly, Bk. II, p. 145).
Some American
Impressions
(Continued from Page One)
lum, had come on deck to offer their
respects to the Superior and to wel-
come us. We will see them again after-
wards in their respective houses and
I will be very glad to get more ac-
quainted with them. But from the first
contact I am conquered by their cord-
iality, by so much simplicity and will-
ingness to be ofi help. One can feel how
happy and proud our confreres are to,
see again the successor of St. Vin-
cent, whom all welcome as a compat-
riot and who was for most of them
a beloved and venerated Director of
Seminary, A Superior and Visitor.
Today we will only cross New York
Large cars take us to Philadelphia
where the Visitor of the eastern pro-
vince of the U. S., resides in a section
called Germantown. We drive through
a long tunnel which passes under the
Hudson River, western border of the
City of New York and come into the
State of New Jersey. For two and a
half hours we cross a region of mea-
dows and woods. Along the road are
gracious little houses to which many
people working in New York or in
the great cities of the neighborhood,
return every night. I am struck by
the numerous gas stations which are
explained by exceptional automobile
traffic. Crossing a town my eyes are
attracted for the first time by a sign,
which I will see dften afterwards, with
the inscription: Funeral Home. (Note:
It would be inexact to say, as I have
read somewhere, that after their,
death, all the dead in the United
States, are taken to the Funeral Home.
The general custom is for the most
part like our own, where they are
kept at home until the departure for
the church and cemetery. Nevertheler-
a rather large number of the dead, in
the United States, are taken, imme-
diately after death to this building.
There they are embalmed and lie in
state in a 'room near which are the
parlors where relatives receive con-
dolences. It is thus at .the Funeral
Home that there is habitually held the
funeral service for non-Catholics).
PERRYVILLE
In the old quarters of the city (St.
Louis) on the banks of the Mississippi
I recall with emotion the origin of St.
Louis, in which the French took such
an important part. And the old Cath-
edral, happily preserved, speaks more
to the soul than the sumptuous basil-
ica built more recently, which we will
visit on our return. After dinner at the
home of Frs. Stakelum and Cyril Le-
Fevre we leave by car for Perryville
where are the Novitiate and Scholastics
of the Western province. There are
about sixty students, fifty novices and
seven novice brothers and four pos-
tulants. Novices and students live in
two new buildings opposite to each
iother, whose construction has been
made possible by the generosity of
Countess Doheny (sic) !who also has
given a large sum for mass stipends.
On the ground floor of the student
building we visit the, museum conse-
crated to the missions of China and
dedicated to the memory of Msgr.
Sheeihan. After supper the young
people (!) welcome the Superior Gen-
eral and proclaim their attachment to
the house and to the province. Fr.
Stakelum then takes up this theme and
in an enthusiastic speech he exhorts
the students and x novices to give in the
measure as they receive and to show
themselves worthy of those who lived
before them. The Superior General
expressed his joy in being at Perry-
ville. He expresses thanks for the re-
ception which is given to him and
gives his good advice to the students.
The meeting was comprised in part
of a musical performance and I am
happy to notice that the polyphony of
the great epoch is in honor here as it
was also in Germantown and North-
hampton.
(The next day) I say mass in the
old parish church, which is next to, the
central house of the confreres. The
memory of Msgr. De Andres is pre-
served there by a tombstone in the
chapel of the Miraculous Medal. One
feels at home immediately in a church
of the Community. The side chapels
are covered with pictures consecrated
to St. Vincent and to the Saints and
Blessed of the Double Family. This
church is also used for the parish
services together with the newer one,
which is more centrally located. This
morning there is a mass said for a
football team which is going to take
part in a competition in the neigh-
borhood.
Before we leave for Cape Girar-
deau, we stop for a few moments at the
house of the sisters, who have in the
town of Perryville a parochial school
and a high school with a total of al-
most 800 pupils. They have the con-
sideration to let them sing, among
others, two French songs, probably a
heritage 0of the 17th and 18th Cen-
turies. We also visit at Perryville the
house of our confreres which serves as
the rectory for the parish of which
they are in charge and where stands
the central office of the Miraculous
Medal devotion for the province........
May God grant that the recruitment
of our scholasticates may increase so
that we in France also may be able
to consecrate to the Marial works the
number of confreres necessary for
their full development.
The Hidden Life
Nature causes trees to take root
down deep in the soil before they bear
fruit, and, even then, they do so very
gradually. Our Lord acted in this man-
ner in His mission upon earth, for He
led a hidden life for a very long time
before He manifested Himself and de-
voted Himself to the work of our Re-
demption. (St. Vincent in Abelly, Bk.
V, p. 218.)
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LAI PISOPHItAw
lie Culd di-tintt ish and divide
hI&twixt south and southwest aide
-The Philosophers talked turkey
instead of eating it on their "Thanks
giving ay" Noember 25th. For on..thiat day they- -*
that daty they- gave thanks to Saint
Catherine of Alexandria for her help
during the past scholastic year by
presenting a shert prog am in her ho-
nor 0 - Under the able guidance of Fro
John Kearney, professor of Philosophy
at the Barrens, eassrse Albert Lee
and. Daniel Sullivan presented papers
on. philosophical topics- Mtr Lee.as
talk -was. entitled. Real distinction
between-, quantity and substance and
the formal -effe-ts Eof quantity" and
NMro Sullivan elucidated .cn "The prob-
lem of universalso" Both paperea
evinced signs of the scholarly labor
that must have gone into. themo
The day was one of thanksgiving
in more ways than one for Messrs0o
Martin "Ulligan, Alphonse Hoernig,
Lee Trapp, John Burger (in absentia),
Kenneth Grass, Robert- Wood, -J.ames
Collins, Charles Miller, Wather Housey,
Stafford Poole., .-William . Lynch, sand
Riehard Monogue who .received t-heir
Bachelor of Arts degree from Father
~Sniel Martin-, our- superioro 'For
these men it will be the beginning of
the end. of -- heir formal tudies at
the Barrens in the-four, year theolo
gical course preceeding ordinationo
As a relaxation for the mind
between the thought provoking papers,
the Falso Bardonii, conducted by Fr0
Leo Ebisch, rendered the " Are fMaria"
by -Fro Witt0  "0 Morn of Beaut wvas
sung in four parts, as was the "Ave
Maria ,"- and was -done as a tribute to
Philosophy and to the professors of
that subject here at the Barrens0e
The evening's progra as fit
tingly concluded with a short but
inspiring talk by Fr.o Wim icKinley
assistant pastor at St0  Boniface 's
church0 Fr o McKinley stressed the
importance of spirituality - in a
priest and i ts neee~sary adjunct,
knowledge, the attainment of which
was shown in the degrees receivedo
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.FOREIGN MISSION- ~CETY
Sstalleds as Superior and 4ireotor f
the Vineantian Foreign Mission Soec
ety house on Nov. -tllh On: i ea eve-
ning- of t he 17.*-4here-wa-s a reep"
tion in his hon-t•or at whihch ~
Qwinn ad 11 of the returned China
m.ssionaries were presesento. Duti-g
the evening Fr 0 O0 Connell was pre-d
sented with a pair of hopsticks aI
introduced to the mysteries of a Chi-
nose banqueot o o o o.oa a ence -
has been appointed to. the Cats
Avenue house atid is a.tiely egag ed
in promotia work.a o. o, The body of
Fr, Joepg Kwei ha been foud- atd
secretly buried by the Ca-holies i-i
Linchwano It seems that -e Catholies
were informed by the aprison -autota
ties that Frn Kwei was dead and bu
riedo Because of the suspicion as t
the manner of Father8 s death anddoabt
with regard to the place of internmat
the Catholics made an ubnecesesftl
searcho Some days later a boy gathte-
ing fire wood it Th e. hills f ond a
body wrapped in rags and lying in a
diteho A group went out to investiL
gate and all burst into tearsa heis,
they recognized the body of thei-
dear Fr. Kweio
CAMARILLO
Bishop Timothy Manning, Auxi'-
liary of Los Angeles, eoferred MnW&r
Orders and Diacenate in the Seminary
chapel onh Novo lsto ,.r 0 IS e
the ladies of St 6 Mary Magdalene pa-
rish in Caarilloh
hop Qena conducted te a
ual re treat fIor he students a the
end- of Oetaber• o o.f o h6 o s 6• o0 6 -Fv o~ e
preaehed the se·nons for ' he Forty
Hours' ,-Devotion at Sto Augtusine'es
Parish in Brightoo o.0 o r0 o eThe Semtnary
Auxiliary held a recepti-on a% %the
home. of one of hie members to-offer
an opportunity f. - or thae parents of the
students to become acquainted with
(Contiqued on page four0 o)
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t Smiary" fIirlt ty . .. o .o Dringa
at Daelie and Ste Lonia^ o 0 oo a a a ao a
No-•e• em Bitmhaori QLJO vond ed "re-
D her17 gave the leatre for the
fine, seesien of the marriage fo~Jr
held a St'. Philoena' s Parish for
the Catholie yoag peaople of the city,
churchi meting heanl d rectory tfar
th new Mot precious Blood parisht
Fr D aohoe 'ays that work on the
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oe wgiltr anna ade
e atile V1entian (
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a tift of the Sts Vincent de Pautl
Apart of the voational pros
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tiaon for? those intere.ted in Vinen
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Christmas Preparations
(Continued from Page One)
practice, line rehearsal of Act I, Act
II, etc.
Proximate Preparations
In the four or five days immediately
preceding Christmas, the actual dec-
oration of the buildings takes place,
Crews are assigned to the refectory,
auditorium, recreation halls, chapels,
and corridors. Much shouting, bust-
ling back and forth, and orderly con-
fusion is to be encountered on the
stage. The scenery for the plays is
being constructed amid continual
tramping across the floor by those who
are on their way down to the base-
ment to get tools, or to use the elec-
trical buzz saw and the drill press.
Over the banging of hammers, saw-
ing of wood, and adjusting of wrench-
es comes the sound of the record play-
er offering selections ranging from
Christmas carols to Beethoven's "Ero-
ica."
Elsewhere the cry arises, "What
are we going to put up this year?" This
is supposed to signify that original
ideas and novel designs are beyond
execution. After a little thought some-
one suggests an apt theme, and ano-
ther adds to it. Before long a gen-
eral plan has evolved, and what has
at first seemed an insurmountable ob-
stacle gradually becomes an accom-
plished fact. Now that the blueprints
are ready, the call goes out for ar-
tistic talent. One group wants some
angels drawn, another wants rein-
deers and sleighs; a fireplace is need-
ed here and a stable over there. The
men in the recreation hall are looking
for a stuffed Santa Claus, and some-
one is given the task of gathering the
material and fashioning it into a life-
like figure. One crew with a surplus
of Christmas tree lights and ornaments
may trade them for wreaths and col-
ored cellophane. People are contin-
ually running back and forth looking
for thumb tacks, string, tape, vari-
colored paints, hammers, and the list
goes on and on.
Not all the work is inside; in fact
one of the most enjoyable tasks is
that of the Christmas tree crew. Each
year finds them going farther and
farther afield ifor cedar trees. After
a truckload is cut down and brought
home, the crew captains spot the trees
which they consider ideal for their
location, then begin to spray or deco-
rate them. The scrawny remainders are
given to the Novices who chop them
up and transform them into fragrant
cedar ropes.
All work ends by noon, or shortly
thereafter, on Christmas Eve. The
afternoon is devoted to straightening
up, perhaps last minute retouching
of some decoration, and opening
Christmas cards. The last mentioned
is a source of both joy and chagrin.
Joy to know that we are remembered
by friends and relatives; chagrin at
finding that some whom we had forgot-
ten have remembered us. Thus ends
Christmas preparations at the Bar-
rens. May it bring back memories to
those who have gone before us and may
it give a glimpse of our life to all the
rest.
9 Million Gallons
(Continued from Page One)
artesion well did not materialize, nor
did the oil!
After raising the motor and the shaft
the foundation was laid, this consisted
of the aforementioned "milk nottle"
which was surrounded by a 14x14 foot
concrete floor, 20 inches thick. This
foundation, it might be added, not
only has to sustain the initial 6 odd
tons of machinery, ibut also has to be
sturdy enough to bear the strain of
raising a column of water 666 feet to
the top of the Seminary water tower.
of the earth"
On this foundation a building of red,
brick, 13 feet high was built. Yellow
tiling has been used as facing on the
inside wall. The roof is reenforced
concrete, 6 inches thick. In it a hole,
3 feet square, has been left to facili-
tate any subsequent raising of the
motor and shaft. Over the entire build-
ing a permanent steel tripod, 35 feet
high, will be placed to lift the shaft
should repairs become necessary. This
derrick like frame 'will not be based
upon the building but upon 3 concrete
blocks sunk adjacent to the founda-
tion.
To forestall the possibility off pipes
freezing the building is equipped with
a thermostatic control which auto-
matically turns on an electric heater
when the temperature drop" ,o 35
degrees. As an added protection a
chimney has been included in one wall.
Thus, provision for a stove is had
should the need arise.
Deepest Well in Missouri
The well, as noted, is 3030 feet
deep-one of the deepest (if not the
deepest) wells in the state. The drill-
ing was done in the twenties by the
late E. H. Klump of Perryville, who
took three years to complete the job.
From a point 615 feet above sea level
Mr. Klump began his operations. A
careful log of the geological data was
kept. (The results were published in
Page Five
a volume, Geology in Ste. Genevieve
County, by Weller and St. Clair, un-
der the sponsorship of the Missouri
Bureau of Geology and Mines). Des-
criptions of the drilling samples tell
us that they went through gray dol-
omite, bluish-gray dolomite, crystal-
line, granular, argillaceous and sand
dolomite, and through shale of gray-
ish green hue. Down through the
Joachim formation, the St. Peter form-
ation, the Everton formation (all
varieties of dolomite) through varie-
gated layers the machinery inched its
way. Through geological layers, in fact,
which the geologists assure us took
90 million years to form. Finally in a
"characteristic residual dolomite type
of strata" the drilling rig bedded the
hole in the transition Ibeds between
the Bonneterre and Lamotte forma-
tions 3030 feet below the surface,
Three major geological divisions
were pierced in the process: the Or-
dovician system the first 1240 feet;
the Ozarkian system the second 1060
feet; and the Cambrian system the
Slast 733 feet. When the final tests were
made the static water level was 190
feet below the surface and showed a
capacity of 75 gallons a minute.
9 Million Gallons a Year
Into the 9 inch hole a pump casing
was lowered 500feet. Within this cas-
ing was enclosed a revolving shaft at
the end of which are 20 turbines.
Over all this to a depth of 100 feet
an outside casing was lowered to
further protect the water source from
outside contamination. By means of
the force exerted by the turbines the
water is raised 500 feet to the top
of the well, and 166 feet to the top
of the Seminary water tower. This
tower stands approximately 200 yards
to the south across the highway. The
power for operation is furnished by a
20 horsepower Pomona 220 volt elec-
tric motor. The actual volume of
water brought to the tower is 50 gal-
lons per minute. At this rate it takes
over 16 hours of steady pumping to
fill our 50,000 gallon water tank. Ac-
tually, our daily consumption is only
half that amount. The motor and
pump, therefore, are in use only about
8 hours a day.
When we realize that our yearly
consumption is over 9 million gallons
we can appreciate the fact that olr
water supply is an important facet
of our life here at the Barrens. Each
time we take a drink of water we
have many persons to thank, not the
least of whom are Brother Edward
and his crew.
Congratulations
To Mr. Edward J. Vinet, N.C.M., on
his entrance into the Novitiate Novem.
her, 1952.
. Laborers Into His Harvest an Francisco
;"Since the De Andrein last reported
on; additions to our Province from Eu-
rope, one Polish and three Dutch con-
freres have arrived in the States to
join the Western Province. We present
here a short biographical sketch to
introduce them to our readers. We re-
giret that we were unable to obtain
pictures of Frs. Grabka, and Van Lare;
those of Frs. Steenstra and Van Deur-
sen were taken in the Philippines
where the white cassock is customary.
* Fr. Lambert Steenstra was born in
Sneek, Holland on September 12, 1906.
He attended the minor seminary at
Wernhoutsburg, entered the Commun-
ity Sept. 19, 1925, and made his major
seminary studies in Panningen and
Nijmegen. On the feast of Holy Found-
er, 1931, he was ordained to the sac-
red priesthood by our confrere, Bishop
Lebouille. His initial assignment was
the Chinese missions. After spending
his first months in the study of the
laniguage hewas assigned to the mis-
sion of Yungpingfu. He served in sev-
eral missions until he became a pro-
fessor in the minor seminary in Yung-
pingfu. Then in 1943 he was put in a
concentration camp where he remain-
ed for two years. Upon his release he
was sent to the missions in Chin-
wangtao. The following year he again
took up teaching and did seminary
work until he went to Holland on vaca-
tion in 1947. He returned to China in
1948 and resumed his parochial work
which was put to an end when the
Reds forced him to leave in 1951. He
thereupon went to the Philippines,
where he taught in the minor semin-
ary at Jaro, and acted as chaplain for
a girls' college. This past summer he
arrived in the United States, and is
now:parish priest an'd assistant super-
ior at. St. Joseph's in New Orleans
Fr. Joseph Grabka was born in
Biskupice, Poland May 10, 1909. He
became a member of the Community
in November, 1927, and was ordained
a priest Jan. 30, 1935. Until this sum-
mer he spent all his priestly years in
the missions in China. He did parish
work until 1946 when for a year he at-
tended the Franciscan School of Chi-
nese Studies. Next he became Pastor
of the parish in lyang, Kiangsi, Chi-
na, where he remained until he had
to leave this year. He is now attach-
ed to the Vincentian Foreign Mission
house in St. Louis and is mission edi-
tor for the Vincentian magazine.
Fr. Thomas Van Duersen was born
on Jan. 22, 1919 in Tilburg, Holland.
He entered the Congregation Sept.
14, 1937, and was ordained on Holy
Founder's day, 1944. He spent the next
four years at the Catholic University
of Nimegue (Holland) and there re-
ceived the degree of Doctor of Sacred
Theology. He 'was engaged in parish
work for a year before being sent to
Surabaja (Indonesia) where he acted
as secretary to the Apostolic Vicar.
He came to the United States this past
Rev. Lambert Steenstra
"Sneek to Yungpingfu to New Orleans"
Rev. Thomas Van Duersen
"Tilburg to Surabaja to DePaul"
summer, and is now professor of re-
ligion at De Paul University.
Fr. John Van Lare was born in Boek-
huizen, Holland on Aug. 29, 1919, and
entered the Community on Sept. 20,
1940. He was ordained in 1947, and for
his first assignment was sent to the
province of Kiangsi in China, where
he did mission work in the Archdiocese
of Nanchang until he was forced to
leave in 1951. He, too, arrived in the
United States this past summer and is
now teaching at Assumption Seminary
in San Antonio.
The Western Province is indeed hap-
py to welcome tlhese confreres to the
work of the Community in the United
States.
Centenary
On September 28, 1952 at St. Mary's
Cathedral in San Francisco was cele-
lbrated a Solemn High Mass to com-
memorate the one hundcreth anni-
versary of the Daughters of Charity in
San Francisco. It was just a century
ago bhat seven sisters from Emmits-
burg, Maryland, came to care for chil-
dren left destitute by the terrible
cholera epidemic ,which had been rav-
aging the city. They had made the
trip by one of the three ways then
possible-by ship to Panama, across
the Isthmus by land, and then by sea
again to San Francisco. The hard-
ships and hazards lof such a journey,
from storms on the ocean to fevers
on the land, sound almost incredible
today. Yet the fact that two of the
sisters died immediately on their ar-
rival indicates to some extent their
sufferings.
The orphanage and other works
which the sisters undertook in San
Francisco had their share of ups and
downs. Perhaps none will be so vividly
remembered as the earthquake of 1906.
The orphanage itself was spared-
only to be totally destroyed !by fire
four years later--but two of the
parochial schools which the sisters
operated were leveled.
However, since that time the catalogue
of works which the Daughters of Char-
ity have undertaken in the city of
St. Francis has grown steadily. And
it is as varied as it is aibundant, re-
flecting in its way St. Vincent's own
manifold charities. In 1910 they were
offered the charge of Mary's Help Hos-
pital which, however, was not formally
opened until 1912. Up to the year 1921
Mary's Help Hospital also made pro-
vision for the care of unmarried
mothers and their children; but in that
year Archbishop Hanna thought it ad-
visable that a separate hospital be
founded for this purpose. This was
the beginning of St. Elizabeth's In-
fant Hospital, which still is carrying
on an important, often overlooked and
frequently looked down upon task.
Besides the hospitals, the Daughters
also carry the charge of two high
schools and two elementary schools;
the latter in the course of not too
many years have given 14 vocations to
the priesthood, 62 to the Daughters of
Charity and a multitude for 11 other
religious orders.
Coincidental with the celebration of
the centenary were the golden jubilees
of two of the sisters themselves, Sister
Agatha Flynn and Sister Ernestine
Winieckes. To them as to all the sis-
ters in San Francisco, we wish to, ex-
tend our hearty congratulations on a
job well done, and our best wishes
that their work may continue for many
years to come:
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LIBRARY NEARS MID-WAY POINT
COME BLESSED
OF MY FATHER
Last May Fr. Duggan w~as told ver,
frankly by his doctor that he had can-
cer of the throat. There was not much
hope for recovery, especially for a man
of his advanced age. It was no se-
cret to Pr. Duggan that he had a
good deal of suffering to undergo, but
he set himself to accept the Divine
Will and for seven months patiently
endured the pain. Then about three
o'clock on the afternoon of December
9, God came to relieve him of his
sufferings and to give him his re-
ward. He was conscious up to the last
day.
Fr. Duggan was born in New Orleans
in 1881 and took his vows Feb. 2, 1900.
He was known as a quiet student,
devoted to his studies. A better than
average athlete, he took part in all
sports. Because of his great strength
he was nick-named "Bull Duggan,"
but was always meek and retiring.
He has always been known for his
charity, and all that knew him testi-
Fr. Dennis Duggan, C.M.
(1881-1952)
"For to me to live is Christ and to die
is gain" (Phil. 1:21.)
(Continued on Page Two)
SEMINARY LOSES
DEAR FRIEND
On Christmas eve, a few minutes
before mid-night Mass, we learned
that Mrs. Emil Bey was dead. Mrs.
Bey ahd attended the Christmas
novena that evening, and upon re-
turning home lay down to rest a
little before going to the mid-night
Mass. When her husband came to
rouse her, she was dead.
Though Mrs. Bey had had a weak
heart for some time, her death came
both as a surprise and a shock to all
of us here at the Barrens. We realize,
too, that in her death we have lost a
dear and devoted friend who has been
most constant for many years. She
was well known both to many mem-
bers of the community and to their
relations, for in her kindness she pro-
vided lodgings for visitors to the Bar-
rens for so long that she has become
a tradition.
The story goes that about forty
years ago two ladies were visiting a
student here at the Seminary and
could find no accommodations in town
for the night. One of the priests rode
(Continued on Page Three)
WORK CONTINUES
DESPITE WINTER
Editor's note: With great interest
we at the seminary watch the daily
progress of the Library-Classroom
building, the first unit of the Ex-
pansion program at St Marys. We
feel that our readers have a similar
interest and therefore we present in
this issue a brief synopsis of the con-
struction to date.
Work began on the morning of April
28, 1952, when the bulldozer and earth-
movers took their first bite out of the
topsoil. In one month a sizable por-
tion of the hill on the southeast side of
the scholasticate had been removed,
and the excavation for the library pro-
per had been completed. The surround-
ing area, once a scene of hills, terraces,
gullies and sinkholes, became a rela-
tively level stretch of brownish clay.
Down in the pit excavated for the
foundation a jack-hammer lJounding
into the limestone strata prepared the
way for the reinforced concrete pillars
which were firmly embedded in the
-rock. (Each of these pillars is capable
of supporting 20,000 pounds). The
forms for the basement walls were then
set up. At this point the work slowed
down to a crawl due to a steel short-
(Continued on Page Three)
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fy that of him it is true that when
he could not say something good, he
said nothing.
On June 16, 1905 he was ordained
priest by Archbishop Glennon at the
old Kenrick Seminary in St. Louis.
His 'first assignment was to teach at
the Cape. In 1913 he was sent to De
Paul University where he remained
for 'sixteen years as a professor of
Latin and Greek and dean of the
Schqol of Liberal Arts. He soon won
the unfailing devotion and loyalty
of the students. They would do what-
ever he wished, and, it is said, he
could have asked them to come to
class on a holiday and they would
have done so. Nor would his students
tolerate a single word of criticism
or complaint against him.
OQe of the older confreres tells the
story of a girl who went to De Paul
a number of years ago. When asked
what subject she had taken, she said,
"Fr. Duggan told me to take the Arts
course, Latin and Greek. I didn't
want to, but I did and now I am glad."
Fr. Duggan was next in his home
parish, St. Joseph's in New Orleans, for
a year, and then he spent two years
at the Los Angeles Preparatory Semi-
nary. -In 1932 he fwas changed to St.
Louis Preparatory Seminary where he
taught Latin and Greek until his
health failed in 1946. He was a most
successful teacher, and though he
demanded much work of his students,
he was always considerate and kind. It
was a joy for a professor of Philosophy
or Theology to get Fr. Duggan-taught
students, for then he did not have to
worry about their not being able to
read a Latin text book or ,follow a
Latin lecture. The priests of the Arch-
diocese who had him for professor of-
ten speak of him with great praise and
appreciation.
Fr. Duggan was stationed, at St. Vin-
cent's in St. Loius until his death. The
funeral Mass on Dec. 12 was offered
by FPr. Raphael Kuchler who was as-
sisted by Fr. Ralph Bayard as dea-
con and Fr. John Taugher as sub-
deacon. Minor ministers were Frs. Chas.
Cannon, Bernard Degan, Vincent
Walsh, and John Hogan. Bishop Chas.
Helmsing, auxiliary of St. Louis and
one of Fr. Duggan's former students,
was present together with about sev-
The De Andrein
"THE MUMMY DULY ARRIVED"
The Late Mr. Dooley
The Late Mr. Dooley, a comedy of
pretense, with a striking contrast of
humor springing from three separate
sources could not help being a suc-
cess on December 26. The play, directed
by Joseph Haley, C. M., was built upon
the pretense of a young American busi-
ness man, (Thomas Jordan, C. M., to be
a brilliant and eccentric English arche-
ologist, Sir Hector Fish (Edward Mullin,
C. Mi.). This latter had been expected
for a visit at an exclusive boys' school
in the Eastern United States, but
could not arrive by reason of being
quarantined for the mumps. Diffi-
culties multiplied when the Archeolo-
gist broke quarantine by having him-
self shipped to the school in a mum-
my case. At the instigation of one of
the school boys, Sir Hector did not
immediately expose the young Ameri-
can pretender but concealed himself
in the school.
When the sheriff came to take Sir
Hector back to quarantine, both the
young American and the real Sir
Hector pretended to be Professor Laid-
law, the headmaster of the school.
This failed when the real Laidlaw sur-
rrised the sheriff with the two impos-
tors. Later, when the sheriff again
attempted to arrest Sir Hector, still an-
enty priests both of the diocese and
of the community. Fr. Win. P. Barr
preached an eloquent and beautiful
sermon in which he stressed the dig-
nity of the priesthood and especially
the charity and kindness of Fr. Dug-
gan.
After seventy-one years of life, fifty-
four in the community and forty-
seven in the priesthood, Fr. Duggan has
gone to his reward. He is a wonder-
ful example of kindness and of quiet,
unpretentious hard work. "Come,
blessed of my Father, take possession
of the kingdom prepared for you from
the foundation of the world ...
other in order to confuse the sheriff,
pretended to be the archeologist, thus
leaving the confused audience with a
total of three Sir Hectors. Eventually,
everything is cleared up and the real
archeologist is about to be taken back
to quarantine, when someone con-
vinces the sheriff that the quarantine
has been lifted.
Against a background of respecta-
bility and mature calm in the person
of Professor Laidlaw (Rev. Mr. Robert
Schwane, C. M.) stand three distinct
types of humor.
First the unconscious, bungling hu-
mor of the butler, James (Albert Lee,
C. M.) and the sheriff (Wm. Behm,
C. M.). James, for example, on hearing
that the archeologist was bringing his
mummy, wanted to know if he was
bringing his daddy, too.; and when he
heard that a dead mummy cost fifty
thousand dollars, he exclaimed, "I:ow
much would a live one cost?"; and
finally after seeing a telegram of
,acknowledgement which read. "The
mummy duly arrived," immediately be-
gan to call the mummy "Mr. Dooley."
Similarly the sheriff having been told
that the local newspaper office had
not burnt down, it was a subterfuge,
promptly asked. "Was there anyone in
the subterfuge when it burned?"'
In contrast with this bungling humor
is the deliberate wit of Brisky (Thos.
Jordan, C. M.) the young American
impostor, William Laidlaw (Wm. Horan,
C. M.) and Robert Swanson (Warren
Discon, C. M.) one of the students.
Brisky, answering a doubt albout Sir
Hector's ability to send himself by
postal express, says, ''A man who can
speak seventeen different languages
certainly ought to be able to express
himself": William Laidlaw. when aue•-
tioned about a cut on his forehead,
replies sarcastically, "It's when, I bit
myself this morning eating ,grapefruit";
Robert Swanson (looking young in-
(Continued on Page Seven)
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LIBRARY
('Continued from Page One)
age and the trucking strike in St. Louis.
However, steel eventually arrived and
by September the last section of the
basement walls had been poured. By
the 25th of September the forms, steel
reinforcement rods, electrical conduits,
and steel mesh had been set in place
for the pouring of the main floor. As
soon as it had set the carpenters be-
gan erecting forms, etc., for the sec-
ond story; by mid-October it too had
been poured.
Meanwhile, plumbers were laying two
systems of tile around the outer walls
of the basement, one system handling
sewage and drain water, the other re-
moving seepage resulting from rain
and spring water settling at bed-rock
level.
November came and with the seepage
and sewage tiles completed, the earth
was pushed back around the base-
ment walls. A new phase of work was
then initiated. Brick layers and storne
masons began the meticulous process
of measuring and leveling the base
bricks, and before long the skeletal
structure had a good coat.
We had thought that work would
stop during the cold, wet days of win-
ter, but heaters (California smudge pots
without the smudge) and tarpaulins
have been brought in, and when it is
not below freezing, nor snowing or rain-
ing, the work goes on. Even under those
conditions the pipe fitters, steam fit-
ters, plumbers, and sheetmetal work-
ers can work inside. Within a short
time the roof should be up and then
even more interior work can be done
during the remainder of the winter.
Barring further mishaps the library
should be finished by next fall.
It will contain on the first floor:
two large and five small classrooms,
a faculty room, and the first and second
floors of the book stacks (note: the
ceilings of the ordinary floors are
approximately 14 feet, those of the
stacks 7 feet, thus while there are two
storys to the main building, there are
four storys in the stacks). The sec-
ond floor of the library will house the
Sheehan Memorial Museum, the Do-
heny Collection, the main reading
room (airconditioned), a rare book
storage and display room, periodical
room, archives, library workshop, and
the second two floors of the library
book stacks. Although the basement
will be mainly for storage it will con-
tain a recording room, photography
laboratory, workshop and book bind-
ery.
SEMINARY LOSES FRIEND
(!Continued from Page One)
over on horseback to the home of Mrs.
Bey, not long married, and asked her
to take care of the two ladies during
their visit. Mrs. Bey consented, and for
the next forty years never failed to'
make her home available for visitors.
Upon hearing of her death one of
the priests of the house expressed the
view of all of us when he said, "I feel
sure that she will spend Christmas in
heaven; she was a good woman."
We extend our sympathies to her
husband and relations, and to Sister
Jane Frances, her only daughter, who
is Sister Servant at St. Vincent's In-
fant Asylum in New Orleans.
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Page 4 CONTEMPIATIVE'S DREAM OF THE MINSTREL
/ S HE SETTING WAS ordinary enough
-- the auditorium in its Christ
mas dress, the familiar rank
and file of black suits and
cassocks edged in white, the
ustomary air of pleased anticipation
the soft rustle of pop corn bags--and
yet, as curtain time drew near 9 we
all knew in some strange, sure way
that this was to be no ordinary min-
strel, And in the event, how right
we were
U •T AT THAT MOMET when the
suspense has become unbearable,
the house lights dim, wink out.
In the darkness as from a
great distance, comes the reedy
mournful wail of an oboe, wandering
moodily through some plaintive Orien-
tal fugue. Slowly the curtain rises.
S E ARE AT ONCE IN THE ROUGH,
harsh desert b.cntry south, N QASR OUR LITTLE TROOP bursts
s tuhev estnig i •Ba ad i camed in upon a native bazaarin allfor the night in - vhat prim"Vv 1 iba 
-6ri
ous y a northerly twist of Wadi its primitive, barbaric splendoSha "ib Hisb. Here in the foreground Here the genius-of the scenery
squat a semi-circle of burnoosed fP a3 painters is given full plays
Pres, hunched up, against their camp Great splotches of burnt Siena, burnt
fires for warmth in the crisp night umber, and burnt cork set the mood,
air
, 
By the empty platters scattered and we know at once, by a eertainz
about, it is apparent they have been indefinable prescience, that in a mo-
eating shashliq for some two hours ment someone will sing. And, indeed,
now, and so they munch only languidly in a moment someone does It is a
at their little skewers of shish ka- dried-up little kumquat vendor, tray
bob. full of kumquats b aneed precarious*-
ly on his shiny head, who comes for-
S AY," SAYS ONE OF the shadowy ward and in a full, rich voice, briafigures at last, to a fellow tears to many an eye with his plain-
fellah--his face is a copper tive, tender rendition of 'Mudkhil
gleam in the firelight--"say, Ila '1lm Haz'at al-Aflak." So great
who was that camel I seen you is his success that he is not allowed
out with last night?" "Ah," says the to go off with his kumquats until he
other fellah, "That was no camel, has sung another so ng Hi inspired
That was my dromedary," choice brings the audience roaring to
.its feet, for with simple native
GASP OF ECSTATIC approval, a dignity, he sings "0 Peshawar inSshiver of delighted apprecia- Dixie, Away Away " brilliantly scored
tion ripples through the audi ..,for tenor, two flageolets and an
o ence, and, midst cries
"Author. Author'" it is
to all +hat -he Minstrel of "5
hit the boards with a bang,
ND "BANG " IS THE WAY it goes
for some one hundred and h ir-
teen minutes--rapid-fire joke
after rapid-fire joke, bril-
liant song after brilliant song,
gay dance after gay dance--until the
audience is limp with emotional
catharsis, hoarse from cheering, numb
from clapping,
0 SWIFT IS THE ACTION that our
stay in Wade Sha 'ib Hisb is
all too short. As soon as the
hu kling over the dromedary
joke has died down the fellahin
scramble into the saddles of their
richly-caparisoned sumpter beasts and
gallop off in the direction of Qasr
as Khubbaz, singing as they go ih
their powerfully clear, youthful
voices, that familiar ballad. "Mother
DearP Tell Us Again How You Baghdad,"
)
if,
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ROM QASR THE LITTLE company ga~
lops northward into the Djeb-
Abde-el-Aziz country, famed for
the fiery splendor of its nac-
tive danceso Almost at once
the party is surrounded and enthral-
led by bands and hordes of weirdly
costumed tribesmen, brandishing their
curiously-'wrought, intricately-chased
kukrisg WIhirling and spinning to
their straige music, they are lead to
leaping, frenzied heights by th e
swarthy, tigerishly-graceful Yaqub al
Gaffir.
0 SOONER HAS ONE DANCE ended,
-than another begins. No sooner
have the last sweet notes o f
one song faded into the desert
night when another rolls forth,
each gayer and madder than the last.
No sooner does one scene start to
pall, be - it ever so slightly, than
the stage revolves and in a twinkling
we are hundreds of miles away in Al
Qosh, of Kurramabad, or high, high in
the hight air over Hamun-i-Mashkej.
OR SHEER BREADTH OF imagination
for depth of sociological con-
tent, for finished polish of
performance, for rich unspoiled
loveliness of music, the likes
of this minstrel have not been seen
ian many a year. The final curtain
comes down, only to rise and fall
again and again, until at last the
cast, exhausted from bowing, smiliimy
pleads to be allvwed to rest% Then,
slowly, happily, reluctantly, a
grateful audience files out, infi-
nitely richer for' having seen and
heard this shining, splendid thihg.
.6 oAt the Seminary Theatre0  Closed
(What a pity!) after one performance.
Produced by WE Housey0  Written by J.
Cashman. Musical score arranged by L.
Trapp4 Accompaniment and Hammond
arrangements by R. Pfeifer. Scenery
designed by J. Cozy and. W. Housey*
Make-up by S. Poole and M. Pelleteri,
all of the Congregation of the Mission.
CAMARILLO
His Eminence J. Francis Ad Car~-
dinal-designate Mentyre visited the
Seminary on the Feast of the Immacu-
late Gonception- He gave the studenet
a conference, was the celebrant at
Solemn Benediction and remained for a
short visit with the faculty after
dinnero.., .. The Seminarians under the
direction of Fr. O.J. Miller pre-
sented a 15 minute recorded program
over a local radio station on Dec.,
12th, Feast of Our Lady of Guadelupe.
s.The Seminarians sang the Pontifical
Mass at the Cathedral Christmas
mdrningo The Mass was televised .....
On Dec. 16th Fr. O"Brien addressed
the meeting of Hospital Chaplains of
the Archdiocese of Los Angeles at the
Queen of Angels Hospital on "Relatior
ship of Chaplain and Hospital Staff,"
IA PORTE
Early in
preached the
Holy Hour for
December E rGibbons
sermon at the annual
the 4th degree Knights
of Columbus of this district in Hous-
tono,..o.For the men of tie Holy Nane
Society of Sto Mary's Parish in House
ton, Fro Hynes conducted a day of
recollection.... On the 12th of Decem-
ber iiere was a Solemn Mass in honor
of Our Lady, Queen of the Americas.
That .evening the story of Guadelupe
was retold in a play written and di-
rected by a 4th year theologian,
Wmi. Jimene .. .. .... The traditional
Christmas Novena was begun on the 12.
ST JOHN'S, SAN ANTONIO
Frs. Tackaberry GOuyot and
Schulte went to Corpus Christi for
the funeral of Bishop Ledvinao ...s .
Fr Kavanaug gave a six day novena
in honor of Our Lady of Guadelupe at
New Braunfels ...... The students had a
day at Assumption Seminary for sports
and so forth$e...Once a month a con-
4rere goes to Cotulla to help out in
the parish.
(See next page.)
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ASSUMPTION9loN SAN ANTONIO
Frso iget, Barr, and Schulte
gave Days of Recollection in High
Hill.... Fr Zimierman gave a retreat
at Incarnate Word Collegeo
BETHANY
fMgr, BuEwell of Christ the King
Parish had a week dedicated to Our
Lady. On each night of the week, he
invited different priests to talk on
the devotions to the Mother of God,
On the 3rd night, Fr, Graham .spoke on
the devotion to the Miraculous Medal-6
oo.....December 7-11 ws. Religious Em-
phasis Week in Oklahoma Uo--they had
religion ror a weeko Fro Derbes con-
tributed by way of informal conversa-
tions o
DENVER
Bisho inn-a . and x-ly
attended the installation of Archbis-
hop Hunkeler in Kansas City, Kansas e
Soa Fra Tolman conducted a retreat for
the Seinor and Junior Newman Clubs at
Fort Collins-o•,Bishop Quinn preached
the sermons for the 40 Hours Devotion
at the Cathedral. o. Fr0 Kenneally was
toastmaster for the banquet opmora-
ting the 25th anniversary of the Na-
tional editions of the Registero.. ..
Archbishop Vehr attended the Christ~-
mas banquet and entertainment given
at the Seminary before the holidays,
S , oo o'Fro Donohoe sang Christmas Mid-
night Mass for his parishioners in
the old basement church of St, Vin-
cent de Paul Parish6  The opening of
the new Sto Vincent"s Church will
enable the people of the Most Pre-
cious Blood Parish to use the former
church until they have constructed
their ownao o o. eo aThe confreres are now
helping regularly at Lowry Field,
where there is at present only ohe
Catholic chaplain for a total person-
nel of more than 200000o
ST, KATHERINE'S, NEW ORLEANS
The 100 year old Church was
found still safe despite the out-of-
plumbness of its walls, a qualified
engineer reported after a 'thorougX
examination6  Only the top of the
steeple may have to be removed, T he
church is now being replastered where
necessary and is being beautifully
redecorated . o o Fro Darby is conva-
lescing at Sto Thomas Church, Long
Beach, where Fr. Geo0  OlMalley is
pastor.
NEWS ITEMS FROM EVANGELIZARE
-Irish Province: The Superior Gens
eral has obtained the following pri-
vileges for three years from the Holy
See: Sisters who are in charge of the
sick on night duty are partly dispen-
sed from the Eucharistic fast, and
after midnight they may take some
liquido
,Mere Blanchot has received the
Frederick Oxanam Medal from the Cath-
olic University of America in recog-
nition of the work of ~he Sisters in
post~war Franceo
-- Panama: Panama has recently founded
its first Catholic broadcasting sta-
tion, which will be under the direc-
tion of the Congregation Msgr .Fram
cis Beckmann, CA., Archbishop of Pa-
nama, blessed the installation and
made the first broadcasto.
-A Sister returning from China
brings the news that one confrere has
taken up the occupation of goatherd-
ing as a cover to his priestly work,
He says Mass at night and ministers
to the faithful who come to him in
the fields during the dayo
ST-6s JOSEPH S, NEW ORLEANS
At the midnight Mass on Christi
mas Fri Melito was celebrant; R6 4Mr
HarolPe• (home for the recent
dea of his father) was deacon, and
SMurphy was subdeacon and delivered
the sermon. About -1450 people at-
tended the midnight Mass ...... ...
Deco 7 PFr Monogue of St, Katherin6's
onducted a day of recllection forthe
ladies of the parishe
A REMINDER
The amount of news appearing in these
pages depends directly upon the let-
ters received from the confreres in
the various houses0  We wish to re-
mind the conferres that the deadline
is the 20th day of each monthr
The· De AnrenPaeSee
The Monk's Tale
The question of selecting plays for
the Christmas entertainment has al-
ways been a vexing one for the stu-
dents. In the past few years the
general tendency has been towards
comedies and works of a lighter na-
ture. This year, by way of diversion,
Mr. Joseph Bronars, C. M., presented
The Monk's Tale, a freely adapted
story which strove to. combine elements
of comedy, tragedy and religion. It
was one of the few plays presented
here in the past few years which un-
ashamedly presented a moral; to what
extent it succeeded is both difficult to
judge and beyond the scope of the
usual De Andrein play reviews.
The plot of the play is held to-
gether by means of a narrator in the
person of aged Father Bernard (Ter-
rence O'Donnell, C. M.), who for a
slight misdemeanor is forced by his
abbot (Alphonse Hoernig, C. M.) to
write out one of the many stories
that he is constantly telling. In be-
tween visits by an ebullient novice
(John Haley, C. M.), the good father
manages to spin out the main threads
of the principal plot.
Briefly the main story concerns the
almost unknowing approach to sancti-
ty of a renaissance Italian Bishop
(Joseph Cozy, C. M.) through the un-
ihtentional efforts of a loose living
beggar (Stafford Poole, C. M.). This
somewhat unsavory ch ara c te r,
hating the Bishop as the result
of an accident, contrives a rather
unique and subtle revenge; by showing
him the contrast between his (the
Bishop's) renaissance life and the
condition of the poor of his diocese,
he hopes to cause the Bishop to lose
his soul. His plans, however, miscarry to
the extent of making a saint of the
Bishop and a fairly decent fellow of
himself. Before his death in the
last act, the beggar manages per-
sonally to defend an entire city against
a large French army, to cause the
Bishop to refuse the red hat and
humiliate the domineering count of
the city, and also to throw general
confusion into the episcopal household.
The Bishop's household was repre-
sented by his secretary, Father Pio
(Joseph Begue, C. M.) and his ser-
vant (William Lynch), and a short
appearance by a doctor (Godden
Menard, C. M.). Among the beggar
company probably the most con-
spici.ous was Giusseppe the Hook
(James Cashman, C. M.) in some
ratL-r bizarre make-up; also unusual
looking was Old Blind Martha (Roger
Roberts, C. M.). The beggars were
rounded out by Gerald Brown, C. M.,
Wallace Reisinger, C. M., John Floersh,
C. M. and Daniel Sumonka, C. M.
Thomas Cawley, C. M. as a visiting Car-
dinal made a dignified appearance in a
very colorful scene in the second act.
Edward Gallagher, C. M., ("Je suis En-
gueirand de Marigny") swashbucklea
his way across the stage for an inter-
esting highlight in the last act.
Noctable too was the colorful period
costuming. Bishop's and Cardinal's
robes were especially impressive. Make-
up, freely applied, certainly tended
to add a distinctive touch to some of
the parts.
Congratulations are due to all con-
cerned for the very noticeable effort
which was put into The Monk's Tale,
and for their effort to present some-
thing which was not all sweetness and
light.
GOLDEN JUBILEE
ST. LOUIS-Sister Mary Vincent De-
laney, Administrator of St. Vincent
Hospital, Wellston Station, Missouri,
observed the fiftieth anniversary of
her religious life on Tuesday, December
2. A Solemn Mass of thanksgiving was
celebrated in the hospital chapel, at
which the Very Rev. John J. Cronin,
C.M., Spiritual Director of the Daugh-
ters of Charity of the Western Pro-
vince, was celebrant. He was assisted
by Very Rev. Michael J. O'Connell,
C.M., of the Vincentian Foreign Mis-
sion Society, as deacon, and the Rev-
erend Joseph B. McIntyre, C.M., chap-
lain of the hospital, as sub-deacon.
Very Rev. Thomas Cahill, C.M., Pres-
ident of Kenrick Seminary acted as
Master of Ceremonies.
Sister Mary Vincent entered the
Community in 1902, at Emmitsburg,
Maryland, and through the years has
served in hospitals in Texas, Indiana,
Tennessee and Chicago. Her last as-
signment before coming to St. Vin-
'ent's was that of administrator of
Providence Hospital, in Waco, Texas.
She has also contributed to numerous
hospital and nursing school publica-
tions throughout the country. At pres-
ent her chief interest is the provision
of more and better accommodations for
persons needing psychiatric care.
St. Vincent Hospital, where Sister
Mary Vincent has been stationed since
1947, is a psychiatric hospital with 250
beds, but it is becoming more and more
a general hospital.
Other features of the Jubilee day,
were entertainments given by the Sis-
ters in the morning, and the nurses
in the evening. On behalf of the hos-
pital staff, Doctor Kuibtschek, Medi-
cal Director, presented the jubilarian
with a scroll. We at the Barrens join
with her friends in wishing her God's
grace in its fullness both now and in
the years to come.
THE LATE MR. DOOLEY
(Continued from Page Two)
deed!) hearing Sir Hector exclaim
that he thought that Arizona was only
fifty miles away, not three thousand,
quips, "Heck, the train ticket itself is
at least fifty miles long!"
Finally there is the unconscious
humor of the very intelligent, but
quite simple Sir Hector himself, Who
when told that he did not have a swell
head, replied quite seriously, "No, old
chap, I don't have a swelling in the
head, but my jaw is a bit swollen."
Completing the cast are a report-
er (Richard Monogue, C. M.) who
serves to multiply the general con-
fusion on stage and Hugo Wilder
(James Collins. C. M.) a spoiled brat
at the school who makes things un-
pleasant for all.
The Late Mr. Dooley, though its title
may sound very distinguished and re-
fined, was definitely a comedy and a
good one!
MINSTREL--i1952
" . .in the rough, harsh desert country south south-west of Bagdad."
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Vi Fo Mi So AT THE BARRENS
The group of students that organized
the Vincentian Foreign Mission So-
ciety almost thirty years ago must have
taken very seriously St. Vincent's rec-
ommendation that "we should have a
devotion not to make ourselves known
so much by writing, by books, and by
pamphlets. .. as by striving to do so
by good works. . ." They left very little
in the way of writing of themselves,
and very much in the way of good
woiks.
If you are hoping that the preceding
remark is an indication that the De
Andrein is at last going to follow
their good example and at least cut
down the volume of its writing (not
to speak of increasing its number of
good works), we hasten to add that
St. Vincent made an exception to the
advice he gave. He said that 'he meant
it "as regards outsiders, but it does not
matter as far as ourselves are con-
cerned." So, "for ourselves," we give
the following account of the early
days of the Vincentian Foreign Mis-
sion Society.
Visitor Suggests
A suggestion of the Visitor-Father
Thomas Finney-in February, 1923,
provided the stimulus which resulted
in the organization of the V. F. M.
S. in May, under the auspices of the
newly-formed Stephen Vincent Ryan
Unit of the C. S. .M. C. A short notice
in the Vincentian for June, 1923, in-
forms the readers that the object of
the Society is "to assist by prayers
and by gathering funds, the Mission-
aries and the Daughters of Charity of
the Western Province of the United
States in their labors in Eastern
Kiangsi." It appears that that object
has remained the same, despite the
many accidental changes which have
taken place in other respects.
Passion for Anonymity
For most of our information on the
activities of those early days we de-
pend on the feature which appeared
every month in the Vincentian from
that June in 1923 until it was discon-
tinued after October, 1942. For names,
however, we are forced to rely in part
on other sources, and notably on some
old check-books and financial record
books, wherein some one had kindly
listed the names of the officers. Some
other person, not so kindly, seems to
have tried to obliterate those names-
with what motives we cannot venture
to guess-but fortunately did not
thoroughly succeed.
Names
To our mind the names are by far
more interesting and important than
the activities. The latter have after
all become rather familiar to us by
now, so that when we read of mite-
boxes and ransoming babies we regard
it as mere routine. But just imagine
the forcefulness of the first request
to ransom a pagan baby. Each step at
that time was a pioneering one, and
no ordinary spirit was sufficient to
take the helm of the organization,
small as it was in those days.
That the students who did take the
helm were of uncommon ability is evi-
denced by their later achievements.
The list of those early directors con-
tains names of confreres who after-
wards did and continue to do out-
standing work in the province-men
like Fathers Herbert Sheldon; Lester
Fallon, Director of the Religious In-
formation Bureau; James Stakelum,
Visitor of the Western Province;
Raphael Kuchler; Edward Kammer,
Vice-President of De Paul University;
Leo Fox, Superior of our missionaries
on Formosa; and Newman Eberhardt.
Father Eberhardt was the last student
to act as Director. He was succeeded
by Father Paul Lloyd (cf. De Andrein,
Oct, 1952) in 1939, who shortly there-
after moved his headquarters to St.
Louis.
Financial Policies
The two-fold object-assistance by
prayers and funds-was vigorously
pursued from the beginning. There is
no way, of course, of measuring the
prayers. As for the funds, we could
probably without too many hours of
research come up with annual totals
of contrbiutions received. Such a com-
plete record, however is not necessary.
Some slight indication ofi the vary-
ing fortunes of the organization can
possibly be seen in the varying policies
in regard to the reporting of finan-
cial contributions. At first the names
and the amount of every contribution
were published, together with monthly
and annual totals. Thus, for 1924,
$4081.25; for 1925, $3738.50. Then the
summations came to be omitted, per-
haps on the theory that they would
have a bad psychological effect. Poten-
tial contributors might feel that
enough had already been given by
someone else. Finally, not even in-
dividual donations were recorded.
Perhaps the depression had some in-
'fluence on that last change in policy.
The totals (gathered from financial
record books) give definite indica-
tions of a sudden decrease in dona-
tions: 1930, $1606.41; 1931, $1753.32;
1932, $456.68. The receipts level off
about there for the next three years.
Shortly thereafter the policy changed
again. Individual contributors were
listed by name, with the amount only
in monthly totals, on the principle
that the widow's mite is of a standard
value, which does not depend on the
amount. Still later this was again re-
versed, so that individual amounts
were listed, but no totals.
So much for the general financial
picture. It is apparent that the fin-
ancial support which was given could
not hope to be more than a helpful
supplement to aid the province in
bearing the burden of the full support
the mission territory entrusted to its
care. It is purely secondary and could
have been dispensed with, but the
spiritual aid was primary and could
not be done without.
Means of Fund Raising
Mite boxes were the first means
used to remind people of mission sup-
port. They inspired such snappy little
slogans as "A generous Mite greatly
helps in the Fight," and "Your Mite
is our Might."
At what seems a very odd time-al-
most the depth of the depth of the
depression-a "Penny Plan" was sug-
gested. Those pennies you receive in
change at the store. . .Don't encumber
your pockets with them. Drop them in
our mite box.
Parish schools were urged to "adopt"
a missionary. This idea was later
used by Father Lloyd, but extended
to individuals, with corresponding
greater personal appeal.
The Youngsters
The school children responded gen-
erously and faithfully, especially in
the schools conducted by the Daughters
of Charity. Whatever the intention
had been in the beginning, the Society
came more and more to depend on the
schools for its support. This, of course,
made a summer lull inevitable.
Though the Director foresaw and be-
wailed this fact as an annual calamity,
he could do nothing to eliminate it.
The main burden of the appeal,
therefore, for a long period, was aimed
at the juvenile audience. A "Banner
Club" was formed, for classes and
schools donating more than a certain
minimum. "Christmas Stocking" coin-
savers were introduced, and one year
the offer of a Papal Benediction for
the winning school in this department
was made. A "Ransomed Baby League"
sought to interest the young folks in
the plight of children of pagan lands.
Contests were held-compositions to be
written, maps to be drawn.
The Oldsters
In 1936, a paper especially for the
children-China Clippings-was found-
ed, so that from then on the Vincen-
tian feature could concentrate on a
more exclusively mature approach. The
response among the adults--at least
indirectly-does not seem to have
been as enthusiastic as that of the
children. Very early the Society acted
as agent in the sale of religious ar-
ticles, and applied the commission to
the support of the missions. Catechist
burses were established. A "Mass-a-
Month-Club" was founded, and the
need for stipends for missionary priests
was urged. One month found Sister
Gilbert's mission in Ningpo trying to
help support itself by the sale of towels
which the Chinese Christians were
making..
Stamps Endure :
Finally, a perennial appeal for
stamps found very wide response. In
fact, that continues to be the sole relic
of the V.F.M.S. remaining at the
Barrens-a Stamp Dept. For a few
years after Father Lloyd took over,
and the headquarters of the Society
was moved to St. Louis, a student con-
tinued to act as Secretary and Editor
of tihe monthly feature in the Vincen-
tian. That was discontinued in 1942,
and now only the loyal stamp sorters
remain among us as a reminder that
the Vincentian Foreign Mission So-
ciety was cradled here at the Barrens.
The De Andrein
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DePAUL HOST TO EDUCATIONAL MEETING
In True
Vincentian Spirit
On January fourth a Double-Family
Feast was celebrated in honor of the
golden jubilee of Sister Loyola Mc-
Donough. In true Vincentian Spirit
the Priests, Students, Novices, and
Brothers united with the Daughters of
Charity to make the day memorable
for the jubilarian. The Solemn High
Mass at eleven o'clock was well attend-
ed by the members of both families.
Sister Loyola was born of Irish par-
entage in a little town near Emmits-
burg, Maryland. She received her early
training in school under the School
Sisters of Notre Dame. Later, she at-
tended St. Joseph's College in Emmits-
burg, where she learned to admire
the Sisters and asked to be admitted
into the Community.
After receiving the Holy Habit, Sister
Loyola went to Martinsburg, West Vir-
ginia. Since then she has been mission-
ed to Keokuk, Iowa; St. Vincent School,
Perryville, Missouri; St. Vincent School,
Mobile, Alabama, where she was Prin-
cipal; St. Vincent School Donaldson-
ville, Louisiana; Natchez, Mississippi;
St. Vincent High School, San Francis-
co, California; Holy Cross School, San-
ta Cruz, California, back to St. Vin-
cent High School, San Francisco, and
in 1948 Sister Loyola returned to Perry-
ville.
"a unique experience"
Sr. Loyola McDonough
Left to right: Very Rev. (Comerford J. O'Malley, C.M., Rev. Theodore J.
Wangler, C.M., Very Rev. James W. Stakelum, C.M.V., Very Rev. Daniel W.
Martin, C.M.
Of Sister Loyola's fifty years, seven
have been given to the children of
Perryville. Two years, 1916-1918 in the
"Old School" and five years in what
was known, as the "New School." When
the present high school building, now
under construction is completed, Sister
Loyola will have the unique record of
having taught in all three Perryville
schools.
The Community wishes Sister Loyola
the blessings of God and many more
years in His service as a member of
the Double Family of St. Vincent.
Chips From the Log
(or noteworthy events of 1952)
Jan. 21. Grand opening of the pigly
wigly laying-in hospital with the new-
est conveniences for mothers and
children such as sound proof pens,
steam heated apts., private baths and
bedside service. The hospital staff in-
cludes: Fr. Hahn, Chairman of the
Board; Bro. Ray, chief of staff; Bro.
Bernard, Dietician; Bro. Richard, Or-
derly; and Receptionist Brother Char-
les. This newest and best of farrowing
houses was built by the Bros. Ed-Pet-
er-Mark Construction ICompany. It is
the completion of a life long dream
of Very Rev. Michael J. O'Connell,
C.M.
(Continued on Page Five)
Monsignor Hochwalt Gives
Principal Address
On January 2 and 3, De Paul Uni-
versity and the Very Rev. William A.
Flynn, C.M., were host to the 1953
Vincentian Educational Meeting, which
was attended by seventy Vincentian
priests representing some 14 educa-
tional institutions in the Western Pro-
vince. The General Chairman of the
meeting was the Rev. Theodore J.
Wangler, C.M., dean of DePaul's College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences; the Gen-
eral Secretary was the Rev. Robert
Cortelyou, C.M.
The two-day meeting was begun on
Friday morning by the Very Rev.
James W. Stakelum, C.M.V., with a
prayer and a welcoming address. This
was followed by a report on the edu-
cational status of the province by the
Very Rev. Daniel Martin, C.M., acting
provincial director of studies.
The assembly then heard the Rt.
Rev. Msgr. Frederick G. Hochwalt,
secretary general of the National Cath-
olic Educational Association and di-
rector of the education department of
the National Catholic Welfare Confer-
ence, praise the dedication and service
of Catholic Educators.
He cited the great strides effected in
Catholic education and attributed these
far-reaching efforts to the understand-
ing and support of American Catholics
(Continued on Page Five)
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THE MALABAR VINCENTIANS
Vincentian House (Central House)
Thottakon, Vaikon (P. O.)
W.S.TJC. S. India
Very Rev. and Dear Father,
And dear brother Internal Seminarians in St. Vincent
"Gratia Domini nostri Jesu Christi sit semper nobiscum."
At the outset let me introduce myself since I am writing
for the first time to your Reverence and other dear Con-
freres. I am cleric John Muttumana, a Vincentian studying in
the Major Seminary at Angamaly.
May I hope that by the grace of God your Reverence
and dear brother Seminarians are doing well. Here Very
Rev. Fr. Superior, Rev. Fathers of the house, brothers and
seminarians are quite o. k.; I hope by this time you may
have known about us, "The Malabar Vincentians," 'from the
articles in the Annals.
We are the only native Vincentians in India. We have
two houses, a petit seminary, and two quasi-parishes. Now
we have thirteen fathers, sixteen clerics, two deacons, seven
lay brothers and then the Petit Seminarians. In recent years
there is a great attraction for young men and Rev. Fathers to
join and to become Vincentians. But to the priests the Bish-
op does not give permission due to want of priests in the
diocese. As regards young candidates this year there were
sixty-four applicants. But we could take only six out of them.
The only reason is our financial backwardness. What to do?
Also some of our priests are called by the Bishop to work in
the parishes temporarily.
Last year was the most important year in the history of our
Congregation. The first proper novitiate for us by a true Son
of St. Vincent. Ten years ago fathers underwent their no-
vitiate by some other fathers. Afterwards it was stopped and
the members were going without novitiate. Every year re-
questing from Paris to send one Vincentian Father to give
us training. Last year came Rev. Fr. Fernando Ibllcieta, C.M.,
from Spain (working in 'Cuttack diocese) and at the end
Most Rev. F. Conde, C.M., the Visitor of Cuttack. So we had
our Novitiate (Internal Seminary course). There were priests,
deacons, theologians, philosophers, lay brothers and Petit
Seminarians.
Instead of two years we had only one full year.
Otherwise our study in the major Seminary would have been
discontinued. Really we can not but remember that year with
so many feelings. Till that time we were Vincentians only in
name, knew very little about our Congregation and its works
all over the world. I must write dozens of letters to express it.
Now we are Vincentians. We are trying to affiliate our Con-
gregation with the Vmcentian family at Paris. For that, cor-
respondence is going on and next year's General Council
will decide it. Our novice master (director) was very partic-
ular that we should have correspondence with all the in-
ternal seminaries. So we have with Australia and Spain.
Now let me express some of our requests to your rev-
erence and to the other dear confreres. You know any kind
of pecuniary help for the expense of the petit seminarians
and major seminaries will be of capital importance at
this infant stage and for the rapid growth of the members.
So we hope your Reverence will gladly try to find out some
charitable benefactors for our seminarians. Also we are
very desirous to get some books about our Congregation and
the life and works of our Saints and Beati. We nave now
only the life of St. Vincent by Msgr. Bougat-three vol-
umes. Now I heard of a fine book, the Life and Work of
St. Vincent by Rev. F. Leonard, C.M. We have not even a
copy of the meditation book proper of our Congregation.
Reasons, nature and means. Fr. Director was translating
from a Spanish book. We do not know Spanish. So we are
very desirous to get at least two copies. Also we have no
copy of the letters and Conferences of St. Vincent. Then the
lives of our Saints and Beati, especially of Louise de Mar-
illac, Justin De Jacobis, Perboyre, Francis Regis Clet,
Ghebriel Michael, Maria Magdalena et ejus socii. We have
no pictures of them of any kind. These are our needs. About
miraculous medals, we have got some books and we are trying
to spread the devotion in Malabar when we are going for
conducting the mission in the parishes. Also Miraculous
Medals we wish to get. We have no delicacy to ask all these
things freely to your Reverence and Confreres because we
are your brothers in one family. We are in our infant stage
in this far off mission land. Fr. Director has told us you can
freely ask your needs. They will be glad only to come to
your aid. In my next letter I will write further details.
Thanking your Reverence and other dear Confreres and
brother Seminarians in anticipation and assuring our
humble prayers,
I remain,
Yours sincerely in Jesus Christ and St. Vincent,
our father
Cl. John Muttumana, C.M.
(for the Community)
Editors note: The Malabar Coast runs along the southwest
tin of India. There is a very strong local tradition that St.
Thomas the Apostle evangelized this area. Recently over
500,000 Catholics from all parts of the country gathered to-
gether in Ernakulum for a three-day Eucharistic Congress,
to celebrate the 19th centenary of the Apostle's arrival and
the fourth centenary of the death of St. Francis Xavier.
It was Mar Louis Pareparamphil, the late Vicar Apostolic
of Ernakulum who founded the Indian Vincentians in 1904.
(Cf. Indian Vincentians? De Andrein, April, 1952).
THE MAILBAG APOSTOLATE
Dear Reader,
If you are a 'victim' of the following two circumstances,
perhaps we can do you a favor. (And in the meantime you
will be helping us along, too!) Circumstance number one:
through your work or through friendship you have come
in contact with someone (non-Catholic or Catholic) who
is interested in learning more about our Catholic Faith.
Circumstance number two: because of one reason or another,
you are not able to instruct this person, or he or she is not
able to meet with a priest or enroll in a study circle. Thus
the desire for more knowledge about Christ and His Church
cannot be satisfied.
It may well be that we can. aid this person in acquiring
the knowledge he or she wishes through our correspondence
courses in religion. As you may or may not know, we here
at the seminary have conducted for some time a 'mailbag
apostolate' by furnishing courses of instruction for various
phases of Catholicism. The courses are open to one and all,
the procedure is simple, the cost free. Any applicant who
enrolls will receive personal attention by mail from one of our
seminarians.
(Continued on Page Six)
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PERRVYILE-...
Word has been' received that :Fr
Fraink OMalle, serving as a chaplain
in thenearine Corps, sailed for Korea
on December l3th,.o ... ,Frs-, Martin
Leonard, Lo s, and zc a alttended
the EEdcational Meeting..,Examz E wore
held 27-301,,.Fr. John 0 1M. ihar•
sang the Christmas Mass in Highland
and has been acting pastor "or a fetw
weeks in Silver Lake.... *.........
o. -.' *aih s directed the Falso in
a new Mass on Christmas .. ,,..The of-
ficers of the Mission Society are Mr*.
vm. H:oran. ores.* _Mr. Joseph Cozy
vice prVis.; Mr r Waelter House , se0.
Fr,_ Thomas Barl conducted the Fa.l-
so for the Golden Jubilee of Sr.
Loyola held here in Assumption Padish.
.. Preparations for the Bazaar are now
under way.
DENVER
Bishop Quinn took part in the
r1ception held at Los Angeles in ho-
nor of Cardinal McIntyre upon the re-
turn of His Eminence from Rome.o ..
Fr. "ie~~si10Al conducted a day of re-
collection at Colorado Springs for
the priests of that area .,.....During
the Christmas holidays several of the
Confreres were guests of Archbishop
Vehr at a dinner given at his resi-
dence ..... The Archbishop ordained 5
students to the Diaconate in the Sem-
inary Chapel on February firsta.
V.F.MoSi , CASS AVE.
On Deceember 9th Archbisehop 1i-
beri, Apostolic Delegate to China
visited Fathers Fox and Gu. t At a
four hour meeting held in Fr. Fox's
office at the Catholic Center; , with
the Prefect Apostolic of Tainan also
present, many difficulties were iron-
ed out. Said Fr. Fox:' "We got the
green light on all our projects and
there seems to be clear sailing thea3.
What we need now is 3 more 'Old China
Hands' and a few understudies." The
chapels in the Catholic Center at
Tainan and in Fr. Gtuyot'' a house in
Kaohsiunsa which until now were pri-
vate, are PuTblic Oratories and ':. il
be developed into National Parishes
I
Continued on next page.
for the 1MainlaP4ers. ...... cr.* o
er:3 -.M .i a' Dutch *Confrere of our
Western Province, w.ill soon be on his
way to Formosa to join• ?rs. 3Fox, and
Guyot. iHe was in China from l1916 uh-
til the spring of this" year when he
was ekpelled by the C0omunistsr "l•e
transferred to the Western Province
in Bishop Sheehan's time and worked
with us as long as we were in China.
ASSUMPTION, SAN' AhTOiNIO
Fr.f Zi=m6man conducted a re-
treat at Incarnate Word High,.. ., ._Fri
Guyot conducted a retreat for the
nurses of the Daughters' Hospital in
El Paso.,.. Fr. James Fischer from La
Porte conducted the annual retreat at
Assumption...a . The aculty is' experi-
mehting with a. new class schedule
based somewhat on the schedule .ow
followed in Perryville. The- newe or-
der includes the Wednesday holiday.
C AMARILLO
The Vg1ry9 RIev, W Pure l.g'.
.I•ectot , ~Ali ial±ilows Dublin via-iteu 0We con irAjs. Vt S .-.0* z K --* .3__
conducted a retreat for the Religious
of the Sacred Heart of Mary at Mary-
mount School in Santa Barbara ,....,.
Fre Dolan •1,id-.icghardson attended
the meetinr' ,f th2 College Section of
the Southwest Unit of the NHC.EGA.
which was held at Immaculate Heart
College in Los Angeles on the 8th- of
January.... rs. •e • per ,a.l.. D-Rich-
axd s.,MilZe4A A 0 rien attend ed
the spring meeting of the Western
College Association at the Biltmore
Hotel in Los Angeles on January 6thq
...
. 
The Facul.ty- and Seminarians as8
sisted at: the Pontifical Mass : of
Thanksgiving celebrated by J. V'rancis
Cardinal McIntyre at St. Vibiaha'•
Cathedral on Jan 22nd..t ,,.r,4 PansEL-
n.i addressed the ' Cathob.e " Women's
Club of t-os Angeles un JanuPay 14th'
,'..o.Mr. Anton J. Gahlinger, retired
Captain of the- Swiss Guard, gave an
illustrated lecture at the Seminary
on Jaxuarv 17th.
age htoe
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CAPE GIRARDEAU
Fr 01ker presented the students
in the play BROTHER ORCHARD. The
Sisters attended. .* Frs, Flynn, Sa
cini tPittiman and 01ker represented
the house at the Educational Meeting,
..... 69 students returned to Cape for
the second semester... . The following
improvements have been made. There
is a checked asphalt-tile floor in
the library and venetianh blind s
in the dormitories and study hall,...
The faculty has been helping out in
many of the surrounding parishes.....
The students have organized a drama-
tic club.
S* ** *
-- Journal of J. fionaghan, 1838
Arrived in New Otleans, a large
city on the Mississippi and a place
of great business, but' very unhealtly*
Here I remained one week and visited
the principal public buildings, the
battle ground, the water works, etc.
-- From the Doyens' Lt gs:
-- 1891 Jan. 6,fFeast of the Epiphany :
Solemn Mass. 4 P.M. Pries4, Stu-
dents, Novi cesi and Brothers went to
the refectory: cake, nuts, hot lemon-
ade, etc. Songs--Separation.
-- 1918 Jan. 5: Arose at 4 Aa. Reg-
ular classes resumed today. iMr 0'-
Dea moved to second floor of the Stu-
dent house--his room is cold ..... ..
U.S. Government now has eomplete
charge of railroads in the- country
Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo is
general manager. First class trains
are being sidetracked -"for freight
trains. GoVer~ment striving to .re-
lieve freight congestion in the East.
Paper talks of Allies seriously con-
sidering German's peace proposals,
Seminary was fortunate in receiving
car of coal today--our supply is dis-
appearing mighty fast, The coal pro-
position in t.S. is a serious one.
World War is now. starting its 4th-
year.
-- 193? February 19: Regular order,
Stations of the Cross ih church at
7:15 PaM Mr, Powers and Mr, Mahoney
are preparing a box for China--Haga-
zines and books are its principal con-
tents. < .. .. Mr. Lee i- mal s'. bbok
ST, JOHN'S SA,~IATONIO
The Codreres had a -busy tiae
helpitg out iring the holidays at
the. various baes ... Frsa Ta ckaber
tvicial Edueational Meeting .... Fr.
1yorbert Miller spoke on the China
problem to the Rotary Club of Pleab
sontowni s..... *g Tackaberry gave a
retreat to the ,students -at St. John't
Seminary in Kansas City.ao...Fro Hogan
Coiducted a retreat for the nurses of
Seton Hospital, Austin.. . eFr. Eirich
gave a retreat to the students at St.
Johnla~ from January 26-28th.
* *. * E # 9 U~ 11 U *
(loose-leaf and .;! written) descrili
ing all the articles in the Museum is
finished. It contains over 150 pages
of tost :inerescjitg and instructive
reading. This book takes the Musetn
out of a mere show a case tegory ad
gives it a genuine cultural value,
He is to be Eongratulated for thh
fine job. Bowling is going great
gunse Devotees: J. Cashman, G. Bren-
Wn, W. Kirschten. De Witt, and even
Dyra
--1945 February 9l Today it is re-
Vealed that more than one half of the
voting strength in the internat-mal
labor ieetings is Russian S aid one
tidependent spoke"man, "The exces-
sively large Russian army has proven
very helpful against the Germans, it
is hoped that the large Russian dele-
gaticn will likewize help internation-
al labors Mr. McKinley is abed today
with a most grievous--relatively--afe
fliction. Mc seems to have. lost his
voiceo All day long noteworthy and
trustworthy antiNew Dealers, and Rea
publicans have been seeking to en-
gage the faithful MK in political
discussion. When info'rmed that Pius
XII had refused an audience with
President Roosevelt, •e admitted that
in such a case Roosevelt would have
had to have done so thing wrong.
Torn between loyalty ::to Pius and a
faith in F.D.R., he was .;much relieved
to learn that he was being pulled as
to the lego
Th~1e De kiidijibi -age Four
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Winter Friends
When other phases of nature have
quieted down for the winter or have
died away completely, there remain our
very interesting but little noticed
friends, the birds. Many of them stay
with us throughout the cold months,
brightening up the otherwise dreary,
dark-gray landscape. It is particularly
at these times that a small. group of
devoted confreres can be seen heading
for the woods. Armed with field glasses
and bird books, the intrepid bird
watchers of St. Mary's Seminary are
on the march to new discoveries. Their
lore, gathered by long experience and
intent observation, provides a fair
idea of that ornithological world so
often overlooked by their brethren.
During this time, they tell us, a most
familiar sight is the quick flying slate
colored Junco. Starting in September
from their summer home in the spruce
and fir forests of Canada and Alaska,
small flocks of them migrate south-
ward, reaching Missouri in early Oc-
tober. The rhythmic beat of their outer
tailfeathers while in flight forms a
flashing white V which makes them
easily identifiable, not only by ob-
servers, but among themselves.. They
bring a faint touch of vitality and col-
or to the lifeless winter landscape and
many of them can be seen at the sem-
inary, among the hedgerows, or hop-
ping about the ground, in search of the
weed seeds and wild fruit that com-
prise their winter diet.
For cheerfulness, an enthusiastic
bird-watcher will beamingly proclaim,
the tiny, ever friendly black-capped
Chicadee can harcly be equaled. Cov-
ered by a thick coat of fat that keeps
him warm on the most bitterly cold
days, his contagious gleefulness seems
to rise as the thermometer falls..
Should an observer whistle this little
bird's call (Chick-a-dee) or kiss the back
of his hand or imitate the cry of a
screech owl, the Chickadee will forego
his search for grubs and "refrigerated"
insect eggs under the tree bark and
with a display of animated acrobatics
come to investigate the noise.
The Mocking Bird, with its spark-
ling white feather bands, is more un-
popular than such an accomplished
3inger should be. This slim, tireless
mimic pays for his permanent lodging
in the seminary quadrangle with de-
lightfully clear music and tuneful gib-
berish. His popularity wanes with the
warmer weather, however, when Mr.
Mocker will gladly sacrifice a night of
rest to serenade loudly and continuous-
ly. much to the chagrin of sleepy-eyed
confreres, who hope fervently for the
extinction of the species. Restless, he
is almost always in motion, fluttering
or flitting from perch to perch; and
even when still, he constantly ,and ac-
curately mimics the common sounds
of his enviroment, ad libbing between
mocks with a wide range of vocal
jugglery. Often his imitations of other
birds can be distinguished from the
real thing only because he repeats
them three times in rapid succession.
He whets his whistle with seeds, ber-
ries and fruits.
A short hike down the walk to the
grotto or through the nearby woods
is usually sufficient to make the ac-
quaintance of another resident, the
"Zebra-backed, red-bellied woodpeck-
er." Like most members of his family,
this woodpecker has the characteristi-
cally powerful wingbat and undulating
movement in flight. His name, how-
ever, is almost a misnomer, for the red
on his belly is only a tinge, impossible
to see in the field. His loud "chad,
chad" as he alights in a tree is harsh
and brassy and immediately gives him
away to those who have heard it be-
fore. The red on the nape of the neck
tapers to the bill, looking somewhat
like a scarf thrown over the head
lengthwise. Wild fruit, acorn meat,
beech and corn are in his winter diet,
but ants and beetles are tasty supple-
ments in the summer time.
And this, of course, is only a small
sample of that wonderful world with
which our faithful watchers commune
on those long walks through the woods
and around the grounds. Some may not
careto go on them, but no one can ever
say that they are not rewarding.
Chips From the Log
(Continued from Page One)
Feb. 17. Through the generosity of
the confreres at Kenrick we, and a
goodly number of guests from town,
saw the French film, "Monsieur Vin-
cent." Fr. Martin's remark to several
of the students, after the showing,
succinctly summed up the impression
it made on all of us: "Compared to him
aren't we a bunch of phonies!"
Mar. 19. At the 7:15 mass this morn-
ing both the celebrant, Fr. Louws and
the Deacon, Mr. Olker, ran out of hosts.
Said Mr. Olker to the celebrant,
"What shall I do-shall I go to the
community chapel and get another
ciborium?" Said the celebrant, "Jah."
He asked another question, "Shall I
say something to the people who are
waiting for communion?" Came the
same answer, "Jah" So Mr. Olker
turned to his people from the center of
the altar, and with outstretched arms
(a la the Holy Father) made this pro-
found pronouncement, "I'll be back."
And off he flew!
April 3. The insurance inspector was
h-re today to examine the efficiency
of the combined student-brother fire
department (students-Messrs Crow-
ley, Cashman, and Monogue). Brother
Mark was superb, in the use of the 5
gallon extinguisher.
April 17. Fr. McOwen had an appoint-
mant at St. Mary's for the 6:30 Mass
this morning. While meditating in the
Novice chapel he suddenly remembered
the appointment-the time 6:20 a. m.
Father McOwen began his Mass at St.
Mary's at 6:35 a. m. It is said that he
traveled in the 90's.
Sent. 28. Our speech professors Fathers
Falanga and Cortelyou preached over
KSGM on the Holy Bible. Believe it
or not, both fathers lived up to the
principles they taught in their respect-
ive classes last year.
Nov. 1. All Saints Day-vacation. We
had a surprise visit from: Fr. M. J.
O'Connell today. He was finally per-
mitted to leave the Sanitarium after a
year's enforced relaxation. He was very
elad to see Perryville again . . and
from the hand he received at the noon
meal it was evident that we were glad
to see him, too.
Nov. 24. St. Catherine's night. Philo-
sophic renditions by Messrs. Sullivan
and Lee, and a special song written for
the occasion by Jean Sibelius and Dan
Sullivan. Fr. McKinley gave the Allo-
cution.
Vincentian Educators
(Continued from Page One)
and to the dedication of their lives by
religious and lay educators to the cause
of intellectual and moral development
of American youth.
Monsignor Hochwalt warned, how-
ever, that the demands on these serv-
ices and supports will be even greater
in the future. The need for additional
teachers is apparent, he observed, with
the realization that four million young
people at all levels of education are en-
rolled in some 13,000 Catholic educa-
tional institutions with only some 113,
000 teachers to do the job.
Divisional meetings on Friday after-
noon and Saturday morning followed
the General Session and these in turn
were followed by the closing General
Session at which reports were made by
the secretaries of Divisions. After a
discussion of the reports the Assem-
bly decided to hold its next annual
meeting at St. John's Seminary, Kan-
sas City, Mo., around Thanksgiving
time. The definite date will be deter-
mined later on. Chairmen of the divi-
sional meetings were: Very Rev .Wil-
liam J. Kenneally, C.M., major semi-
nary division; Rev. Joseph Edwards, C.
M., college division; Rev. Lawrence
Leonard, C.M., high school division.
The Rev. Clarence Corcoran, C.M.,
directed the work of the chant division.
A seminar on the teaching of chant,
was presented with the Very Rev.
Msgr. Joseph T. Kush, professor of
chant at St. Mary of the Lake Semin-
ary; the Very Rev. Msgr. Charles N.
Meter, professor of chant at Quigley
seminary; and Dr. Arthur 1C. Becker,
dean of the DePaul school of music,
as consultants. In the seminar, discus-
sion centered around the necessity of
bringing chant to its rightful position
as the music of the church. To effect
this it was determined that apt stu-
dents would have to be educated in the
theory and practice of Chant so that
qualified instructors would always be
available.
Only Shadows, But..
"Ceremonies are, in truth, only shad-
ows, but they are shadows of a great
reality which demand that they be
observed with the greatest possible at-
tention .... We go to church, indeed,
to pray, to chant, to offer Mass and
carry out other ecclesiastical functions,
but these are all done without feeling
or devotion. And the reason is that
we have not carried out the ceremonies
in conformity with their end, which
is to arouse the devotion of the faith-
ful . . . If we are faithful in carrying
out the ceremonies and prayers, we
shall receive from God the gift of de-
votion, which will result in arousing
mutual devotion, and the ceremonies
will be enjoyed by all; but if, on the
contrary, we have not this feeling of
devotion then our neighbor will be dis-
edified... ."-St. Vincent De Paul.
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St. Vincent De Paul
By Msgr. Jean Calvet,
Translated by Lancelot C. Sheppard
New York: David McKay Co., Inc.,
302 pp., $5.
The words of the wise man, "Of writ-
ing many books there is no end,"
(Eccl. 12:12) may well apply to bio-
graphies of St. Vincent de Paul. And
one may ask, "Why another book on St.
Vincent, especially after the monu-
mental work of Coste?" Yet this latest
of Vincent's biographies has a definite
place.
Pierre Coste is primarily an histor-
ian. His business is to relate facts pre-
cisely and plainly, sometimes coldly.
Often his chapters for the average
reader are too lengthy and too loaded
with details to be flowing and read-
able. Mgr. Calvet, while preserving the
virtues of the historian, brings to his
work a freshness and vivacity of style
(which are preserved in the translation)
that produce an interesting, appealing,
and concise narrative. He makes Vin-
cent live.
Mgr. Calvet presents Vincent in a
realistic light: " . . . as a rule he
(Vincent) is only shown at the end
of his life and at the heigth of sanc-
tity; but such a controlled and dynamic
personality would be a complete enigma
had he not once been young, and if
the developed traits of his youthful
character were not still at work in the
old man and the saint . .. (p. 10)
Vincent was a peasant, of peasant
stock .. . but not of the lower classes
as is usually asserted . . . (p. 15). It
is true that he never aspired to eru-
dition and that he had little taste for
unsolvable problems, but he knew
traditional theology thoroughly and ap-
plied it to current questions with a clar-
ified and steady common sense which
is often lacking in professional theo-
logians . . . " (p. 19).
In several places the author mani-
fests a level-headedness and penetra-
tion which many historians do not
possess. This is particularly evident in
his treatment of the story of Vincent's
taking the place of the galley slave.
He does not maintain that the story
is true, but he does point out that it
is untenable to say that for a man like
Vincent such an action was impossible:
"Of course it was an absurd gesture in
the same sense that, in the light of
cold reason, many deeds of heroism
are absurd . . . Heroes do not weigh
their actions; if they did they would
be merely men, and not heroes. Vin-
cent at this moment of his life had
reached (the French has 'approached')
the fulness of sanctity, which is a high-
er form of heroism. Abelly's account,
then, for all its sublime absurdity, is
psychologically true" (p. 77).
The book is divided not according
to strict chronology, but according to
the development of Vincent's spirit-
uality and of his works. Parts Two and
Six are by far the best sections of the
book. Part Two, "On The Road to
Sanctity," is am historical approach to
the steps of Vincent's progress in holi-
ness. Part Six, "Vincent de Paul at
Home (Chez Lui)" treats of his occupa-
tions, conferences, and his spirituality.
In this section Mgr. fCalvet reveals the
true Vincentian spirit. He speaks of
Vincent's great humility and shows
that it was not exaggerated, for in view
of his great accomplishments he need-
ed this virtue: "His safeguard was his
humility." He insisted on corporate
humility from both his congregations.
He loved to tell his daughters that their
place was that of poor, ignorant coun-
try girls, whose only dignity was to be
the servants of the sick and the poor.
"The Congregation of the Mission was
to be considered as the very least of
all; it was the 'puny' company, made up
of poor priests who were unworthy to
appear in town and fit only to preach
to peasants" (p. 285). In view of these
words a proud Vincentian or haughty
Daughter of Charity is not only ri-
diculous but a contradiction..
The author shows that Henri Bre-
mond makes Vincent too dependent on
Berulle for his spirituality, for Vincent
took up where Berulle left off. "All
those terms which in Berulle are the
premises of speculation and contem-
plation in Vincent become the spring-
board for action." Vincent's mysticism
led to action and saw God in man. More
over, Calvet treats of a point missed by
most books on St. Vincent: the fact
that his spirituality was primarily sac-
erdotal and founded on Jesus Christ
the Priest by excellence. Nor was this
priestly spirit reserved for his priests,
for "St. Vincent applied the essential
principles of his sacerdotal spirituality
to the formation of the brothers of
his community, the Sisters of Charity,
and persons in the world" (p. 280).
This book was recommended by the
Superior General when he visited the
United States. In a letter to one of the
students here at Perryville, Fr. Pierre
Dulau, Secretary General of the Con-
gregation, referred to the book as en-joyable and the most interesting yet
to appear. He wrote, "Vous vous rega-
lerez a lire cette Vie, de notre bien-
heureux Pere, cest, de beaucoup, la
plus interessante qui ait paru."
Mailbag Apostolate
(Continued from Page Two)
Our line-up of courses runs as fol-
lows:
Father Smith Instructs Jackson-
treats the basic teachings and practices
of the Church in an interesting and
informative manner. Meant especially
for non-Catholics. (Six lessons).
Treasures of the Mass-a study of
the Mass which explains the Divine
Sacrifice and the things that pertain
to it. (Four lessons).
Chapters in Religion-a more com-
prehensive and penetrating treatment
of the fundamentals of the Faith. (Fif-
teen lessons).
Encyclicals-might well be called an
introductory course to the valuable
social encyclicals of recent Popes. Based
on the simplified edition of the
Papal letters, the tests cover six ency-
clicals that treat of modern problems.
Moral Guidance-With Father Hea-
ly's book used as the text, this course
has for its subject matter the basic
moral principles of Christian Ethics
and a thorough treatment of the ten
commandments. (Twelve lessons.)
Map of Life-based on Frank Sheed's
book, this course delves into the Mys-
teries of the Christian Faith and helps
to show their interrelation in one whole.
Difficult, but will repay abundantly
for the effort expended. (Seven les-
sons).
We would appreciate any applicant
that you might refer to us, as we seek
the opportunity of being crusaders for
Christ in coats of mail. Just mail a
postcard with name and address to
"The Crusade Courses", St. Mary's
Seminary, Perryville, Missouri, speci-
fying the desired course, and we will
be happy to enroll the person.
Yours in St. Vincent,
THE STUDENTS, C.M.
A SEMINARY BUT 'STRICTLY FOR EXPORT'
Vincentians have educated more of the
priests in the United States than most
of us realize. Today there are more
than 300 diocesan priests in America
who are Vincentian taught and yet
not American taught. These priests are
graduates of All Hallows' College in
Dublin, a unique Irish "export" sem-
inary. Students of All Hallows" have
been under the tutelage of Vincentians
of the Irish Province since 1898. This
seminary is probably the only one in
the world whose graduates are "strictly
for export."
None of its alumni, all of whom are
Irish, remain in that country. All leave
after graduation to work in the United
States, Canada, Australia, England,
South Africa, or some other part of
the English-speaking world. In addi-
tion to those in America more than
1,000 graduates are now serving in other
countries.
Since its foundation in 1842 the col-
lege has sent approximately 1,200
priests to this country. Of these, 12
have become bishops, including the late
Cardinal Glennon of St. Louis. Three
present members of the American hier-
archy attended All Hallows.
When the college was started it had
only one student. Today it has an en-
rollment of more than 200. At present, as
for years past, over half the number
of applicants have to be turned down
for lack of space and teachers. Demand
for its graduates, however, continues
to increase, with bishops asking for
more priests than the college can edu-
cate. Very Rev. William Purcell, C.M.,
Rector of All Hallows', hopes in the
future to be able to improve the sem-
inary's facilities so that all applicants
can be cared for,
Father Purcell recently arrived in
the United States to visit the school's
alumni. He will remain in the United
States for several months, visiting more
than a third of the diocese here to see
his former students.
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NEW CATHOLIC HIGH FOR CAPE GIRARDEAU
Plans have been announced for the
erection of a new Catholic high school
in the Cape Girardeau area to serve
St. Vincent's and St. Mary's parishes.
The Rev. Joseph P. Dyra, C.M., and the
Rev. Marion F'Porst, pastors of the
respective parishes, will be in charge
of the building program and of the
fund raising campaign.
The new school, to be erected under
patronage of Archbishop Joseph E.
Ritter, will be built on a 15-acre plot
and will embody the latest designs in
school construction. Fireproof through-
out, the school will have a ground floor
and two stories, and will be made of
steel, brick, and stone.
Eight classrooms, a manual training
department, cafeteria, kitchen, and
lockers will occupy the ground floor
level that will also contain a teachers'
dining room, the boiler, and space for
storage. The first floor will contain
the main lobby, adminstrative offices, a
library, and classroom for bookkeep-
ing, typing, and commercial studies.
Opening off this floor will be a gym-
nasium-auditorium equipped with bask-
etball court, a stage, and facilities for
meetings. On the second floor will be
four classrooms, a faculty room, and a
room for instrumental music practice.
When completed, the new school will
replace the present St. Marys high
school, which for a number of years
has been inadequate. Classrooms are
overcrowded, the building lacks a caf-
eteria, and contains no auditorium or
facilities for indoor athletics.
" .. Arrest You And
Persecute You"
(Luke: 21-12)
Back from China after 31 years of ac-
tive missionary work is our confrere
of the Eastern Province, Bishop ,John
A. O'Shea, C.M., expelled by the Reds
'cf:De' Adrein for November, 1952).
It was in 1921 that Bishop O'Shea,
then a young priest, went to China
with four other priests and four scho-
lastics, all Vincentians. They were re-
inforcements for a mission outpost
manned by French Vincentians at
Kanchow. Not long -after his arrival,
Kiangsi province was overrun by armies
on the march; war lords, bandits, Com-
munist regiments, and government
troops made the area a battleground.
In 1928 Father O'Shea became Bish-
op O'Shea and in that same year
rChiang Kai-shek led the troops of Sun-
yat-sen in an effort to wipe out the
control of the war lords. Behind his
troops Red cells sprang up as Rus-
sian-trained agents sought to reap
the harvest of disorganization and con-
fusion. Little by little the unions, or
Kunghways as they were called, organ-
ized all laboring classes, and the "ag-
rarian revolution" took on proletar-
ian leadership.
-Register Photo
Bishop John A. O'Shea, C. M.
"America Had Better Pray"
(Continued on Page Eight)
Spelunkers Ahoy
Fan. n. (Prob. fr. fanatic) An enthus-
siastic devotee of a particular diver-
sion. (Webster).
Whatever may be the connection be-
tween fan and fanatic, there are plen-
ty of both at St. M'ary's Seminary. We
have stamp collectors, astronomers,
bird watchers, photographers, record
collectors and weightlifters. And there
are geologists, artists, baseball enthu-I
siasts, carpenters, tinkers and a wide
variety of lamp makers. But certainly
those who come closest to constituting
the lunatic fringe are a select group
of gentlemen who like to be known
either as speliologists or suelunkers,
but who are commonly called "cave
crawlers."
In. the same way that most normal
people describe a basketball or football
game, they will tell about crawling on
their stomachs through tunnels lined
with mud, or about wading through an
ice cold underground stream, with
water up to their armpits. With glee
they recount how they watched a con-
frere slide on his face; down a mud
cliff or how someone else spent an
afternoon banging his head against
stalactites. Evidently this constitutes
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Sister Esther Henry-1873-1953
Many times during the year cards come from the Mother-
house of the Daughters of Charity announcing that another
and another sister has received the reward of a life well
spent and has now been gathered into the arms of Our
Lord. We would like to recount the lives of all of them in
the De Andrein but all too often we either don't know them
personally or we have no information about them. The
Daughters' works are so widespread and their individual
deeds so hidden that for the most part they follow the in-
conspicuous path of St. Catherine Laboure.
On February 1.2, QLster; , tlaer enry died at Villa St.
Louise, Normandy, Mo. She was in her eightieth year and in
the fifty-sixth year of her vocation. Because we did know her
and had long been edified by her complete devotion to St.
Vincent's ideal of a Daughter we commemorate her; in
recalling the virtues that shone forth in her we will be pay-
ing tribute to the many other Daughters who have passed
unmentioned.
Sister Esther was born in Mobile, Alabama of non-catholic
parents, and was converted in her teens. At the time of her
conversion she wanted to give herself completely to Christ
in religion but it was not until she was 24 that she was
able to enter the Seminary. In the 56 years of her vocation
she had many assignments some of which were Old St.
Vincent's School, St. Louis, Mo.; St. Joseph School, New
Orleans, La.; St. Joseph School, Natchez, Miss.; St. Thomas
School, Long Beach, Miss.; Mexican School, Dallas, Texas;
St. Patrick School, St. Louis, Mo.; and finally Villa St.
Louise, Normandy, Mo. In all her missions she was noted
for her humility, her gentleness and her love for the poor.
In the classroom her kindness and love for children endeared
her to them and spurred them on to their best efforts. When
school was out she could often be seen in company with one
of the other sisters visiting the poor of the vicinity. During
the depression years when she was Sister Servant at St.
Thomas School in Long Beach, her love for the poor was
especially evident. Donations that she received hardly stay-
ed in her hands long enough to become warm before they
were passed on to the poor. The children at school were giv-
en free hot lunches and, though the government provided
the workers and a large proportion of the food, Sister fre-
quently made up the difference from the Sisters' own
meagre stores. She encouraged First Friday Communions by
serving the children hot cocoa and buns after the 8 o'clock
Mass.
That is just a glimpse of her activity in the apostolate
of the school, but it is indicative of her whole life. For the
past several years she had been at Villa St. Louise and
though never well she was ever cheerful and as faithful to
the order of the day as the most fervent novice. With the
exception of the times illness forced her to bed she was up
and around until just a few weeks before her death, fulfill-
ing her assigned duties and being one of the few old sisters
comprising the choir in tlleir little chapel. Always she mini-
At dawn the Light stood bound.
Long shadow fell from water poured.
The cross was meet to Jew and Roman round.
The shoulder winced, but body rose;
Long cross fell from hands untold.
The chains are taut, the Servant goes.
To suffer and to know is the burden twice;
This burden fell from souls made free.
In time the Present made eternal sacrifice.
Here was His Mother, innocent like Him.
Heart open now, final sword struck,
Each soul beheld the sorrows of sin.
Disrobed, hurt again, there was no shame.
For age upon age He sorrowed deep.
To the flesh-god His creature laid claim.
And now on man-made gibbet nailed,
Death conquered; for a moment God was gone;
The feet, the wrists, the body chilled.
Then cynic's sneer was frozen still;
The Lord did pass; an age was closed
And Faith made certain from the Sinless Hill.
mized her own illnees, always she wished to do more while
doing all that she could.
We know how much she is missed by those who worked
with her during the years and offer them our sympathy.
May her soul rest in peace and may God send many others
to follow in her footsteps.
60 ROSARIES A DAY
Kept under guard day and night in a Red jail after months
of brutal torture, the 4ev. Maurice Kavanagh, C.M., placed
full trust in Our Lady.
Father Kavanagh had spent 25 years in China and was
for many years pastor of St. Joseph's Church, one of the
most famous of the four historic churches in Peking. He
was arrested in July, 1951, on charges of being a "spy" and a
"secret agent."
On one occasion he was forced to stand for 32 hours
while being questioned by the Communists. When he de-
nied the charges, his arms were tied behind his back and
(Continued on Page Eight)
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THE BROTHERS AT WORK
In a recent article about the new
seminary pump house we spoke of
"Brother Ed's crew"-(Brothers;dward,
Peter and ,Mark). The details of that
work as outlined were actually only one
part of a long series of similar works
undertaken and completed by the
brothers-coadjutor. Quietly, as is fit-
ting in their vocation, they have been
laboring for the improvement of the
Motherhouse here at the Barrens. A
summary of their achievements of the
past three or four years will bear out
what we mean.
The most outstanding of the new de-
velopments is the work shop. As
the activities of the brotherhood grew
more complex the need of a central
work shop became acute. Accordingly,
in the fall of 1949 they laid the founda-
tion of the present building which was
completed approximately a year later.
It is located about a block north of the
priests' house on Sycamore Lane. 160
feet long by 48 feet wide, it is a one-
story yellow brick structure and in-
cludes under its roof several major
S Ye New Pump House..
departments. In the two large rooms
at the east and west ends are the car-
penter shop and the machine shop.
Sandwiched between these two are
rooms for paint materials, plumb-
ing supplies, tools, hardware, storage
space, and a grease pit.
Another notable improvement has
been the construction of the farrowing
house for our swine herd. The advan-
tages of this building were discussed in
an article last year. It will be sufficient
to say here that the "know-how" gained
by Brother ~y~4i nd in his study and
experience with the farm animals has
been embodied in it. It was designed
especially to prevent the accidental
and unnecessary death of young pigs.
Previously, the farrowing houses had
been wooden "lean-to's." The conse-
quent exposures to the elements result-
ed in many of the pigs' (a disturbing
number financially) being either frozen
to death or crushed by the sows. The
new concrete block building provides
complete protection against all kinds
of weather. Heat lamps and special
diets are provided for-an impossible
provision under the former system. It
is, besides, close enough to the sem-
inary for constant observation by some-
one of the farm staff. The net result
in the past year has been gratifying.
Out of the eighty pigs this winter
which survived the initial rigors of
birth only one was lost. Formerly, an
average of 2 or 3 pigs had been lost
out of each litter. This increase has
nearly paid for the cost of the building
in the first season. Added to this sav-
ing has been the improved condition
of the pigs at weaning time (an aver-
age of ten pounds heavier). Brother
Raymond is fond of recalling now that
even the most conservative member
of the farm staff, Henry Lohman, has
been convinced of the excellence of the
new building.
The new calf barn, built in 1950, ful-
fills a twofold purpose. It eliminates
the labor involved in baling hay, stor-
ing it and finally breaking it open for
feeding, while it also preserves much
more of its food value. When hay is
baled it must be left in the field until
cured. This takes about 3 days. If rain
falls during this time the hay is ruined.
Furthermore as the hay is baled many
of the brittle leaves (which contain
the principal nutritive value) are lost.
Once baled, the hay must be loaded by
hand and stacked into barns; subse-
quently, when feeding time comes each
bale must be broken open and put out
for the cattle.
According to the present method the
hay is left in the field for only a day.
It is then cut up by a field chopper
which at the same time blows it into
a truck. This hay, transported to the
barn, is sucked out of the truck and
blown into the barn. Its curing is then
completed by large fans which force
air up through it. Running the length
of each side of the barn are mangers
into which the hay is forked as needed.
Much of the protein value of the crop
formerly lost, as well as the chloro-
phyll (yes, even for the cows!) is now
saved and as a result, firmer, richer
steaks are in the making.
Last of the major undertakings was
the construction of the pump house
completed this fall, the merits of
which were described in the November
issue.
'(Continued on Page Seven)
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LA PORTE
On JanS 25th, in a simple ce-
remony, the Most Rev. W.J. Nold
blessed the ground upon which will
rise the new St, Mary's Seminary of
the Galveston Dioceses Frs. jarr,
Gibhons, Pinevillea and ngvwere
present...... oa Fr. James siaher con-
ducted the annual retreat for the
major seminarians of the Assumption,
In Port Arthur, Fr6 Louis et eyg was
the director of the retreat for the
Byrne High School, accommodating s~u
dents of St. James' and St. Mary's
parishes there.. ..... F.  eteya also
addressed the Serra Club of Port
Arthur on the topic of vocations..
.
At the Shamrock Hotel in Houston, Fbr
Javs_ addressed the St. Louis Uni-
versity Club on the 14th of February.
..... Fr. _James Fischer supplemented
his lecture on the Holy Land with a
fine series of pictures on the sub-
ject for the benefit of the Men's
Club of St. Mary's Parish, La Porte.
O..... .. Fr. Thomas Hansberry, repre-
sentative of N.CW.C., addressed the
student body last week on the work
of the Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine.
GASS AVE.
Fr. J.G .MA C.M., arrived
in Tainan, Formosa, January 31sto...
Fr. Thomas SmithF CM., will sail
for Formosa some'time'in March. The
addition of these experienced, and
very 'successful missionaries will be
of great help to the fast growing
"Formosa Endeavor." Frs. EX. and
Jg t report more work than they are
able to handle. Fro ealum has
promised them more help this summer.
Fr.F_ ih was feted at a party in
Wangler Hall, De Paul U., Chicago,
on the 1st of February. ..,W Fr P l ag
:aaeno~f thas asked for the "Sunday
Funnies." If you would like to put
him on your mailing list, the ad-
dress is : Vincentian Fathers, 20
Beach Rd., Hong Kong, Stanley.*...o..
Fr: Qla~kmnll has been forced to re-
enter the hospital. He is now at
-4,,,
V~·
Mt. St. Rose Sanatorium, St. Louis.e
Fr. Steve Dunker is agi n locu, gte-
nens..,.The big preoccupaticn of the
VPJM.S. at present is the coming
WOi DMISSION EXHIBIT to be held in
St. Louis the week of May 17th.....0
The expulsion of Frt Joseph Hill a
native of Philadelphia, has forced
the last American Vincentian out of
Red China. (of article in this is-
sue*)
NEW ORLEANS, HOTEL DIEU
he year 1952 Ias quite an
eventful one for Hotel Dieu* For 'oe
3rd consecutive time it passed the
2500 mark for the number of births
2502 being enrolled in the Hotel
fDieu Baby Alumni. Surgically speak-
ing, 9324 operations were performed
and a total of 26,929 persons re-
ceived medical attention. Of these
1205 were treated without charge
with the services given them valued
at over $150,0000,00 A noteworthy
first was the inauguration of "on
the campus classes" at Loyola Uni-
versity for Student Nurses. This
program was given a big boost by a
$7,500.00 grant from the Edward G.
Schlieder Foundation. Very Revb
Patrick Connelly, S.J., President of
Loyola University, Sister Carlos,
Administrator of Hotel Dieu, and Sr.
Aloysius, Director of the Hotel Dieu
School of Nursing, praised the foun-
dation for its assistance in develp-
ing a more comprehensive nurse edu-
cation program for the city of New
Orleans and for the State of Louisi-
ana
ASSUMPTION SEMINARY
On February 16th Rev. Mr.
Charles Kram, who was stricken with
polio two weeks after receiving sub-
diacomate last summer, left San Ahn
tonio for the Gonaales Warm Springs
Foundation, Before leaving he was
brought to the seminary to say go-s
bye t6 · th& Faculty and students. The
seminarians said some prayers fors im
(continued on next page,..)
The date of the STUDENT S" BAZAAR has been changed to April 30th.'
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in chapel and sang the A r.F ~ ji,
There is little hope for his re-
covery although he can move some.
finger and leg muscles slightlyo 0o 0
Frj ~g4ot participated in' Religious
Emphasis Week for Southwest Texas
State Teachers' College Feb, 13th .
Fr Ga ill conduct a Mission at
Fi% Sam Houston from March 2-6 ,.....
Fr0, Frank. QLZ preached a day of
recollection in Hond' o . o. Several of
the Faculty conducted a Solemn Mirat-
culous Medal Novena at Holy Redeemer
Church (for the colored) o4 .•Frs0
Takcabery and SchTi were semin-
ary representatives at a Diocesan
Vocational Meeting on Feb l10th0
They will assist in' drawing-up a
program for diocesan vocational di-
rectors, ... ... Fr Grot was guest
speaker at %'the" Catholic Doctors'
Club of San Ana a io Feb 9th .. o 00 o
The seminary had but cne case of the
'flu, and that when the epidemic was
over 0
BETHANY
On Jan,- 31st, Feb0 1-2, the
students made their annual retreat 0i
... e*. The 18 students began the 2nd
semester with a new order of the day,
and a revised class schedule .... Fro
.1Gr~fa is giving a course in reli-
gion to a Diocesean Order of Car-
melite Nuns.. 4 .. .. The big winds have
begun and, because of the long dry
spell, there is the threat of a
dust stormo
CAMARILLO
Archbishop Vehr of Denver9 Bish-
op Newell of- Cheyenne, and ,Bisho
i v:isited the seminary on Jan0
21st. .o. FrJ iiler preach&d .at two
parishes n. behalf of- the campaign
for the new Junior Seminary..o o.....
Refectory reading is from St0 Vin-
cent de Paul by Bishop Jean Cal3et..
Cardinal cIntyre visited' the Semi-
nary on Jan0 29th0  After a dinner
in his honor, an expression of con-
grailations and loyalty by a member
of the Beacon elass, and a talk by
tFr .JaBieri,. His Eminence spoke on
his trip to Rome and his audience
with the Holy Father0  The next
torning the Cardinal celebrated Poi
tifical ass in the chapels
STo JOHN'S- SAN ANTONIO
oPr. 'drb er^ ,conducted
For'tyRo--ours- at Bleased Sacrament Aa-
demy... Fr 0 lante is back from. thehospital :after a sard bout, wit 'flT
and; coM.lli.cati9 PtS V4Ve -f1 ao
a Bay 6Sf g 6.le6tio atl S 1 Ceeilir
Church~.. .* . '1r. . ackaberry who with
Sr< Qwt s. acompanied the Ardchbishop
to Cotulla for -cofisrmations is now
giving a Lenten series at Si Peter
Claver'as Churchv..a 0 La0 t Moanth's "re
mor4le" ont the new Communion regula-
tions was attended also by several
hapPlainb from surrouiding ba ..- aes~a
.Fjo Vigncent Duni an Eastern Coh-
frere, who is chaplain at Victoria Air
Base, was also present.60 Frd.oow o. d
Dna) is pushing a ret ouse adf a p o bgauti y r alta
and grounds•
DENVER
Bishop ~· conducted a day of
recollection for the clergy at Colo-
rado Sp.ringes 400 o 4 0 _oxr Kenner La and
.E;ak assisted Archbtsop Vehr ti
the 'presentation of Ad Altare Dei
awards to the Catholic Boy Scouts of
Denver -The ceremony took place at
the -Cathedral and the Semina ry
choir provided the music for the oc-
casion.., 4 A number of the Confreres
attended the dedication of the new
St. Vincent de Paul Church, within
the parish limits of whidh t16e Sem-
inary is now located , 0 o o
.... delivered an address to the
annual press conference for Catholic
colleges and high schools, which was
held at Loretto Heights College-
ST. LOUIS PEP
At present a fire escape iS b-
ing; installed on each of the two dao
sMitories0 .The doors leading to eah
will be equipped with an automatic
device to set off an alarm in tie
offices of the Director asi Assistant
Director of Discipline whenever the
doors are opened0 oe6 o 0 0 o0 The classrooms
(Continued on next page eo)
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'Ibe D ~ge Andr  in Pake Pa.tgV ol
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are being equipped- with venetian
blinds and experiments are being made
for a new type of lighting in the
classrooms,, .On Feb. 1st Fr P ad
received his ML.Aw in Educati.Want .. .
Fr0o AHuy is stedying at St. Louis
U. this semester.o . .. FrsF a m1 and
G aes gave a retreat at DuBourg High
School .... *. Frs -. tt- , and
y•.b ec ame 4th Degree knights of Co-
lumbus on Feb, 22nd ,.. jrs. B1&rr
BraLmn Ga -s. and J1Ware giving
a series -of L nen e talksi at four of
the parishes in St Louis 4&6 o ... joFro
ReMn~an is planning a pring producticn
of PAINT YOUR WAGON,
PERRYVILIE
Ordinations have been dated for
.June 7th. Most RevO, J. Cody will cW-
fer orders- ..... The Philosophers boaed
to the Theologians 49-46 in a Saint
Thomas' Eve game©....A.Mr. Josehh Italey
has "taken on the office of Doyefb fr
the 3rd time. Mr. t.isiaer. is. his
assistant, .. *.Classes in, the sayiih
of Mass have begun... * The Students
made it through the 'flu epidemic
with tonly light casualties.
from the DE PAUL PbEP...
Ather 41 l took sick and an
operation h as required. He was re-
placed byT Fr. .- natat~
Doen' forget the
THE PRIZES:
Ist: $100o00 Saving Bond
2nd: Portable Typewriter
3rd: Beautiful Handstitched Quilt
(courtesy of the Ladies of
Assumption and St. Boniface
Parishes)
Donations 10' , 3 for 25(, 15 for $1.00
Help make the Annual Bazaar a successi
If you desire chances on the main raffle, send your donation to
•Bazaar Dept
StI uaryes Semihary
Perryville ýfisQouri
<3c
~ t,
`~c ~,
i~i
j·~~ IIBsP ------· - - ~--rC~ ICI·l~e~·r*i~·-Y11~·i~llllllls*IIYI~;
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The Brothers At Work
(Continued From Page Three)
Among the "minor" works we might
mention the conversion of the old "Sac-
red Eloquence Hall" of the classroom
building into a smart-looking semin-
ary for the novice brothers. The hard-
wood flooring, plumbing, wiring, and
plastering was done by our brother
craftsmen. However, not all the Broth-
ers' work is new construction. Main-
tenance requires their efforts the year
round and the running of a seminary
demands the constant attention to op-
eration. For example, Brothers oAndrew
and Matthew have just completed.. a
major job on the priest's porch. Broth-
er .Albert, when not helping on the
farm or repairing machinery is usually
busy in the print shop where anything
from stationery to vocational booklets
to the insert for the DeAndrein is pro-
duced. On the farm Bro. Jay's right
hand man is Bro .Charles.
Father EKraffhas diligent co-workers
in Brothers Mincent and .PJlllip in the
procurator's offT6e, while Fr. schmuck-
Q. is aided in the Library by Bro.
Bernard. The dairy is supervised by
Brother William-Brother Bill to ev- the lay brothers to help clerics in all
eryone here at the Seminary. their ministrations by performing the
Needless to say, whenever a job re- work of Martha in accord with the su-
quires greater numbers, all the Broth- perior's directions . . . " we can see
ers pitch in on it. in the works enumerated their diligence
In accordance with the mind of St. in the pursuit of that end. That is
Vincent that " .. It is the duty of praise enough!
China And The 'Twilight Zone'
On the afternoon of March 1, Fr. Joseph Hill, C.M., of
the Eastern Province, very recently returrf'nei 'omC China,
talked to the Students on the status of the Church in Yangt-
se. The Red plan is to destroy the Church indirectly by set-
ting up a National Church. This of course means a break
with Rome, schism; that would only be the beginning.
A Red meeting in Nangson supported by a few Chinese
priests drew up a resolution embracing five points to which
all Catholics were to subscribe. The first three points, the
three autonomies, superficially appeared orthodox. The
first autonomy was self-support. Certainly the priests
are in favor of the Chinese Catholics supporting the Church
without foreign aid. The second point, self-propagation, if
understood properly meant nothing more than a native
clergy, and that surely is in accord with the mind of the
Holy See. The third autonomy, self-government, the really
dangerous one, needed some explaining. Self-government
in union with Rome is orthodox, and the Reds say that is
what they mean, but what they really want and intend by
this autonomy is separation from the Pope.
The last two points, reformation and support of the
Communist party, are less subtle and have been condemned
explicitily. The Communists try to explain them away by
saying that reformation does not mean a change in doc-
trine, (they persist in describing it in negative terms). Sup-
port of the Communist party, they say, is nothing more
than patriotism, for the Communist Party is the ruling party.
Red Lies
The Reds' chief weapon is the lie; they can never be trust-
ed, when they say reformation does not mean change, they
are lying. When they say self-government does not mean
separation from Rome, they are lying. The problem of the
Church is to keep Catholics and priests from being deceived,
and from deceiving themselves about the Communists.
The Reds are in complete control. Resistance to them can
mean imprisonment, torture, even death; punishment does
not end with the one man, but extends to his family.
The Communists have been very careful not to commit
themselves against the IChurch explicitly. The whole situa-
tion is in the "twilight zone": just in between politics and
religion. If it were openly religious, there would be no dang-
er of deception, and canonical sanctions could be clearly
promulgated. The Communists are. too sly for that. Priests
and nuns are imprisoned and executed not as martyrs for
their faith, so the Reds insist, but for political reasons, be-
cause they are spies and are undermining the government.
A favorite device to destroy the Church is the blackening of
the reputation of the priests and nuns in the most vile
way.
Communist Control
Mass is allowed openly in very few places. The Com-
munists maintain that public worship is a waste of time. If
people want to pray they should do so at home, but it is
better not to pray at all because religion is superstition.
Divorce is strongly advocated and marriage before a priest
is not permitted. Religion is absolutely forbidden in schools
and orphanages, all of which have been taken over by the
government. Most of the children under twelve have been
lost to the Church as a result of the constant indoctrina-
tion for the past three years; yet, even among these some
remain strongly attached to their faith. Despite the fact
that on Sundays the gates of the orphanages are locked,
some of the children manage to sneak 'out and attend Mass.
When they are caught, they pay for their devotion.
The older Catholics, especially those in the country, hate
the Communists and are clinging to their faith. Mass is
celebrated for them secretly. In case of danger from the
Reds, priests have permission to say Mass without vestments,
to start with the Offertory and end with the Communion,
and to use ordinary bread, and a glass for a chalice.
Plea For Prayers
Fr. Hill made a special plea for prayers for the eight nuns
(canonesses of St. Augustine) who are left behind. They
do not have Mass and the Sacraments regularly. The Holy
Eucharist is reserved secretly in their hospital (operated
by the lCommunists and where even the name of God is for-
bidden). The nuns have permission to receive Communion
at their own hands, and to administer the Blessed Sacra-
ment secretly to the sick.
Fr. Hill pointed out that we should not pass judgment on
those in China because the whole-set up is confused. He also
remarked very soberly that it is one thing to talk about be-
ing a martyr and another thing actually to be one.
Fr. Hill concluded by saying that the strength of the
Communists lies in their unity, a unity caused by fear. How
great then, he insisted, should be our strength through a
unity among ourselves, between our two provinces and
with the whole Community, a unity based on charity.
,, ____ _ ____ I - - --·rl
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Spelunkers Ahoy
(Continued From Page One)
the height of esthetic enjoyment. And
about the same amount of exercise can
be had by spending an hour or so
with the barbells.
Into The Depths
Naturally anyone who tells you that
the students go underground is in dan-
ger of speaking ambiguously. But it is a
fact that Missouri, especially in the
south, is honeycombed with caves; a
close look at -a good road map will
show numbers of them, ranging from
the scenic and commercial Meramec
caverns down to small sink holes
scarcely fifty feet long.
There are three notable caves in the
vicinity of the seminary, plus one or
two small ones which are not much
more than extenuated drains. These
three are quite extensive, although
they definitely suffer by comparison
with others in the state. One of them
requires two hours steady hiking, climb-
ing and wading to reach a dead end;
and that is just a one way trip. Ano-
ther one, while large and interesting,
is located squarely on the New Madrid
earthquake fault, a fact, however,
which seems to make it only more en-
joyable.
A Murky Mode of Life
But amateur speliology consists of
more than wandering through large
holes in the ground. Missouri caves are
filled with an astounding variety of
life, ranging from the occasional wan-
dering possum, and the large
groups of hibernating bats down to
almost invisible flatworms. Near the en-
trance live small, pale brown crickets.
Some of these so-called "crickets" are
katydids, which have compensated for
their murky mode of life by develop-
ing long pairs of antennae. They par-
tially retain their natural body color-
ing, in contrast to the ordinary albin-
ism of the cave dwellers.
Another interesting denizen is the
blindfish. He varies in size from one
to three inches and the glow of a car-
bide lamp reveals his milky whiteness.
He and his brothers have only vestigial
eyes and are completely insensible to
light. Scientists believe that the an-
cestors of the blindfish were originally
open air specimens with poorly devel-
oped optic centers, who spent most of
their time in deep stagnant water or
in the shady nooks of pools. From there
they migrated to the underground
streams where they found the darkness
most congenial to their semi-blindness.
As their eyes were no longer used they
atrophied until only vestigial remnants
are left.
More Life Down Below
But cave life is not limited to fish.
No indeed, there are also crayfish,
moths, spiders, and the aforementioned
crickets, bats and wandering possums.
Nor is all the life animal life. Here
and there delicate (white as usual)
flowers sprout from the mudbanks
with slender stems no more than an
inch long. Elsewhere clusters of fungus,
brilliantly white, resembling filmy
masses of angel hair cling to the walls.
Not living, but often deceptively life-
like, are rocks that have been etched
and carved by the water until they
resemble gigantic corals. The slow drip
of calcium impregnated water ever
gives birth to and enlarges the well-
known stalactites and stalagmites. The
former, hanging from the ceiling like
icicles, are hollow in the center; down
this conduit the water oozes and as
it poises on the tip before plunging off
it leaves a minute deposit of calcium
that increases the size of the stalactite.
When our drop hits the rock below
it gives up some more of its calcium
and thereby begins the building of a
stalagmite that will in time fuse with
its partner above.
Such are the compensations that fall
to the lot of the spelunker, but they
mean little to the average student as he
watches a party investigating sink
holes for possible cave entrances or
returning from one of the major ex-
peditions, looking like animated mud
men. He merely stifles-a yawn and mut-
ters something about "Chacun a son
gout."
". . Arrest You And
Persecute You"
(Continued From Page One)
"Cloak and Dagger Activity"
The Bishop's own town of Kanchow
was under Communist siege in 1931
for 34 days before Chiang's relief col-
umns came. The Reds made an indel-
ible note of this reversal, and 21 years
later they were to accuse the Bishop
of participation in an American plot
to defeat them at Kanchow and said
that defeat was due to some fast
cloak-and-dagger activity on the part
of the American missionary and his
fellow "conspirators" from the Vati-
can.
In the years that followed the Reds
were busy digging in. Then came the
Japanese invasion, and internal strife
was put in the background. Bishop
O'Shea caught the last American plane
out of Kanchow ahead of the Japanese
soldiers. After five months he returned
to find his see city half burned, rub-
ble stacked high, and grass growing
in the deserted streets. But the future
looked promising and the work of re-
construction was energetically begun.
In the years following, the Commun-
ists firmly entrenched themselves. At
first their tactics were very subtle
and deceiving. Soon, however, the se-
curity police took over. A systematic
investigation, interrogation, and finger
printing began. Americans, of all for-
eigners, were the most suspect.
Indoctrination of the youth was in-
tensified. Students were removed from
their families, and children were in-
structed to spy on their parents. Ac-
cording to the Bishop, "The Commun-
ist aim is to strangle the family, to
kill it as a social unit, and create an
amoral generation bound only to the
state."
On the feast of Blessed Francis Regis
Clet, Feb. 17, 1952, the Bishop's Mass
was interrupted by the entry of the
Red police. He asked permission to
finish Mass. They agreed, folded their
arms, and sat down to wait. After the
Mass the Bishop was led to a Com-
munist jail. The charge: murder of
the Chinese infants at the Catholic
orphanage.
Interrogations began. He was ac-
cused of being an American spy. The
trial on the infanticide charge never
came off, for the Chinese, even pa-
gans, refused to testify against the
Bishop or the sisters who operated the
orphanage. Records proved as a mat-
ter of fact that the mortality rate
among the children admitted to the
orphanage was the lowest in China.
Nevertheless, the Bishop was kept
in jail under constant guard by police
and Red political agents, who ques-
tioned him constantly. While he was
in prison he contracted double pneu-
monia and later tuberculosis.
One evening in September of last
year the Bishop received word from
the jailer to prepare to move. After
seven months in the wretched prison he
was to be expelled from IChina. (The
Reds didn't want a dead Bishop on
their hands.) The next morning he
and another Vincentian, Father Jules
Meyrat, a Swiss citizen who had been
"invited" to leave, were taken under
guard to the bus station. This was the
road to Hong Kong, gateway to the
Pacific.
Bishop O'Shea Comments
Back in the United States, Bishop
O'Shea had some interesting comments
to make. The Communist drive on the
Catholic Church "as the only organ-
ized opposition to Communism in Chi-
na" will never work. "They will never
extinguish the faith of the people. To-
day Mass is more heavily attended
than ever before. Native clergy move
disguised among the people, saying
Mass and administering the sacra-
ments."
The Bishop told the tragic story of
China under the Reds. The Chinese
are prisoners of the Russian agents,
and they know it. They are tired of the
Korean war and of their plutocratic
Communist overlords. His most em-
phatic statement was that America
had better pray, as prayer is still the
most powerful force.
And how does Bishop O'Shea feel
about his diocese? "I'm going back . ..
you bet I am. Just as soon as I can."
60 Rosaries A Day
(Continued From. Page Two)
he was made to remain standing
without moving. His arms, hands, feet,
and legs became swollen. Guards then
forced him to squat in Chinese fash-
ion, allowing only his feet to touch the
floor. As he had broken his kneecaps
earlier in life, the position was ex-
tremely painful.
Kept in this position for 84 consecu-
tive hours, Father Kavanagh had a
halter placed about his neck to jerk
him erect whenever he fell over. Each
time he was lifted from the floor by
his ears or by his hair. Eventually he
lost consciousness and became delir-
ious. Critically ill, he was taken to a
hospital for 20 days, but later was sub-
jected to repeated questionings and fi-
nally sentenced to death.
For the following nine months, while
relatively free of questioning but con-
stantly guarded, he said 60 rosaries
daily to pass the time and keep sane.
He was expelled in September and
spent several months in Hong Kong re-
cuperating before coming to the United
States.
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GALVESTON DIOCESE BEGINS NEW SEMINARY
FORMOSA
Father Meijer, C. M. lost no time
settling down to work after joining our
confreres at Tainan, Taiwan. He is now
stationed at Kang-Shan, midway be-
tween Father Fox at Tainan and Father
Guyot at Kaoshung; an hour's bus
ride will bring him to either place.
On February 28, Father Meijer
wrote: "I bought a house on the out-
skirts of Kang-Shan. I paid for it
($350.00) on Monday. The occupants
evacuated on Wednesday. I moved in
on Thursday. The grounds are 80 by 85
feet and the building 30 by 25 feet.
The building is all wicod with no up-
stairs (which is convenient for an old
man) and hence catches less of the
typhoon winds. The typhoon of last
October took away about one-fifth of
the roof, but that doesn't mater very
much just now, because it rains very
seldom during the winter months."
Father MVeijer also mentioned that
he had found 107 Mainland Catholics
in and around Kang-Shan. On March
6 Father Fox wrote: "We may soon
see Father Hartrick Sullivan. He is
floating around these parts and should
be in Kaoshung before very long."
St. Thomas Day
Under the general direction of
Father Anthony Falanga, C. M., pro-
fessor of dogmatic theology, the tra-
ditional program in honor of St.
Thomas Aquinas was held on March 7.
The first of the ceremlonies honoring
the Saint was a Solemn Mass in the
Community Chapel celebrated by
Father Falanga with minor ministers
from the first-year theology class.
The day itself was a Ihloliday.
The evening exercises were held in
the auditorium. This year saw several
departures from custom. The most
conspicuous of these was the intro-
duction of thle speakers by a Master
of Ceremonies, who spoke a moment or
two on the topics of the papers, point-
ing out the usefulness of the sub-ject to be treated. This office was per-
formed 'by our youngest deacon, Rev.
Mr. John O'Connell, C.M. The three
papers read, however, d:eparted not a
hair's breath from the usual standard
of excellence set in past years.
The first paper, dealing with St.
Thomas' teaching in general, was de-
livered by Mr. William Horan, C. M.,
and treated the relation between St.
Thomas' philosophy and his theology.
Mr. Horan spoke at length ion tlhie three
types of wisdom, namely: that of
(Continued on Page Six)
Architect's Drawing of the Proposed New Seminary
In logical consideration of the growth of the diocese of Galveston and of
the recognized need for more native priests, plans for a new Saint Mary's Semi-
nary provide for present needs and future expansion.
At the turn of the century, the Catholics of the Diocese of Galveston num-bered less than fifty thousand. Within its area in fifty years, that numberhas grown to three hundred thousand. Such growth impelled the Holy See in1948 to carve out of the Diocese of Galveston, the Diocese of Austin, which re-
ceived nearly all its area and some seventy thousand (Catholics from theMother Diocese. Since the Catholic population has increased this six-fold in half
a century, it is reasonable to predict that a similar ratio wlil be maintained
The present Saint Mary's Seminary,Stars In Our Eyes now standing as a lonely sentinel on
the shores of the Galveston Bay at La
The fine spring nights that come so Porte, Texas, has a splendid past. At
early in Missouri brings other thoughts the beginning of the century, the third
besides Ordination. Even those who are bishop of Galveston, the Most Rev-
most absorbed in Dogma cannot fail erend N. A. Gallagher, established his
to notice a magnificent parade of stars seminary on the site of the Sylvanin the sky. And these thoughts are Beach Hotel on Galveston Bay, Lahumbling as we look, for example, at Porte, between the two largest cities
the glow of three bright objects settling in the diocese-Galveston and Houston.
on the western horizon. These three "re- The Basilian Fathers of Canada staffedflectors" of the sun's light, Mars, Venus the first seminary, which opened in
and Jupiter, cannot be equaled in 1901 with a dozen students. Three years
splendor by anything that happens on later, the diocesan clergy began to ad-
our own little speck in the universe, minister the seminary. Since that be-the Earth. ginning, from the hallowed walls of
Three Wanderers Saint Mary's Seminary, have come morethan two hundred priests - notablePlanet means "wandering", and that h a n o re prests - notable
is exactly what planets do as they among whom is the present Bishop ofi  t  Galveston, the Most Reverend Wende-
circle the sun seemingly moving l he os Reverend ende-
through the stars. Certainly the prima lyn J. Nold.
donna among the planets is the beau- The present seminary at LaPorte has
tiful and bright "Goddess of Beauty"- done a noble work, but is now inade-
Venus. So bright is Venus that she quate to meet the current needs of the
can be seen in the daytime (the only diocese. For several years, plans have
planet with that distinction). Her been in the making to provide the need-
neighbor in the evening sky is ruddy ed facilities for a new Saint Mary's, of
Mars, the best known of all the planets. sufficient capacity to house an ever-
Named for the mythical God of War, increasing number of embryo priests.
it moves with warrior-like rapidity In the spring of last year, Bishop
among the stars. Just a little higher Nold challenged his people to share
above the horizon nowadays we en- with him the vision of a broadened
counter Jupiter, "The King of the scope of seminary training. Specifically,
planets," majestically moving down in- he asked his people to provide two mil-
to the west with his retinue of 12 lion dollars, through a diocese-wide
moons, 4 of them easily seen by and building fund campaign. The response
always an interesting target for a small of the laity, by immediate donation
telescope. For anyone interested in and by pledge of gifts, was eminently
comparison, it is a staggering thought successful; no mean indication of the(Continued on P~age Six)
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The Double Family in Turkey
The following is a rather free translation of an article
sent to us by one of our correspondents from "L'Osserva-
tore Romano for January 25, 1953. It offers an interest-
ing sidelight on some of the better known works of our two
communities.-Ed.
Nowadays there is not a corner of the earth in which
there cannot be found the great works of the Daughters of
Charity, the largest of all the religious orders of women.
(50,000).
An especially notable part of their pious works of chartiy
is in the mission field; schools, orphanages, hospitals, day
nurseries, leprosaria and many other works of this kind are
entrusted to their hands. The benefits and very precious
services which these sisters offer the Church are invaluable.
No less important and valuable is the work which the Sis-
ters of Charity offer to the people of Turkey, whether
Catholic or non-Catholic.
At Istanbul they have three hospitals and two schools;
that of St. Pulcheria and of St. Benedict. These institutes
are not of recent establishment but they are held in high
esteem bceause of the special services which they offer to
the Turkish people. Moreover, they have a clinic, small in size,
but among the most excellent in the city. A great number
of poor mothers with their sick children gather there daily
to find comfort and help; besides they can have
a little bread and milk, clothes for their children, medical
assistance and medicine, and all this gratis.
The Turkish people recognize the efforts and the sacrifi-
ces which the sisters make for the poor and are always
contributing with offers of money and clothes. The hospital
of "Peace" is in its own way famous because of its past heroic
history, and it is because of this that.it is more esteemed and
appreciated than any other hospital.
During the Crimean War it was transformed into a mili-
tary hospital and gave help to the wounded and sick of
the allied forces. Sixty nuns met death on account of con-
tact with the sick.
The Priests of the Mission have also in the city itself
their famous college known as "Ecole de St. Benoit," that
name being derived from the church dedicated to St. Bene-
dict. The Lycee of St. Benedict is a very large building, in
which 700 students attend school and which can accommo-
date comfortably 1000 students. Their church is very large
and was constructed in the 14th century by the Benedictines,
who, when they were forced to give up the place, transferred
it to the Lazarists.
But the activity of the priests is limited, like that of the
sisters. They are unable to preach their apostolate outside
the school. They simply direct it and work for the preserva-
tion and assistance of Catholics. Yet their work is essen-
tially very sublime. With good example, irreproachable be-
havior complete devotion to duty with the lively sense of
Christian charity, they train thousands of youths.
A Cry of Anguish
Desiring To Be Heard By All
(Translation of a letter appearing in the French periodical
"Les Missions des Lazaristes et des Filles de la Charite.")
You' are no doubt wondering about the reason for a cry
of anguish from an island near Africa, a cry to which you
should attend. If I address this appeal in such a way, it
is because I now make myself the echo of the most aband-
oned mission of the world, one of those that have suffered
the most in recent years, and where souls wish to give them-
selves to the faith very much. The only thing we have to
do to make better Christians of them is to open schools
big enough to replace the ones destroyed by fire and pillage.
I write to you in the name of the Daughters of Charity
in Vohipeno in south-east Madagascar. It was in 1916 that
we first three Sisters founded -a school and a dispensary in
the Vicariate entrusted to the Lazarists, under the juris-
diction of his Excellency, Mgr. Sevat. Soon after, the num-
ber of pupils in the school increased from fifty to three
hundred; the number of sick taken care of in the dispensary
and in our house increased from three thousand six
hundred to twenty thousand a year. All our services were
free. Every now and then fire or floods necessitated recon-
struction of some buildings. From 1943 to 1946 a veritable
calamity fell upon the region: famine. While continuing
our other work, we had to feed the children to save them
from starvation. Then there were the sorrows caused by the
rebellion of 1947. At the very time when, without orphans
around us, we thought we would die, God saved us. We
were then evacuated.
When peace permitted us to return, we found our poor
buildings destroyed and pillaged, and all our moveable pos-
sessions stolen. We took up our work anew in extreme pov-
erty. Again we set up the school and the dispensary, and
were able to save a number of children who would surely
have died without our help. We also went into the villages
to instruct the people and help them in their misery. In-
deed if our buildings were enlarged, we could take care of
ten times as many people as now. We need only more es-
tablishments to make thousands of souls 'Catholic.
Certainly we do not even dream of modern conveniences
such as electricity and running water. However, we do not
want to have to pass through another rainy season with
no glass in the windows of the children's dormitory. We
wish to raise the classroom building higher off the ground to
keep snakes out. A cistern is a necessity because for any-
one going near the river for water there is grave danger of
meeting an alligator vis-a-vis. Up to now, God has saved us
from serious accidents, but there have been a number of
them near us.
In a word we pray God that we may be able to build the
kind of orphanage and dispensary we know St. Vincent
wants in the district of this mission which is one of the
poorest in Madagascar. The message which our Holy Father
addressed to the Catholics of Madagascar on the occasion
of their Eucharistic Congress in 1951, emphasized the fact
that they are at a great crossroad of the world. It seems
that Divine Providence desires today a great transformation
of the people. We dare to hope that Catholics throughout
the world, their brothers, will be charitable enough to help
them in their distress and to aid us in, extending God's
kingdom in Madagascar.
(Signed) Sister Grasso, Daughter of Charity.
Congratulations
To Mr. Thomas Ahern, C.M., who pronounced his triennial
vows on Feast of Blessed Francis Regis Clet, February 17,
1953. And to Brother Thomas Boyle, P.C.M., who entered
the Postulancy on March 7, 1953.
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PaeThe
In the REGISTER, a sign of.,
PERRYVILLE
Messrs Jt ly and .... hS
appeared via photograph in the REGISTER
and with fingers .extended proclaimed
both Victory for Christ and a need for
Vocations. A picture of Bro. Matthew
was in the same edition showing some of
the works of the Brothers:e ,, or -ohn
O'0. Share, who is noted for liking "a
lot of fire" in the thurible, had his
dream fulfilled on Holy Saturday when a
coal accidently soaked with alcohol was
supplied........The S rnir attended
the educational meeting in Atlantic CiGty
.oMr. Behm led a crew of hard workers to
Camp for a holiday work order....... Wg
Figjeis carefully examiinig the batting
stance of his crew.
DENVER
Archbishop Vehr announced an or-
ganized drive for expansion c facilities
at the Seminary....... The Archbishop was
celebrant for the closing of the Forty
Hours' at the Seminary. Bishops Qui
Willging, and Newell were also present,
and the sermon was delivered by Bishop
Carroll of Wichita. All of the priests
of the Archdiocese of Denver, and the
Dioceses of Pueblo and Cheyenne were in-
vited. There were over 120 priests pre-
sent for the ceremony and for the dinner
which followed
EW ORUEAIBT St Joseph's Church
Fr. Steenstra has been very active
in promoting and guiding the Legion of
ffry units in New Orleans. He guides
newly formed groups by personal visits
anddireetion at weekly meetings for sev-
ral weeks,..The parish held the restored
Easter Vigil this year. Fr. Murphy pur-
chased booklets for the congregation....
St. Josepks will raffle $2,000 this year
instead of an automobile. Fr. turphy's
newest brain child is an attrf~ETivebook
of tickets--6 in each book--in he form
of a bag of money, colored a bright yel-
low......oA new addition to the medical
building of Charity Hospital is being
erected two blocks from St. Joseph's...o
The upper tower of St. Katherine's Church
(continued on next page...)
* .Victory and Need
Page three
rage • - .______The ie AJndreia
a os e be removed byr order of the city
F_'o ti MonEi has had the interior
ftt z ,hu. h painted in bright%.-pleasing
05S ANGELES Los Angeles College. .-
SThe anual isit- of the Cardinal
took rplae on MAarch 25th : o o:The s-onfre-
reE joined Bishop M Gucken b elebrating
his 25th anniversary in the priesthoodo
The stude-ts presented BRIGADOOSN
It. :~s an. enntertaia nt enjoyed by all.
0or Dola had oharge o©f the St_ Tho-
maas B•y Program.' .Cardinal MoIntyre de-
livered the allo u ti o. - rs IDolanBeutle• •iller and O •trie gave lenten
9, a .gae' : lenten
ermons at the neighboring parisheso
ASSU PTIo.N SEMINARY
v Several of the-Confreres helped out
in :parishes -throughoutt the diocese in
giving lenten -days of recolleotion as
well, as, lenten 8erieS -- o o. o 0  
OBie :  went - -to Del Rio for Hc
rsevices. r0 EirEih went- to Ft
0o .o Ro. oRooms in other buildi ng
Semi~ fy ground? are being prepa:
the epansion -progr to-: -roide
todastionsfor 116 astden'a,
BETHANY
For several years the Semitr
had the idea of growing trees .n
grounds but every year the rabb
drought have been decimating I
lings~ o Recently sgr Harkinh %
hop-s secretary9  gathered the b
again- mde a try by plenting c
little trees o.0 o Fr - Paell0C
Rector of All Hallows, Ireland9
Bethany 0oo .. 0  condueote
treat for a group of ladies gath
the Carmelite Sisters o o FrBe
gave a talk on China to the .Pa
League of Oklahoma Cityo ooo ooThe
been several alerts now that
season is in full swingo
EA PORTE
On aetare Sunday the Seho
tor•m of the Seminary, under the
tion of Fro Victor DiPrieo-9 a.o
a Symposium on Liturgical Music
Agnes Aaademy in HoustonooooFor t)
3 days~of Holy Week, rq~la A suI
ted for the pastorof the ehurch ii
CASS AVE
Fr0 O'Connell -has gained .5 ponds
since he ega his- forced rest at to.
Roe oo  othe first meeting of the WO0D-
ISSION Exhibition -was held ih C.ass
Hous1e and was attended. by an enthusia
tic group of Con freres- and Daughters 6
Besides the members of Cass,.~ EItE $
Mu represented the Novena Band; frl
.a~i at teCa he CHSS rr Riee the
Miraculous Medal- Association .Fre Leo-
• the Students of Perryvilleg .p9Gaydos, the Prep; and Frs aggY r A
Grabka reprseanted the- 9th St+ House6
AS .A n of De Paul 9 Sro Lawrence of La-
boure HighP and .Sr6 Josephine of St°
Louise de Marillac School represented
the Daughters•
iADAGASCAR,
The Rev .Alphonse Freesnel of- the
Community, has been named Vicar oseolic
of Fort Dauphin an-d Titular- Bishop t Ca-
taquas. He had been the Visitor of that
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Galveston Seminary
(Continued from Page One)
high calibre of Catholicity in these
parts. The land for the structure al-
ready has been donated by three gen-
erous lay leaders of the diocese. This is
a beautiful fifty-acre wooded tract on
Memorial Drive, just within the Hous-
ton city Imiits. The new Saint Mary's
will stand in the present population
center of the diocese, in close associa-
tion with other educational, cultural,
and civic developments.
The new buildings, Romanesque in
style, are six in number-cloister pass-
ageways between them. These buildings
will house the faculty and one hundred
and fifty students at the beginning.
But the architect has planned for
sufficient expansion to accommodate
two hundred students.
The two-story administration build-
ing (front center in picture) overlooks
Memorial Drive. The lobby is finished
in marble. To the left of the lobby is
the temporary library to shelter some
fifty thousand volumes; to the right,
the administrative offices of the Regis-
trar, of the Treasurer, and of their
secretaries. Also located on the entrance
floor are two parlors, and temporary
quarters for the Diocesan Tribunal. On
the second floor is situated the Rec-
tor's suite, and suites for the faculty-
each with private office, bedroom, and
bath; the Bishop's suite; a guest room;
the Community Chapel; and the fac-
ulty recreation room. This building is
air-conditioned throughout and equip-
ped with elevator service.
Very Rev. William P. Barr, C.M.
Rector of the Seminary
To the left of the administration
building stands the chapel. The main
altar, reredos, and baldachino are all
of marble. Off from the ambulatory
behind the main altar are six auxiliary
chapels. The choir stalls in the body
of the chapel can accommodate two
hundred students. The walls are of
marble, topped with an open ceiling
of decorated cypress wood. The chapel
is supplied with a pipe organ, and, in
its tower, an imported carillon. This
building is also air-conditioned.
The structure to the right of the ad-
Deing constructea in nouston.
ministration building gives place for the
student and faculty dining rooms, the
kitchen, the laundry, and boiler room
-all on ground floor level. The student
refectory, with tiled walls and barrel
ceiling, can seat conveniently three
hundred; and it is air-conditioned. All
equipment in the kitchen is of stainless
steel.
Directly behind, and parallel, to the
administration building stands the
classroom building. A quadrangle, with
statue of Saint Joseph in center, spaces
the two buildings. Six main classrooms
and a general science laboratory are
located on the second floor. The first
floor provides space for a speech room,
a chart room, three sound-proof piano
rooms, one large recreation room for
the students, a smaller room for radio
and television, a mission room, the
students' store, and a general laundry
(sorting) room.
Two residence halls-each three stor-
ies high-are on either side of the
classroom building. Each floor can ac-
commodate twenty-five students, each
in a private room equipped with a
ceiling fan. On each floor, too, there
is space for a prefect's suite. Walls in
the corridors are tiled, six and a half
feet high; all the flooring, -as in other
departments of the seminary (excepting
that of the lobby, which is of marble),
are of terrazzo.
In early February of this year, the
ground of the new seminary was bless-
ed by Bishop Nold in a simple cere-
mony. The Rector of the seminary,
Father William P. Barr, the Vice-Rec-
tor, Father Marion Gibbons, the Treas-
urer, Father Francis Hynes, and other
officers of the seminary were present.
Within a few weeks, ground will be
broken, and the actual building project
commenced.
Since August of 1951, it has been the
privilege of the Congregation of the
Mission to direct the training of young
Texans for the great work of the priest-
hood in the Galveston Diocese. Not
unmindful of the great missionary work
accomplished here in the last century
by the first bishop of Galveston, Mon-
signor Odin, IC.M., and a worthy band
of priests of the Mission-nor forgetful
Cu -yls.va.n Mioit;en noe uL; oi tne present1 will be replaced by the new Seminary
of the accomplishments of their immed-
iate predecessors in the administration
of the seminary, the confreres entrust-
ed with "the heart of the Galveston
Dioceses" request the prayers of the
Double Family; that this portion of the
Little Company in Texas will ever real-
ize its complete dedication to carrying
on the sacred traditions of the past in
the new Saint Mary's Seminary.
In Diebus Illis
April 15, 1925-Mr. Berkowski returns
from the city. We are informed that
Sister Bertrande has a broken finger.
The accident happened when she made
an attempt at a pick up of one of
Sister Isadore's low throws. She is pro-
bably out of the game for the rest of
the season. Recorded by Mr. Darby.
March 17, 1933-After Mass the choir
sang "Hibernia's Champion Saint, All
Hail." Several of the gentry and breth-
ren suggested that in these times of
depression the famous hymn might be
rendered in the following way,
"Hibernia's National Banks All Fail,
Pray for the Depositors." In the
evening a play entitled "JOHEEN," di-
rected by Mularky, was presented.
Other members of the cast were: Messrs.
G. J. Stamm, J. Richardson, A. Durbin,
G. M. Mullin, W. J. Kenneally, D. E.
Kane, J. V. Chaplinske, J. R. Clark,
and P. J. LeFevre. Recorded by Mr.
Mr. John Roche.
March 17, 1938-The play tonight was
excellent: "Leave It To The Irish."
The scenery was a knock-out. Messrs.
O. Miller, Graham ,and Pansini de-
serve credit for the fine job they did
on the setting. Recorded by Mr. Cash-
man.
March 17, 1940-Palm Sunday and
the Feast of St. Patrick. The latter
was overshadowed by the solemn rites
of Palm Sunday, but all loyal sons
of Erin came out with something green
attached to their apparel. Mass was
celebrated by Fr. John Zimmerman.
The Passion was chanted by the Rev.
Messrs. C. Barr, J. Lohr, and R. Cort-
elyou.
Pnoneg ri;Tr
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St. Thomas Day
(Continued from Page One)
St. Thomas-Doctor Angelicus
philosophy, that of theology, and
that of contemplation. He con-
cluded with a very apt example show-
ing how philosophy helps us attain
clarity and 'order in the ideas dealt
with in thleology.
Next, a moral paper was presented
by Mr. Joseph Haley, C .Mv., which
treated the licit use of the Atomic
Bomb. Mr. Haley outlined the various
opinions held concerning the use of the
atomic bomb, the best of which seems
to be that there are occasions in a
just war, when the use 'of an atom
Bomb would be licit.
At this point the Falso Bardoini ren-
dered a figured setting of the antiphon,
"O0 Doctor Optime" by L. de Vocht,
Belgian composer.
The final paper, read by Mr. Francis
Shine, C. M., embraced some aspects of
the theology of St. Joseph. This paper
caused a number of raised eyebroiws as
well as confusion amlong the novices
and philosophers who misinterpreted it
as saying that in Heaven it will be
better to see St. Joseph than God in
the beatific vision! This confusion was
occasioned when Mr. Shine demon-
strated that by his relation to Mary,
St. Joseph is in the hypostatic order,
and that this order is higher in nature
than the order of grace and the bea-
tific vision.
Another departure from custom was
the absence of an allccution, which
was replaced by the whole assembly's
singing de Vocht's "Ave Maria."
By this annual celebration we ex-
press our appreciation to St. Thomas
for the igreat heritage of magnificent
theological works he has left the
Church. We hope he was pleased with
our efforts and may he intercelde for us
in Heaven that we may attain sufficient
knowledge and holiness to become
good priests after his example!
Stars In Our Eyes
(Continued from Page One)
to know that Jupiter is larger than all
other planets together.
An "Irish" Hunter
If the great constellation Orion were
as Irish as his name sounds, the Em-
erald Isle would indeed have a most
worthy representative in the heavens.
This next member of our spring pa-
rade is not uncommonly considered the
most beautiful constellation. Follow-
ing a few degrees behind Jupiter. Orion
the Hunter contains a wealth of beau-
tiful sights. Fastening the lionskin
over his shoulder is the big, ruby-red
pin, Betelgeuze, which if placed in the
position of our sun, would extend in
space out beyond the orbit of Mars.
DiaTonally opposite Betelgeuze is
Pa.cther first magnitude sparkler, the
bluish-white Rigel, the buckle in Ori-
on's left shoe. Bellatrix, a second
magnitude star marking his left shoul-
der is of great interest to astrologers.
An old superstitution has it that wo-
men born when Bellatrix was up pos-
sessed a biting tongue and could hold
their own in any argument. The three
second magnitude stars forming Orion's
belt serve to hold his sword, which is
the famous, wispy Great Gaseous Ne-
bula,'whose beauty is more to be seen
than talked about.
Twins and Co.
To the east of Orion is an impressive
group of three constellations. Begin-
ning with the famous twin sons of
Jupiter, Pollux and Castor, we find a
constellation regarded by the ancient
Greeks and Romans as patrons of na-
vigation. When St. Paul left Malta
for Rome he sailed "in an Alexandrian
ship with the Twins on her figurehead
S. . " (Act 28, 11). Orange colored Pol-
lux is of the first magnitude, while
his twin is only of the second. The
middle spot in this "float" of the spring
parade belongs to the Little Dog; this
was thought in ancient times to be a
water dog because of its proximity to
the Milky Way, then, considered a river
in the sky. In it we find modest, gold-
en-yellow Procyon; a first magnitude
star. The last member of the band,
the Greater Dog, contains the brighest
star in the sky, Sirius, the famous dog-
star. The appearance of Sirius warned
the Egyptians, who worshipped it, of
the rising of the Nile each year and
enabled them to prepare for the flood.
Leo Rugiens
The next to pass in review is a con-
stellation, which from earliest times
has been imagined as a lion. Leo, th,e
Lion, as he is called, is not exactly a
"leo rugiens" but he is worthy of the
kingly name. A blue-white gem called
"the Little King" is in the western
section of Leo and was considered by
the ancient Persians as one of the four
Guardian stars of heaven. Slightly
southeast of Leo is a famous "offspring"
of Jupiter, Astraea; according to an old
legend, Jupiter's daughter was repre-
sented by our constellation Virgo. Her
brightest star, Spica, the sheaf of corn,
according to the Egyptians, was scat-
tered by Virgo to form the Milky way.
A Century of Progress
Lastly we come to Bootes, the
Ploughman, and its very famous orange
first magnitude star, Arcturus, the
sixth brigh3st star in the sky. Our own
sun is 864,000 miles in diameter, but
Arcturus has a diameter of 25,000,000
miles and if our sun were as
far from us as Arcturus is
it would be invisible to the naked eye.
Rays of light from Arcturus turned on
the Century of Progress exposition at
Chicago in the spring of 1933. The beam
was supposed to have started from the
star in 1893 at the opening of the Co-
lumbian Exposition in Jackson Park,
because it was forty light years away
(i. e., its light, traveling c. 86,000 miles
a second, would have taken 40 years
to get to the earth). More accurate
findirgs, however, have proved the
star to be 38 light years away. The rays
from the star were gathered in and con-
centrated by several large telescopes;
the impulses of the beam were sent
by telegraph to the Exposition; and
finally their impact reacted on a photo-
electric cell which opened the control
switches. This process was repeated
each night of the fair. Arcturus rising
in the east is as sure a sign of spring
as the new buds.
Of course, the sky has much more to
offer and in a much greater way, than
can be recorded in any article here.
But no feeling of awe can equal that
of staring into God's heavens trying
to thir.k of distances that baffle the
imagination. So now there is no reason
to question the sanity of the confrere
with his head tilted or his eye to a
telescope; rather it is a good idea to
join him.
It is truly meet and just, right
and availing unto salvation, that
at all times, but more especially
at this season we should extol
thy glory, when Christ our
pasch was sacrificed. For he is
the true lamb that has taken
away the sins of the world; who
by dying has overcome our
death, and by rising again has
restored our life. And therefore
with the angels and archangels,
the thrones and dominions, and
the whole host of the heavenly
army we sing a hymn to thy
glory, and saying again and
arain: Holy, holy, holy.
Preface of the Mass for Easter
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AD MULTOS ANNOS
Rev. Justin Nuelle, C. M.
"HOC FACITE IN MEAM COM-
MEMORATIONEM." By these most
sacred words, Christ ordained the
Apostles to the sacred priesthood, and
thereby conferred on them the power
of sacrifice. The wonderful dignity
of the priesthood is spoken of by St.
Albert in these words. "Forasmuch
as no act can be more excellent than
the consecration of the Body of
Christ, there can be no order higher
than the priesthood." "No act is
greater than the consecration of the
Body of Christ," says St. Thomas.
After Our Lord rose from the dead, He
appeared to His Apostles and said,
"Receive ye the Holy Spirit, whose
sins you shall forgive, they are for-
given them. . ." In these two powers
the priesthood is complete. Because
there is truly only One Priest, Jesus
Christ, who once and for all offered
up Himself in adequate worship and
reparation to God the Father, the
many priests are one with Him and
are truly other Christs. Ths iis the
great dignity of the priesthood.
On: the morning of June 13th, 1903, in
the Chapel of the old Kenrick Semi-
nary in St. Louis, when the most sol-
emn silence of the Ordination rite had
arrived, Archbishop John J. Glennon
layed his hands on the head of Rev.
(Continued on, Page Four)
Rev. John J.
McWilliams, C. M.
"And what is so rare as a day in June?
Then, if ever, come perfect days;
Then Heaven tries earth if it be in
tune,
And over it softly her worn ear lays."
(Lowell)
On the 13th day of June, 1953, a rare
and perfect day as figured in poetry by
Lowell will in fact dawn in the life
of a Vincentian Priest. It will culmi-
nate fifty Sacerdotal years of faithful
service to Christ and His Church and
fifty-five as an exemplary son of Saint,
Vincent! Few and far between are the
confreres who can see in retrospect
fifty years of experience, growth and
change in the Double Farmly. What
wonderful images must be stored in the
eyes of Father McWilliams as he
watches each decade blossom forth into
a new and more embracing field f,-.
community work. So rare indeed and
perfect will be the 13th day of June for
our beloved confrere Father John J.
McWilliams.
On the morning of December 8, 1896,
a picture was taken of all Seminary
personnel. What was the occasion? It
was the tenth anniversary of tihe Semi-
nary's being reopened. The yioungest in
vocational crider were Messrs. John J.
McWilliams and William Barr, the
"crowd." received into the Novitiate the
previous evening.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Rev. Carl J. Osthoff,
C.M.
Were I a painter and had I the
paints, I would compose a picture of
Fr. Carl J. Osthoff who will celebrate
his golden sacerdotal jubilee with a
solemn Mass of Thanksgiving at St.
Vincent's Church, Los Angeles on June
13. The picture would reveal the vir-
tues acquired over this long time of
devoted service to the Community
of St. Vincent de Paul. It would expose
the fine lines of worry andi anxiety
that have followed his course. It would
exhibit the deep impress of experi-
ence and knowledge that has come
from work in the confessional and
the class-room.
But I am not a painter and my
paints-as we shall presently see
are few indeeid. And so the ,broad
strokes, the deep lines, the tinted
background, the bright sunlight must
give way to a short sketch. Lay the
blame at the feet of the painter; he
.has never .met Fr. Osthoff. Lay the
blame at the feet of the paints; these
are only three letters and the material
in the Community catalogue.
The strongest line, the deepest stroke
would have been that of the spiritual
life. Its impress is deeply rlid in the
character of our jubilarian. His let-
ters written fully thirty years ago be-
tray his love for hearing confession,
(Continued on Page Seven)
Ar~t~in
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LIBRARY CORNERSTONE LAID
A YEAR AND A DAY'S PROGRESS
APRIL 20. 1952 - GROUNDBREAKING
Frs. O. Huber, D. Martin, Mr. Lee, Fr. J. LeSage, (kneeling), Mr. Cawley,
Fr. Stakelum, Mr. Mullin, Frs. Neels and G. LeFevre.
On the afternoon of April 21, 1953,
just a year and a day after the break-
ing of the ground, the cornerstone of
the Library Building of St. Mary's
Seminary was laid and solemnly bless-
ed by thie Archbishop of St. Louis, the
Most Rev. Joseph E. Ritter, D.D.
Present at the ceremony, other than
the personnel of the Seminary, were
many visiting priests, most of whom
hald attended the Centennial Celebra-
tion of the Consecration of St. Vin-
cent's Church in Cape Girardeau. In-
cluded among those present were the
following:
Most Rev. Joseph, E. Ritter, D.D.,
Archbishop of St. Louis; Rev. Glennon
P. Flavin, assistant to the Archbishop.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.-
Very Rev. Peter Frommell, C.M.;
Rev. Arthur Gautsche, C.M., Rev.
Thomas NWesner, C.M., Rev. Joseph Dy-
ra, C.M., Rev. Edward Wilson, C.M.,
Rev. Robert Olker, C.M., Rev. William
Pittmann, C.M.
Chicago, Ill.-
Rev. James Flannery, C.M.
Cotulla, Texas-
Rev. Thomas IMiurphy, C.M.
La Porte, Texas-
Very Rev. William Barr, C.M., Rev.
Francis Hynes, C.M.
St. Louis, Mo.-
Very Rev. James W. Stakelum,
C.M.V., Very Rev. Thomas Cahill, C.M.,
Very Rev. John Zimmerman, C.M.,
Very Rev. Eugene McCarthy, C.M.,
Rev. Francis Remler, C.M., Rev.
Thomas Reynolds, C M.. Rev. Joseph
Edwards, C.M., Rev. George Cyril Le-
Fevre, C.M., Rev. John Hogan, C.M.,
Rev. William Glynn, C.M.., Rev. Em-
mett McDonnell, C.M., Rev. Bert Cun-
ningham, C.M., Bro. Walter Eckery,
C.M.,
Also present were priests, students,
novices, brothers of the Seminary,
and Daughters of Charity from St.
Vincent's school.
The ceremony itself was quite sim-
ple. The clergy, students, and novices
walked in procession from the student
building to the main entrance of the
Library,.meanwhile chanting the "Quis
Novus Caelis." Upon arrival at the en-
trance the "Veni Creator Spiritus" was
sung, the documents were inserted in
the cornerstone, which was then set in
place, and blessed by the Archbishop.
Archbishop Ritter then gave a brief
talk in which he expressed his happi-
ness at being able to preside at the
ceremony and remarked on the fitting-
ness of coming from the Centennial
Celebration of the Consecration of St.
Vincent's Church in Cape Girardeau,
to the laying of this cornerstone of
the Library at the motherhouse of the
Community. This building, said the
Archbishop, is the realization of plans
long cherished by thie Vincentian Fath-
ers and it will be of great use in the
furthering of the scholarship needed in
those who are being trained to be the
teachers of other priests. He then
gave his blessing to all present and the
program was completed by the sing-
ing of the Ave Maria in three part
harmony.
When we last reported on the pro-
gress of the Library in January of this
yezar it had reached the midpoint in
time needed for construction but still
was not much more than a naked
skeleton. Now some three months lat-
er, the skeleton has been almost com-
pletely covered by a harmonious mix-
ture of brick and stone. The steel gird-
ers that will support the roof are all
in place and the cloistered walk con-
necting the library to the student
building has also been built and for its
completion lacks only the terrazzo
!loor and a section of its roof.
In January we hoped that the build-
ing might be completed by the fall. The
rapid progress since then makes that
hope much stronger. In fact, barring
some entirely unlooked-for mishap, the
library should be ready for occupancy
the latter part of September.
APRIL 21, 1953 -- CORNERSTONE LAYING
Archbishop Ritter, Fr. G. C. LeFevre, Fr. Flavin
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The contents of the cornerstone of the Library of St.
Mary of the Barrens included the following:
1. A copy of the March and of the April issues of the DE
ANDREIN.
2. A copy of THE VINCENTIAN magazine, the April,
1953, issue.
3. A copy of THE ST. LOUIS GLOBE-DEMOCRAT, issue
of April 21, 1953.
4. A copy of THE PERRY COUNTY SUN, issue of April
16, 1953.
5. A copy of THE PERRY COUNTY REPUBLICAN,
issue of April 16, 1953.
6. A commemorative document reading as follows:
IN PERPETUAM REI MEMORIAM IN NOMINE
DOMINI. AMEN.
On the twenty-first day of April, the year of our Lord,
nineteen hundred fifty-three, in the fifteenth year of the
Supreme Pontificate of Pius XII, in the sixth year after the
election of the Very Reverend William M. Slattery, >C.M., as
Superior General of the Congregation of the Mission of
Saint Vincent de Paul, in the fourth year after the appoint-
ment of the Very Reverend James Walsh Stakelum, C.M.,
as Visitor of this, the Western Province of the Congrega-
tion of the Mission in these United States, in the Presidency
of the Honorable Dwight D. Eisenhower and in the Gover-
norship of the Honorable Philip Donnelly of the State of
Missouri, this cornerstone of the library building of Saint
Mary's Seminary, Perryville, Missouri, was solemnly blessed
by His Excellency the Most Reverend Joseph E. Ritter,
Archbishop of Saint Louis, assisted by the Very Reverend
James Walsh Stakelum, Visitor of the Congregation of
the Mission, and was dedicated to God, most great, most
good, in hornor of the Immaculate Mother of God, the
Blessed Virgin Mary, under the title of Saint Mary of theBarrens.
7. Two Miraculous Medals in sterling silver, donated by the
Miraculous Medal Association.
8. Copies of the literature, the novenas and other prayers,
the Everyday Religious Cards distributed by the Miracu-
lous Medal Association of Perryville, Missouri.
9. In addition to the above-mentioned, Mrs. Edward L.
Doheny sent several objects to be included in the cornerstone
among which were included: Photographs of Mr. and Mrs.
Doheny, A Holy Bible, Representative specimens of present
day U. S. currency and coins, U. S. Postage-First-day cov-
ers of air-mail stamps; first-day covers of Presidents of the
United States; first-day cover of Gutenberg stamp.
There were also included several certificates among which
was a typewritten copy of the letter of the Apostolic Dele-
gate to Archbishop Cantwell, May 17, 1939, informing him
that the Holy Father has granted to Mrs. Doheny the title
of Countess.
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"Let us love God, but let it be at the expense of our arms
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Dear Readers:
The annual student's bazaar for this year was a real
success especially because of the interest and generosity of
so many of you. Without your kindness we know that this
would not have been possible. Thus we take this oppor-
tunity to express our sincere appreciation to all of you.
In St. Vincent de Paul,
THE STUDENTS
BAZAAR RAFFLE WINNERS
$100.00 Savings Bond-Dr. Loyola Hayden, 7457 Delmar,
St. Louis, Mo.
Portable Typewriter-Mrs. Frank Galvin, 4637 Dickens,
Chicago, Illinois.
Handstitched Quilt-Rev. Jacob Johnson, C.M., St. Louis
Preparatory Seminary, St. Louis, Mo.
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Father Nuelle
(Continued from Page One)
Mr. Justin Nuelle, and conferred on
him the great dignity of the priest-
hood. After sucessfully completing the
seminary preparation, both major and
minor, here at the Barrens, Fr. Nulle
had reached the highest goal of man.
This tremendous, overwhelming grace
filled his heart with a reverence and
joy which we see throughout his life as
a priest. We may understand the won-
derful effect produced in his soul on
the dearest morning of his life by
looking at his subsequent work as a
priest.
In 1904, Fr. Nuelle was stationed at
St. Vincent's College in Chicago
(which became De Paul University in
1907). Other than the fact that he
taught there for seven years, mostly
Latin, little is known of this period of
his life and it may be compared to the
hidden life of Our Lord. Similarly it
may be said that he advanced like his
Model, in wisdom, age and grace be-
fore God and man. In 1911 after seven
years in the classrooms of De Paul, he
was changed to Holy Trinity Uni-
versity in Dallas. The high scholastic
standing of this University was due
to its excellent faculty and especially
to the Dean of Studies, Fr. Nuelle.
In St. Louis
The St. Louis Preparatory Sem-
inary at 4244 Washington Boule-
vard was founded in 1915 with Fr. John
O'Regan, C. M. as Superior. In the
same year Fr. Nuelle was changed from
Hloly Trinity U. to this new seminary.
This was the beginning of many years
of devoted work preparing men for
the priesthood. About 32 years of his
priestly work was in fulfillment of the
second important end of the (Congre-
gation of the Mission, which is the for-
mation of the clergy in piety and
learning. Like His Divine Master, then,
the majority of Fr. Nuelle's priestly
work lay in the training of the future
Apostles. It is evident from his ener-
getic life in the Minor Seminaries that
he understood well the necessity of
good priests for the spiritual health of
the Laity. It surely must be said of him
that he was whole-heartedly dedicated
to this work, and that the sole motive
behind his Minor Seminary achieve-
ments was, like His Divine Master's,
the salvation of souls.
Placing Fr. Nuelle in the Minor
Seminary of St. Louis proved a happy
choice. His university interest, wide
range of talents, and happy personality
could not but impress favorably and
strongly these youths. His knowledge
of Latin is well known. It suffices to
say that Latin, as with most things he
put his minrdl to, had its master in Fr.
Nuelle. Those who enjoyed the privilege
of being taught by him willremember the
demands he made of the students. Al-
though his broad knowledge of classi-
cal languages and culture provided a
wealth of background and attractive
detail for the class, still he demanded
a simple, thorough mastery of the
fundamentals of the language. Valu-
able study methods accompanied his
presentation of the facts. He was ser-
ious even to the point of austerity in
demanding that the students get a
grasp on the language of the Church.
But to stop there in describing him
as a teacher would be to leave out his
rarely rivaled sense of humor. For a
pleasant, original, colorfully imagina-
tive sense of humor within the young
men's grasp broke the tension and
strain of what might otherwise have
been a dead class.
Outside of class he put into practice
the words of St. Paul, "Do not set your
mind on high things but condescend
to the lowly." If one didn't know Fr.
Nuelle, he might think that he spent all
his time reading about sports. His know-
ledge of facts and theory was profes-
sional. However, this was only one of
the many things which doing he did
well. Undoubtedly it preserved, at least
in the minds of the very young Minor
Seminarians, the opinion that this
dignified priest and scholar, was in
reality human and very accessible.
Made Superior
After seven years as a member of the
faculty at the Prep (1915-1922) he
became Superior there. In 1927 a tor-
nado wrecked the Prep at 4244 Wash-
ington Boulevard. During the next
four years (1927-1931) the Prep was
in temporary quarters in the old boy's
school at St. Bridget's Parish. The
credit for having kept the Seminary
operating at a high scholastic level in
surroundings that were most difficult
is chiefly his. Besides being superior,
teaching fourth and sixth year Latin,
he was the prefect of discipline, gave
all the conferences to the students
and conducted the annual retreat each
year. His discipline was firm but under-
standing. It was based on developing in
the student body as a whole a spirit
of responsibility.
During this time he became an inti-
mate friend of Archbishop Glennon
through their relations over the dioce-
san seminary. Together they carefully
planned and built the present new
Prep. In 1931, he was not superior of
the Prep but Dean of Studies. This was
the year of the opening of the new
Prep. When in 1932, Fr. Timothy Flavin
was appointed visitor, the post of su-
perior of the Minor Seminary in Kan-
sas City was vacated and Fr. iNRelle was
sent as his successor. In 1935-1937 he
was stationed at Los Angeles College.
He returned to the St. Louis Prep
as superior, in 1937.
To The Cape
Upon the completion of seven more
years of faithful administration there,
it was the Prep's great loss and Cape's
corresponding gain when he was trans-
ferred. From 1945-1949 he taught a
full schedule of Latin classes there. In
1949 he was stationed at Marillac
Seminary as Chaplain to the Sisters. He
is still there endearing himself to the
Daughters of Charity.
We surely, then, have great reason
to rejoice with Fr. Nuelle on the Gold-
en Jubilee of his Priesthood. The vast
amount of good done by this worthy
priest is partially known but it is little
indication of the immense whole. The
minor miracle that we know this much
about it, as anyone who knows of his
passion for anonymity can testify
would lead us to believe and suspect
that "this isn't the half of it." Whilejoining all the priests he prepared, in
celebrating the Sacrifice of Thanks-
giving with Fr. Nuelle this June 13th,
and by imitating his priestly virtues,
we may hope one day to know the
whole story.
IN DIEBUS ILLIS
May 25, 1922-The five first year
Theologians who have three year vows
go on retreat tonight in preparation for
the taking of their perpetual vows on
Saturday. They are Messrs. Brannan,
Sheldon, Cannon, Edwards and Sher-
lock. Mr. Thomas Cahill does not take
his vows until October. Mr. Cahill
will be the only one now with temporary
vows, and I doubt not that he is is the
only C. M. in the world with temporary
vows, we being the only province that
observed the iCanon Law in this regard,
and that only for two years.
De Andrein, June, 1933-Fr. Moore
states in a letter that, "Fr. 'Big' Dunker
underwent an operation for the remov-
al of his appendix. Shortly afterwards
he was allowed to get up in order to
say Mass but the doctors kept him at
the hospital until quite well. Fr.
Smith and 'Short' Fr. Dunker are
learning the Chinese language as if it
were play."
April 28, 1942-We worked on the
bazaar until the time for Visit. Num-
erous priests arrived: Frs. Winne,
Cronin, Lloyd, P. LeFevre, Mahoney,
Winklemann, Quigley, Ryan, Kane,
Corcoran, Kirschten,-a fine crowd. In
fact it was an act of God that brought
them all together at this time. To-
gether with the priests of the house
they spent over $225.00. It was a won-
derful Bazaar. North had a game where
bombs were dropped from planes upon
a moving landscape. This game held
Fr. Kernaghan spellbound. Degan and
Hynes had the rifle range (breaking
old radio tubes) and the baseball
throwing game (breaking old phono-
graph records)--rather destructive but
lucrative. Then Falanga and Piacitelli
had the dart game-sinking battle-
ships, the war year. Nobody got their
main prize, an oiled silk raincoat.
Burroughs had the Bo Lo; Persich and
Gaydos the archery, and Welter a nail-
driving game. Joe Brennan ran; the
bingo stand. The main stand was under
Casey and Ed. Brennan. Marsch had
the ice cream, Wagner the hamburger
stand. Ed. Roche handled the econo-
mics. J. Fischer tried to run the af-
fair, but the Bazaar, in a more ac-
curate sense, ran J. Fischer.
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Cape Girardeau Parish Observes Centennial
This Historic Church of St. Vincent ini Cape Girardeau, fully restored after
a century of service, was the scene of a three-day centennial celebration that
began on Sunday, April 19.
Located in the oldest part of the city, the church of Renaissance architecture,
is easily seen from the Mississippi River and is considered to be among the
impressive sights between St. Louis and Memphis, Tenn.
SEXPEDIENT THAT I GO
The mystery of the Ascension arouses
mixed sentiments in the Christian
soul. At first glance we feel sad that-
Christ is leaving us. No longer will
He walk among us; no longer will He
dine with us; no longer will he favor
us with His words of instruction and
consolation.
At second glance our sentiment
turns to one of joy. Christ is going back
to His Father; He is now going to re-
ceive His proper glory at the right
hand of His Father.
A further consideration makes u6
realize that since Christ cannot be
separated from His members, we too
share in the glory of His Ascension.
St. John IChrysostom 'amplifies for
us the same thought: "When Christ
ascended into heaven He offered to
the Father the first-fruits of our na-
ture. The Father marvelled at the gift,
because of the dignity of Him that
offered it, and because of the spotless-
ness of the gift itself. Not only did
He' receive the gift into His hands, but
IHe" conferred upon it the dignity of
His throne; still more,. He placed it at
His own right hand. Let us learn who
it is to whom it was said, 'Sit thou at
my right hand,' and what nature it is
to which God said, 'Share thou My
throne with Me.' Oh, it is the same
nature that once heard, 'Dust thou art
and into dust thou shalt return'"
(Second Nocturn for Monday within
the octave of the Ascension).
The words of our Lord in the New
Testament, even more than the
words of John Chrysostom, bring
out the fact that the Ascension
was also for our benefit. "But I speak
the truth to you; it is expedient for
you that I depart. For if I do not go,
the Advocate will not come to you; but
if I go, I will send Him to you" (John
16:7). And again, "In my Father's
house there are many mansions. Were
it not so, I should have told you, be-
cause I go to prepare a place for you.
And if I go and prepare a place for
you, I am coming again, and I will take
you to myself; that where I am, there
you also may be" (John 14: 1-3).
But our Lord deprives us of His
sensible presence also in order that,
A celebration of the centennial of the
consecration of St. Vincent's Church in
Cape Girardeau was held in the parish
from Sunday, April 19 to Tuesday
April 21.
St. Vincent's parish was established
in the year 1836 witjh tihe Rev. John
Timon, C. M. as first pastor. Father
Timon, following his ordination in
1825, was assigned to 'work in Cape
Girardleau and Perry. Counties, and was
much encouraged by the number of
conversions before he bought ground to
set up a regular parish.
The first Church, completed and con-
secrated in 1839 by Bishop Joseph Ro
sati, C. M. was destroyed by a tornado
in 1850. Within six month's a new
Church was started ,on the foundation
of the destroyed structure. The corner-
stone of the new Church was laid on
July 27, 1851 -by Archbishop Kenrick,
first Archbishop in St. Louis, who con-
secrateid the church to the worship of;
God on June 12, 1853.
The Mass on Sunday opening the cele-
bration was offered by the Very Rev.
James 'W. Stakelum, C. M. V., who was
assisted by Fr. Thomas J. Murphy, C.
M., former pastor, as deacon and Fr.
Willis Darling, C. M., former assistant
pastor, as subdeacon. Fr. Thomas J.
Wesner, C. M. was master of ceremon-
ies and ;Fr. Marshall LeSage, C.M.,
delivered the sermon. The men's choir
of St. Vincent's parish under the direc-
tion of Fr. James S.' Saracini, C.M.,
sang the music of the Mass.
The Mass on Monday was offered by
Fr. Marshall LeSage, C. M., who was
assisted by Fr. William J. Stack, C.
M. as dieacon, Fr. Maurice Hymel, C.
M. as subdeacon, and Fr. Myles Moy-
nihan, C. M. as :master ;cf ceremonies.
The Very Rev. Daniel W. Martin, C.
M. delivered the.sermon.
On the last day of the celebration
Archbishop Ritter of St. Louis offered
a Solemn Pontifical Mass. The Very
Rev. Peter Frommell, C. M. and the
Rev. Marion Forst, pastor of St. Mary's
parish in Cape, were deacons of honor.
Music for the Mass was rendered, by
tihe Falso Bardoni choir of St. Vincent's
College under the direction of Fr.
James Saracini, C .M.
Fr. Joseph P. Dyra, C. M., pastor of
St. Vincent's since 1949 was in charge
of both the civic and religious cere-
monies.
as St. Catherine of Sienna points out
in her Dialogues, our faith may be
made perfect. Our love and devotion
are not to depend on the visible pres-
ence of our Lord nor on sensible or
even spiritual consolations. "Blessed
are they who have not seen and have
believed" (John, 20:29).
And so our final affection must be
a realization that our Lord, in His in-
finite generosity, has ascended to His
Father in heaven out of pure love for
us and for our benefit.
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,the nurses at St. Paul's Hospital, Dallas,
,*...,..The Seminary Bazaar featured a fish
pond with real fish.
In Baytown, Fro James Fischer gave a
lecture to the Camera Club of the Humble
Refinery Co....... Fr Dimond Ryan gave the
closing sermon at Forty Hours in Texas
City. Fr. Marion Gibbons gave benediction
of the Most Blessed Sacrament ... A pril 19
the Serra Club of Port Arthur was the
guest of the Seminary. The program began
with Solemn Mass. Dinner, musical enter-
tainment and speeches composed a two-hor
session in the dining room. Msgr. Kirwin,
pastor of St. James Church in Port Arthur,
gave the principal address outlining the
work of the Serrans. In the absence of
Fr. Barr, Fr. Gibbons spoke on behalf of
the seminary. The guests concluded their
dayy y attending Vespers. .. .San Jacinto
Day, April 21st, was Alumni Day. A full
day program was arranged by Fr. Fischer ,
SAN ANTONIO, St. John's
Frs, Hogan and Kavanaugh are to teach
this summer at Our Lady of the Lake College,
The students from the Assumptio n Seminary
will be the guests of St John's early this
month*
MONTEBELLO
Fr. Winne gave the address in the Los
Angeles Memorial Coliseum on imary's Day...
He is also to conduct the last two weeks
of the clergy retreats at Camarillo and
has been appointed to the diocesan matri-
monial court.o.. Fr. John Clark is to con-
duct the annual retreat for the Christian
Brothers of Ireland at the Cantwell High
School.... Fr. Watterson has been appointed
chaplain at Calvary Mausoleum Chapel where
daily Mass is clebrated ... ,. w aoF. Harold
Dicharry is chaplain for the Nevwman Club
at the East Los Angeles Junior College and
is in charge of the confirmation class in
the parish.. oFour hand-carved polychromed
statues, carved in Italy, were placed in
the church for Easter Sunday.
BETHANY
Fri.Bereswill gave a talk on China to
the Chamber of Commerce of Warr Aeres
SAN ANTONIO, Assumptioi Seminary
Fr yo represented the Seminary at
the NCEA convention in Atlanti City. ea .o
Fro Lee Zimmerman is giving a retreat to
Thomistic philosopher and Dean of h he Pre
culty of Laval University in Quebec, lec-
tured to the faculty and students oh March
21st.... F..fr 0. ill gave the address
on the CBS-TV program, "Light of Faith,"
on Palm Sunday. Music for the half-hour
program was provided by the Young Peoples'
Choir of St. Anthony's Church, Long Beach,
under the direction of Fr. James Hansen,
an alumnus of the Seminary.
ST. LOUIS, OAfraternity Home Study Service
Fr. L. Fallon has turned over the
facilities of the offices of the CHSS to
a corps of young women who put in a un•-
teer night shift there for the purpose of
preparing for the coming WORIUtISSION adih-
bit'to be held at Kiel Auditorium May 17
to May 21.
MARILIAC
The Ladies of Charity, 250 strong,
had a meeting at Marillac Sunday after-
noon, April 19th. The occasion nsisted
of Luncheon, enrolling members, Solemn
Benediction, sermon, and reports. Fr 6 Mc-
Carthy gave benediction. Talks at the
meeting were given by JFr Cronin, SrS Vi-
sittrix, and finally, Pr_. g n who gave
the members a "nose-gay" t6o carry a•imay
with them for the rest of their lives1,°.
The Sister Servants' retreat iC to be in
November. The closing will bring all the
Sister Servants to Marillac for Pr. Crb-
nin's Jubilbe which is to be celebrated on
December 8the
PERRYVILLE
Pogo traveled all the way from Okefe-
nokee Swamp to be the theme of the Student
Bazaar. Alongside of all the usual sands
he found a golfing green, a water-gun
range, and a new addition to the kitchen,
Bar-B-Q's. When the prices were gone, he
sat in the empty gym with the figures be-
fore him and judged that his trip had been
worthwhileo o.. .H oHd in hamd with the enc
of the bazaar came the election of the hew
officers of the CSMC Mr. Thomas Jordan
took the presidency; Mr. Walter Houssey, the
viee-presidency; and Mr. Albert Lee. the
secretariate,.BASEBALL SCORES: Varsity 11,
Raggedy Red-Birds 5; Students 5, Cape 4.
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Les Isles Gaies
The .Spring Production at the Bar-
rens this year was a musical entertain-
ment. "The Gay Islands" (translation
for benefit of our good Mothers) open-
ed !and closed in the greatest one-eve-
ning stand of its history. Written and
directed by Mr. Rudolph Miller, to-
gether with a few songs borrowed from
a recent Broadway hit. We were quick-
ly whisked away to a south sea island
by the rousirýg play of Mr. Mike Pfeifer,
as he bounced up and 'down at the or-
gan, and the splendid and colorful
combination of scenery, a result chief-
ly of the talents of Mr. Housey, Mr.
Cozy, and Mr. Discon. At the end of
the overture, Mr. Trapp, who directedl
tne music, had taken his place beyond
the footlights in a high backed chair
from which he directed the singing of
the chorus during the production. He
was almost entirely concealed in the
armchair, placed where the orchestra
pit would be, had we one.
The opening scene found the chorus
scattered over the stage in small
groups, as sailors, seabees and marines.
Most of them were engaged in good
natured banter, except Mr. Cashman
who was assiduously shaving. The
audience soon expected the skin to peel
off! He managed to tear himself away
from the shaving apparatus in time for
the chorus' first number. There are
some who would have preferred thim to
keep shaving.
Due principally to Mr. Trapp's direc-
tion, the chorus did a remarkably good
job on the background singing for the
major actors, and even better in
their own number, "There is nothing
like the Brass!" In this they hit their
apogee. The song was particularly dif-
ficult to sing since it consisted in short,
staccato lines sung at rapid-fire pace.
The audience was able to capture the
verses easily because of the careful,
clear and distinct enunciation of each
line. Dowd, Franz, Cashman, Lee, Col-
lins and John Haley were especially
good on their verses, singing them as
though they meant every syllable.
Shine and Joe Haley sang theirs a
little too soft to be heard easily, and
Figge sang his a trifle too fast. The
audience liked the number so well that
,an encore was demanded.
Messrs. Weber and Pelleteri sang the
leading songs with all their heart and
soul. IMtr. Weber was at his best in
"Some Enchanted Evening." He seems
to get better with each succeeding
musical performance. Confident and
sure of himself, his powerful voice
burst forth with much exuberance,
causing his personality to dominate the
stage during each of his solos. Mr.
Pelleteri gave forth with the same
dependable performance which we have
come to expect of him. The number,
"Younger than Springitime" was very
well d'one, thoulglh he had a little trouble
hitting the high note at the end of the
song, tapering off a bit sour.
Two numbers Which helpeid the cast
create contact with the audience were
"Dites Moi"-a catchy little ditty, and
"Happy Talk," wwhich was just what the
title signified. These two numbers liv-
ened up the chorus considerably, re-
moving the deadpan expressions from
their faces. From then on thle cast act-
ed as though they were enjoying their
antics as much as the audience was.
Before the grand finale Mr. Housey
added two more hits to his credit. Mr.
Mullin and Mr. Discon "dueted," on a
chorus of Dites Moi. At another point
Mr. Mullin marched to the front of
the stage t6 render four touching verses
very tenderly, with facial expression
to match. The audience was moved.
Mr. Lee carried a sometimes slow
plot with a clever and comical rendi-
tion of his character, "Arkansas, a sea-
bee." Admiral Flicker Van Fleety
Behm inspected the unit quite forcibly
in his dramatic appearance. Messrs.
McCarthy, Begue and Charles Miller
helped put across the action of the
plot. The chorus, thanks to Messrs.
Salzer, Pilz, Gordon, Sumonka, O'Don-
nell, Martinez, Hoernig, Rans'om and
the center of the bass section, Mr.Bro-
nars, will be long remembered for their
fine choral work. They demonstrated
that a chorus is more than a mere
accessory, and can contribute much to
the making or breaking a musical. A
special thanks to Mr. Miller for his
general supervision, and to Mr. Pfeifer
and Mr. Trapp for their organ playing
and direction.
Father O'Malley
Celebrates
Silver Jubilee
Rev. Comerford O'Malley, C. M.,
President of De Paul University, will
observe the twenty-fifth anniversary of
his ordination to the priesthood in a
solemn Mass of thanksgiving, on Satur-
day, May 23, at ten a. m. in St. Vincent
de Paul Church.
His two brothers, Fathers George and
Paul O'Malley will assist him as he
celebrates his silver jubilee Mass.
His Eminence Samuel Cardinal
Stritch will preside and will deliver the
sermon. The Very Rev. James W.
Stakelum, C. fM. V., will participate in
the jubilee observance.
Church dignitaries will attend a lun-
cheon in Father O'Malley's honor at
twelve o'clock on May 23 in the priests'
dining room of the new Faculty Hall.
Members of the arts faculties of
University College and the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences are sponsor-
ing a special performance of the Uni-
versity's production of Hamlet in
Father O'Malley's honor on Thursday,
May 21. Drama director David; Itkin
has dedicated the production, the first
he has even given of the Shakespear-
ean masterpiece, to the De Paul presi-
dent.
Father O'Malley was ordained in. the
Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris in
1928 after having acquired his bache-
lor's and master's idieigrees from the
Barrens. A year later he earned his
doctorate in sacred theology at the
Collegio Angelico in Rome.
The De Andrein wishes to take this
opportunity to offer congratulations
and best wishes to Father O'Malley
and to wish him many more fruitful
years in the work of St. Vincent.
Father Osthoff
(Continued from Page One)
for self-sacrifice. His faith in prayer
and in the beneficient kindness of
God is mirrored throughout the three
letters we have. Fr. Osthoff puts God
first as the reason for his acting and
as the reason for his not acting. Such
unselfishness, such devotion to Christ
must be deeply imbedded, must be
granted its primary place, in the
sketch we here attempt.
This short vignette could hardly
portray the deeply surfaced determina-
tion that is shown in Father's letters
and picture. His letters were written
when he was teaching at De Paul Uni-
versity. His desire to, see the success
of the school and his willingness to
work for thiis end are evinced
in his unwillingness to be
deterreld by any obstacle. Father ex-
perienced sickness, and put forth great
effort in class, in preparation, in giving
retreats, and in 'working on the Col-
lege paper. However, none of these
swayed him from his desired goal, the
success annd the improvement of the
Community in Chicago.
If I could have drawn a picture, it
wculd have been a simple matter to
portray Father's devotion to duty. The
set jaw and the steady smile would
have fulfilleld, the requirements. We
must be satisfied with a passing nod
towards showing that devotion. It can
best be stated in Father's own words,
"If the (teacher) would do his classesjustice, the bulk of his work must be
done out of class--in hours and hours
-of theavy preparation." That Father
Osthoff expended himself to prepare
his classes cannot be denied; his class
at the time was the Philosophy of
Literature for post-graduates only.
The finishing daubs would have been
given to our picture by a precision
and an exactness which are notable in
Father's letters. The letters are d'ouble-
spaced and centered with exactitude.
Such a virtue would not add to the
picture we should like to have present-
ed. It would rather perfect the picture.
The sketch would thus be completed
with the fine, finishing touches of the
artist which the virtue of precision
has given the fifty years of Fr. Ost-
hoff's sacerdotal life.
And with this, we put down our
pen and place our sketch at arm's
length. Lookingg at the portrait, we
see that we have the outlines of the
true Vincentian priest. These outlines
have already been filled in by fifty
long anld, faithful years of work, achiev-
ing the three ends of our COcmmunity.
Father Osthoff may be proud to be-
hold the picture of one who has "1)
striven for his own perfection by hav-
ing exerted every effort to practice the
virtues in which the Master has so
graciously instructed us by His Word
and example; (2) preached the Gospel
to the poor," ( at De Paul in Chicago,
at St. Vincent's in L. A.): "(3) assisted
young men in acquiring the knowledge
and virtues essential for their state of
life)" (at Kenrick, at St. Thomas, at St.
Vincent's College, L. A.)
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Father McWilliams
(Continued from Page One)
After having pronounced his vows,
Father McWilliams continued on his
way in the Apostolic school at the Bar-
rens. At that time thle east building
was new. It was called the "Boys'
Building" and is now called "Aquinas
Hall" or more frequently, "The
Brothers' Building."
The then Mr. John J. McWilliams
was. a scholastic with a stocky build
and an excellent sense of humor. He
was always prepared to say something
humorous and was always personally
interested. His predominant virtues
seemed to be charity and humility. One
could perceive that he was kindly and
gentle.
Ordination
Mr. John McWilliams became Rev.
Mr. John McWilliams on March 22
when he and some other students re-
ceived the subdiaconate in the chapel
at old Kenrick Seminary then located
on Cass Avenue in St. Louis. The pre-
late was Archbishop Glennon. Our two
other Golden Jubilarians were also or-
dained and they were then Rev. Mr.
Justin Nuelle, C. M. and Rev. Mr.
Charles Osthoff, C. M. On the 25th
,of March they received the diaconate
and on the 13th day of June the
Priesthood.
Varied Assignments
Now as Father McWilliams, he head-
ed north for his first community as-
signment. For three years he remained
in Chicago as professor at old St. Vin-
cent's College, the predecessor of De
Paul University. In the summer of the
year 1906 we see him stationed at
old Kenrick Seminary on Cass Avenue.
After having spent six years there
Father was sent into the "Sunny
South" and) "the heart of Texas," at
Holy Trinity Church in Dallas. The
year was 1912 and Father was growing
in wisdom and experience. The follow-
ing year he returned north of the
Mason-Dixon Line to Cape.|When we look at the varied assign-
ments of Father McWilliams and
couple them to his patience, sense cf
humor and charity, we can easily see
why he was, in 1917, placed at the
Mother House in the capacity of Novice
Director.
Superior at New Orleans,
at Cape
He became Superior at St. Kather-
ine's Church in New Orleans for about
six years starting in 1919 and; in 1926
we see him as Superior at Cape. At
Cape Father encouraged the boys to
strive manfully for their goal and fos-
tered a spirit of igratitude to God as
much as he could. He explained how
each could become an "alter Christus"
by God's strength and tried to engen-
der a grateful spirit to benefactors.
These good promptings can be drawn
from his articles in the Cape annual
publication. Just note the Dedication
in "The College Message" for 1932
to see what the Cape bcys thought of
him: "Six years, trying years, Father
McWilliams has guided our steady
course; six patient years he has born
with our many faults; six joyful:years,
smiled on our boyish games; six blessed'
years, advised us in higth aims. TO
VERY REVEREND JOHN J. MCWIL-
LIAMS, C. M. whom 'we shall miss next
year in the conference chapel, in the
class room, in the informal counsel
chamber, and on the campus, the Stu-
dents of '32, happy in success
though saddened by the snapping( of
old ties, 'offer, in appreciation and with
warmest wishes, The Sixtieth Anni-
versary Number of The College Mes-
sage."
In 1932 he returned to New Or-
leans as Superior at St. Katharine's.
On the 21st of July of that same year
the Perry County Sun records the fact
that he attended the funeral of Father
Peter Vincent Byrne, IC.M. He returned
to Cape in 1938 'where he has been
ever since, complying at present most
edifyingly to God's will.
Though there may be no material
jubilation there will certainly be a for-
mal jubilation ;on our juibilarian's per-
fect June day anidi most assuredly will
the prayers of the Double Family be
fused with his own in a bouquet of
thanksgiving to our Master for the
many blessings of his Sacred Ministry.
We thank God for giving us such a
beloved confrere as Father Joihn J.
MoWiilliams and pray that He continue
to sustain him as He has, an ideal
Priest, an exemplary son of St. Vincent,
and a moldel for our own lives.
Continued Approval
For De Paul
Complete, unqualified approval of
De Paul University was voted by the
North Central Association in its an-
nual meeting in Chicago March 23-27
at the Palmer House.
Two years ago, in continuing De
Paul on the accredited list, the Asso-
ciation had requested a re-survey in
1952-1953 to assure itself of the con-
tinued soundness of the University.
University President Father O'Mal-
ley expressed satisfaction with the
Association's report, which paid, tribute
among other things, to the competence
of the faculty and the "praiseworthy
and solid" condition of the library.
'We are gratified, of course, that the
North Central Assocation has endorsed
the soundness of our educational pro-
'gram," Father O'Malley saiid.
"'rhousands of our graduates and
students know the wv""1- of their De
Paul education. Civic leaders have at-
tested to De Paul's great contribution
to the Chicago community over thc
past half-century.
"De Paul's problems, like those of so
many other private institutions, have
been financial ratiher than academic.
We are confident that our program of
!development and very realistic ap-
praisals of the funds needed to carry
it out will resolve these problems and
herald a new era of achievement for
the University."
Vincentians At
The N. C. E. A.
Both the Eastern and the Western
Provinces were well represented at the
National Educational Association's
Golden Jubilee Convention held' at At-
lantic City, New Jersey from April 7
to 10.
The Western Province's representa-
tives were as follows: In the major
seminary section, Very Rev. Gilmore
Guyot, C. M., of Assumption Seminary.
San Antonio; Very Rev. William Ken-
neally, C. M., of St. Thomas Seminary,
Denver; Very Rev. Daniel Martin, C.
M., St. Mary's Seminary, Perryville.
In the minor seminary section, Very
Rev. John Zimmerman, C. M., of St.
Louis Preparatory Seminary, St. Louis;
in the University section, Rev. Edward
Kammer, C. M., Rev. Owen Quigley, C.
M., Rev. Joseph Phoenix, C. M., and
Rev. Theodore W)angler, C. M., all of
De Paul University, Chicaigo; in the
high school section, Very Rev. Maurice
lIymel, C. M., of Assumption Parish,
Perryville, and Rev. William Ryan, C.
M., of De Paul Academy, Chicago.
In the major seminary section Fr.
Guyot delivered a paper on the "Adap-
tation of Seminary Life to Modern Con-
ditions According to the Encyclical
Menti Nostri of Pope Pius XII, and Fr.
Kenneally delivered one on "Public
Relations in the Priesthood." At the
request of Msgr. Hochwalt, secretary
general of the N. C. E. A., Fr. Francis
Desmond, C. (Mi., rector of the seminary
at Niagra University, gave an address
on the role that could Ibe played in
ieminaries by the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine.
Fr. Zimmerman was elected Vice
President of the minor seminary sec-
tion and Pr. Guyot continued in office
as Secretary of the major seminary
section.
Degree To
Secretary of Labor
Secretary of Labor Martin P. Dur-
kin has accepted an invitation to de-
liver the conmnencement address at
De Paul University 55th annual convo-
cation on June 10.
The convocation will be held at 2 p.
m. in the Civic Opera House with His
Eminence Samuel Cardinal Stritch,
Archbisihop of Chicago and Chancel-
lor .of the University, presiding.
President Father O''Malley will confer
an honorary doctorate of laws upon
Durkin in recogniti:cn of his leadership
in and many outstanding contribu-
tions to labor-management relations.
An outstanding Catholic layman and
daily communicant, Durkin has served
as vice president of the Catholic Con-
ference on Industrial Problems. Dur-
kin began his career as a steamfitter's
apprentice and formerly served the
State of Illinois as Director of Labor.
He was president ,of the United As-
sociation of Journeyman Plumbers
and Steamfitters Union before accept-
ing an appointment as Secretary of
Labor in the cabinet of President
Eisenhower.
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deavor. He served a term as vice-presi-
dent of the Student Mission Society
and a term as dean of Students.
For his first solemn Mass Father will
return to his ihome parish in New Or-
leans, St. Stephen's. Assisting him will
,be Father Otto Meyer, C. M., as arch-
priest, Father Paul Q' ley, C. M., as
deacon, and Father Raymond White, C.
M., as subdeacon. Father Maurice 1i ,
C. M., pastor of St. Boniface and As-
sumption parish in Perryville, will
preach the sermon. It is the wish of all
the students that all God's blessings
will attend his priestly work and we
assure him that our prayers will follow
him as we hope his will return to us
here at the seminary.
Rev. Manuel elleteri, C. M.
The first and most welcome solo of
the dean of this year's Ordination class
came some thirty years ago on March
12, 1923 in New (Orleans. It was the
first of a long line as he was to con-
tribute his musical talent not only to St.
Stephen's parish activities but later
to the Falso Bardoni, and to the Min-
strels and Musicals ihere at the Bar-
rens. If a production was in any way
musical, Manuel was always glad to
give his help and suggestions. Minstrels
especially appealed to him for his
southern drawl combined with an easy,
friendly manner made him a success-
ful ring man through the years. How-
ever, it was not only to minstrels that
he gave his vocal support. He has par-
ticipated in all the musicals that have
been produced at the Barrens in the
past few years. His performance as a
commando in our latest production,
"Les Isles Gaies," will insure a linger-
ing memory of him here for years to
come.
Father Pelleteri received his elemen-
tary and high school education in New
Orleans and also attended Tulane Uni-
versity. In 1943 he entered Cape and
remained there a year before enter-
ing the novitiate on May 30, 1944.
He pronounced his vows on June 1,
1946 and thus began his successful
scholasticate. His activities as a student
have been many; he has always con-
tributed his share to every student en-
Rev. Edward Rov , C. M.
It is safe to say that we, the students,
will miss Ed Rowland as much as the
Novices 'will rejoice at his departure;
for they have suffered much at the
expense of his strong right arm each
,autumn and spring in the annual
baseball games.
We, the students, shall miss him not
only as a welcome member of the base-
ball team, but also in the many and
varied activities that constitute com-
munity life on the student side. Almost
every Christmas he was to be found
in one or other of the holiday plays
contributing his part toward making
that season one of the most enjoyable
of the school year. Traditionally he hasibeen in demand as a character actor
making famous, if not immortalizing,
such roles as a Russian waiter, and
more recently a hotel proprietor, sup-
porting such other "heavy" actors as
Frs. Rudolph Miller, and Robert Olker,
in the long remembered mystery play,
"The Vagabond." So consistent has he
Sen over the years, that in more
recent days he has become known as
the "old Pro" of the boards.
.'ut most of all we will miss Ed in
the daily give and take of Community
life. His ready smile and hearty Irish
laugh have done much to keep all of
us in high spirits during the some-
times long and hard years to the priest-
hood.
On June 14, one week after ordina-
tions, he will sing his first solemn
Mass at St. Ferdinand's Church in
Chicago. Assisting him will be his pas-
tor, The Very Rev. Matthew Canning,
as Archpriest; Fr. Frank ~~y C. M.,
will act as Deacon; Fr. Theodore Stone
will be the sub-deacon; and Fr. Thomas
19 \intr1e, C. M. will preach the ser-
mon.
It is our fervent prayer that his
work in the ministry will be as fruit-
ful as were his student days.
r- WV .VlCs. JLet/Ji
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Rev. Harold e•fi-, C. M.
It has been said that no man is a
hero to his own valet. The students
are by no means valets for each other
but they do live in close enough con-
tact to know one another fairly well.
As a body the students expressed their
opinion of Harold Persich (called
"Hotsy" by all) by electing him Vice-
President of the Student Mission So-
ciety when he was only a first year
theologian; and the following year they
upgraded him to the Presidency of the
organization.
Father Persich was what one might
call a student's student for, while he
manifested acumen in ihis class work
at the seminary, his interests and em-
ployments extended into a great variety
of fields. His appearances before the
footlights, both as a minstrel man and
as a cast member in regular plays have
been frequent. He was one of the reg-
ular contributors to the upkeep and
betterment of the student camp. In
his days as a young student he was
often a welcome visitor to the novitiate
where he treated the novices by show-
ing them educational movies. In the
field of sports a few years back he
was catching for the student team
against the novices and Cape boys; in
more recent times he has been pitching
for the scrub team which lhas chal-
lenged the varsity for the last two years.
Frequently after class in the after-
noon he could be seen out on the base-
ball field, golf club in hand, perfect-
ing the fine points of his g'olf game. In
general he has always been willing to
meet a cihallenige whether of the specu-
lative or the practical order, as ready
to tackle the twists and turns involved
in the atomic theory presented in
physics (the subject in which he has
majored at Catholic University during
the summer) as to meet the practical
problem 'of fixing a toy train or a
water pistol.
A native ot the deep south, (up to the
day of Ordination he had a little Con-
federate flag over his door) he will
return to New Orleans, where he grad-
uated from St. Joseph school in 1940
before going to St. Vincent's College
at Cape Girardeau, to say his first
Solemn High Mass on Sunday, June 14,
at 8:00 in the St. Joseph's Church.
Father Nicholas g]ich, C. M., his
brother, will be his deacon and Mr. Roy
Pers i', C. M., another brother will be
his subdeacon. Father Frank M]rgphy,
C. M., will preach the sermon.
Rev. Rudolph ilerC. M.
Rudy Miller was (born in New Orleans,
Louisiana on May 24, 1928. He attended
St. Joseph's Parochial School from
1932-1940. His studies for the Priest-
hood began at St. Vincent's College,
Cape Girardeau, Missouri in 1940' and
in May, 1944, he was received into the
Novitiate at St. Mary's Seminary,
Perryville, Missouri.
Surely, no one will ever deny this fact:
The name Rudolph Henry Miller will
long be remembered in the annals of
"Just Plain Rudy"
Perryville history. There may be those,
not knowing our Rudy, who will ask,
"What is there about Father Miller that
would impress him upon the memory
of all?" To this question we hasten to
answer that Rudy simply has multifold
individuating notes or qualities which
serve to make him loved, respected, and
remembered by everyone. It would be
folly to try to list all the good quali-
ties of our beloved ordinand (indeed,
'twould fill this paper thrice o'er), but
for the sake of the record, we will men-
tion a few.
Perhaps one could remember Rudy
when he was in charge of some student
event. . .. ..His smooth, tactful, diplo-
matic way of handling the situation
once seen was never to be forgotten. Or
mayibe he could be remembered as the
mainstay of the student baseball team
for the last seven years. . . . Speed
and agility in the field and on the
bases, and power at the plate (e. g.
300 batting average).. .that was Rudy.
Surely, everyone will remember Rudy
for his conversational abilities . .
His fast, easy way of talking and his
ability to "mix in" with everyone make
Rudolph one of the most sought-after
confreres at recreation. He will also be
remembered as a great lover of Philoso-
phy .... .and he leaves many "Philosco-
phical sons" among the younger mem-
bers of the Student body.
Father Miller will celebrate his first
Solemn Mass at St. Joseph's Church
on June 21. The point of this article is
that we won't forget that cheery laugh,
the soft-spoken voice, or that light,
quick, springy tread. God ibless you,
Rury. Our prayers go with you into the
Priesthood.
Rev. Francisco Amezquet~ C. M.
On June 7, having completed thir-
teen years of study and traveled thou-
sands of miles from his Basque coun-
try-side, Francisco Amezqueta was or-
dained a priest of God. Father Amez-
queta, who celebrated his twenty-fifth
birthday ion May 7 of tlhis year, began
his studies for the Priesthood at the
minor seminary in Pamplona, Spain.
After finishing the five year course, he
then proceeded to Hortaleza where he
fulfilled his two years novitiate, took
his Vows ton September 27, 1947, and
completed the remainder of the study
of Philosophy. His Theology was di-
vided, the first year being spent at
Cuenca and the final three here at
Perryville. He will say his first Solemn
Mass in Los Angeles at the Church of
Our Lady of Talpa. Father Amezqueta
has also a sister in religion wiho is a
Daughter of Charity.
Let us take a closer look at "Franco,*
as we call him. He will be most re-
memibered for his tenacity or "stick-to,-
itive-ness" in whatever he undertakes.
This is evident in his studies, in his
mastery of the English language, and
in sports. Of all the sports under-
taken, and he undertook them all, he
mastered softball the best. At camp
his natural curve made him one of the
most sought after pitchers in the league.
Franco has become very Americanized
(Continued on Page 5)
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Rev. Robert Schwane, C. M.
Bob Schwane entered this world July
12, 1927 in Milwuakee, Wisconsin. He
attended the grammar school of St.
Monica for three years; his family
then moved to Dallas, and has resided
there to this day. After finishing his
primary education at Holy Trinity
school, Dallas, he spent the next four
years in the minor seminary at Cape
Girardeau, Missouri. His holy vows were
pronounced in June of 1946, and were
followed by the long but fruitful period
of the scholasticate. A conscientious
student, he made good use of his time,
and could always be depended upon
to do whatever he was assigned quick-
ly, efficiently, and methodically. Studies
and the intellectual life in general icc-
cupied much of his time. Popularly
nicknamed "factotum" by his con-
freres because of his wide knowledge
and capabilities, he seldom was found
without the right answer, at least for
any length of time.
As a student he was assigned such
:ositions as head of the Crusade Cor-
respondence, Master ;of Ceremonies,
Accountant, and had charge of the
stamp department for the Foreign
Missions. He was also elected president
of the CSMC by his fellow students.
He enjoys good music, is familiar with
its technical aspects, and has been one
tae most faithful student-listeners
to the IMetropolitan opera throughout
the years. When not listening to music
he will often be found with a good
book, or engaged in humorous conver-
sation. His catholic taste, even tem-
per, and genial disposition will aid him
considerably in his priestly work.
As a deacon assistant at Silver Lake
parish he helped the Sisters teach
catechism, and trained the altar boys,
and acquired valuable experience in
sermon work. During the summers he
has been attending Catholic Univer-
sity, working towards a degree in
Chemistry. IOn June 14, he will cele-
brate his first solemn mass at Holy
Trinity church in Dallas. The Arch-
priest will be Very Rev. Thomas Stan-
tn, C. M., the Deacon-Rev. James
OIDýa, C. M., the Subdeacon-Rev. Wil-
liam t , C. M., and Rev. Jchn
gichardsogn C. M., will preach the,
sermon.
Rev. Donald Ryan, C. M.
Nine years ago this June Donald
James Ryan graduated from Leo High
School in Chicago. A few short months
after graduation he departed for Per-
ryville to begin his preparations for
the Priesthood and the fulfillment of
a lifelong aspiration.
His years as a student have been
happy ones both for him and for those
who have lived with him; for those who
have lived with him because Don was
constantly participating in the stu-
dent activities which are part and
parcel of one's life here at Perry-
ville. He engaged in all sports and con-
tinued to display the prowess in bas-
Setbiall which he acquired as member of
"Basketball to Greek Vases"
the varsity basketball team while at
Leo High School. He also contributed
much to the success of the musicals
presented in the last few years. Above
all he has always helped to make com-
munity life the blessing it is by his
cheerfulness and sociability at recrea-
tion.
During the summer sessions at St.
Louis University, he has been major-
ing in Latin, and, on the side, has
acquired a knowledge of Greek Vases
second only to that of Mr. Behm and
Father Robert Lamy.
It is our confident prayer that his
ministry will be successful; we know
that it will be if he continues to mani-
fest the same diligence and cheerful-
ness that have characterized his work
as a student.
Father Ryan's first Solemn Mass will
be offered on June 14th at St. Barnabas
Church in Chicago. The ministers will
be: Rev. William A. an, C. M., Dea-
con; Rev. J. Bernard yijerald, C. iM.,
Fubdeacon; Rev. Nor ert OConnell,
Ardhpriest. Rev. Comerford QM.ley
C. M. will preach the sermon.
Rev. John Q. O'Conne, C. M.
,,j Q,,
It was on Sept. 25, 1921 that at least
one new member was added to the flock
of the pastor of St. Vincent's parish in
Chicago. He was baptized John Quentin
O'Connell and was henceforth known
to the members of his family simply as
Q. JQ, as he is familiarly' known among
his scholastic confreres, attended St.
Andrew's grammar school. His high
school education was received at De
Paul Academy. The next four years were
spent at the University of Notre Dame
where he received his Bachelor of Arts
degree in English in 1942. In August of
the same year he entered the U. S.
Army and remained in the service of
1-i- country for the next three and one
half years, two of which were spent
in the China-Burma-India theatre of
operations. Discharged from the Army
in January, 1946, he entered the Har-
vard Law School where he remained
until May of 1947.
October found him here at the Bar-
rens and on the 6th of that month he
was received intothe novitiate, establish-
ing a permanent contact with the com-
munity which had, from time to time,
touched upon his life ever since his
birth (remember, he was born in a Vin-
centian parish and attended a Vin-
centian high school). Two years later
he pronounced his Holy Vows.
JQ immediately entered into the
swing of the scholasticate. Placed in
charge of the archives, he set to
work and carried on the program of
revision and reorganization initiated
by our present Fr. M. Sheehy', and add-
ed some improvements of his own. But
more outstanding was his heroic (and
I might add, successful) effort to re-
store the orchard of its maximum
fruitfulness.
A man of many talents, he is a
man of many hobbies, the most out-
standing of Which are photograhy, hor-
ticulture, and nature study. Who among
us doesn't remember JQ at camp when
he would come in, shirt tail flopping
in the breeze, from a day spent tramp-
(Continued on Page 5)
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Mother Seton Letter An original letter of Mother Eliza-beth Ann Seton was presented to;
Archbishop Amleto Giovanni Cicognani (left, above), Apostolic,
'Delegate to the U.S.
The document, portraying clearly the personality of the
founder of the Sisters of Charity in America, was given to the
Delegate in recognition of his promotion of Mother Seton's cause
for canonization.
Presenting the letter was Father Salvator M. Burgio, C.M.(right), vice postulator of Mother Seton's cause. T; tiff~'irwiclh
was written to her son, William Seton, while he was in Europe,
was sent in the care of Father (later Bishop) Simon Gabriel
Brute.
PERRYVILLE
Father irtin delivered the com-
mencement adfres's at the Cape. .....
Father iearney represented the house
at the anniversary celebration of Father
Comerford O'Malley. . . St. Vincent's
High School graduation was held in
Assumption Church on Pentecost. It
was the largest class in the history of
the school. Of the sixty-four graduates,
several girls are to enter the Convent
.The Students dined at Kenrick
Seminary on May 20th and then spent
the afternoon at the Archbishop Rit-
ter Worldmission exhibition. . . The
Student parlors have been repainted
and refurnished. . .. .This year's May
Procession was exceptionally well at-
tended. Father E4trpe. delivered the
sermon. The Corpus Christi procession
was held on the night of Ordinations
. Father IMlartin re-introduced the
Deacon Banqut^'This year. The fine
meal, attended by several members of
the faculty, was followed by a skit on
the classroom life of our Deacons.
The entire evening was highly success-
ful. . . . Several members of the class
which has just completed philosophy
left Perryville on the first of June for
St. Vincent's College in Cape Girardeau.
They are taking undergraduate courses
in Mathematics, Music, Library Science
and Commerce at the nearby Southeast
Missouri State College. They returned
for Ordinations.. . . The students
attending St. Louis University will leave
in the middle of June. . .. Mr. Richard
Stafford oole one of the Associate
Editors of this publication during the
past year, has been named Editor for
1953-1954.
NEW ORLEANS
DE PAUL SANATARIUM
An interesting feature of the observ-
ance ,of National Mental Health Week
held in New Orleans from May 3 to May
9 was the effective window display
sponsored by De Paul Sanatarium in
the window of the New Orleans Public
Service building.
The exhibit highlighted the De Paul
Affiliated School of Psychiatric Nurs-
ing as the "hub of psychiatric nursing
in the South." This school established
by Sister Apae. of the Daughters of
Charity in 1946 ioffers psychiatric train-
ing to student nurses from 14 schools
of nursing in seven Southern states.
Designed by a commercial artist the
display consisted of about 25 eight-inch
dolls costumed by the student nurses
from tlhe various schools attending
the Affiliated School of Nursing, in the
particular uniforms worn at their
schools, converging on the "hub."
One blue garbed, white bonneted
replica of a Sister of Charity might
well have been Sister Mary 4Jq1 who
is presently directing the school of
nursing education.
-(Courtesy of the Register)
leans for eight weeks as relief chaplain
during the summer before resuming,
his studies at C. U. in the fall.
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DENVER
There are nineteen students being or-
dained to the priesthood this year, six
of them for the Archdiocese of Den-
ver . . . .
The Archbishop's Seminary campaign
on its first day surpassed the minimum
goal of one and a half million dollars,
set at the beginning of the drive. Work
had already begun to complete the
superstructure of the assembly hall and
the recreation hall.
Bishop Quinn conducted the retreat
for the Dauglters of Charity in New Or-
leans. He also delivered to the Diocesan
Council of Catholic Women in the
Diocese of Cheyenne a talk which was
recorded and which is being broadcast
over a number of radio stations in Wy-
oming.
Fr. Kenneall gave the year's final
day cf recollection for the clergy of
the Colorado Springs deanery.
The Seminary was host to the annual
Acies of the Legion of Mary, as well as
to the St. Vincent De Paul Society for
the Annual Mass, of whichi Archbishop
Vehr is celebrant. The Mass was follow-
ed by a meeting attended by the stu-
dents. ...
On the first Sunday of May the
Serra Club, assisted by the students,
held an open house and field day
at the Seminary for almost 200 eighth
grade altar boys .
A dinner was given at the Seminary
in honor of Fr. Raphael McCarthy, S.
J., outgoing president of Regis Col-
lege in Denver.
SAN ANTONIO
Fr. Lee im mer n will give a grad-
uation talklori the high school here at
St. John's.
Fr. Thomas Qavanaugh gave the
graduation talk iatf"'lA 'Public High
School at Charlotte.
Fr. Jeremiah U•ian addressed theSan Antonio Catholic Federatilon of
the P. T. A.
Frs. T§kbery, Jpurdan, Q'Cnar
and Thomas Murphy' of Cotulla) at-
tended Fr. G'dolden Jubilee cele-
bration.
WASHINGTON D. C.
Fr. ete~lgHe~am majoring in Greek and
Latin has completed his second year
F. r. Pinn!, having completed his
second year in Philosophy, will teach
at De Paul U. this summer . . Fr.
R -iB s finishing his thesis now and
will receive his PhD in Education soon
F . r. Melito will remain here dur-
in'o the diimer session and will red
ceive his MA in English at the end
cf that session ... Fr. urroughs has
received his MA in Phio p~l~ and
will be at Charity Hospital in New Or-
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Cape, Novices Fall
To Students
The ancient who can boast of having
been there the last time the students
were beaten in baseball by the Novices
or Cape boys is now a "rare bird." For
the Novices and Cape boys the best
words of encouragement such an ex-
traordinary person could offer would
be: "Now back in the thirties, when
Max Hamilton chucked to Steve Ganel
we beat the Students 9 to 3."
But this spring the inevitable al-
most didn't happen. For seven innings
Cape stoutly defended a lead of 3 to 1.
The students, definitely worried and
quite embrassed, finally rose to the
occasion and edged ahead in the eighth.
With the score now 4 to 3 in favor of
the Students, George Wieber (now
weighing well over 200) stepped to the
left side of the plate and neatly nailed
one inside the right field foul line for
a 310 foot home run to put the stu-
dents ahead 5-3. In the last inning
Cape put a good scare into the Stu-
dents iby pushing across another run,
but they didn't have it in them to get
that final run to tie the score. Final:
Students 5, Cape 4 in the closest con-
test in a long time.
After Mr. Weber hit his home run,
one of the spectators caused some mis-
chief. He erroneously informed the
Cape Boys that according to; the ground
rules the hit should have been limited
to a double. After realizing that he had
falsely raised their hopes, our mis-
creant spectator spectrally slid from
the scene, leaving to the students the
unpleasant task of explaining the bit-
ter truth to these young men. Per-
haps our spectator learned such un-
scrupulous and underhanded techniques
from the communists in China before
he came to the Barrens as procurator.
The game with the Novices was a bit
more one-sided, though Mr. King sur-
prised and annoyed the students with
his hitting. The Students handed the
hard-playing Novices an 8 to 3 de-
feat. One cannot fail to remark that
Fr. McOwen deserves praise for the
gay and confident spirit he puts on each
year to cheer his doomed teams.
Fr. Amezqueta, C.M,
(Continued from Page 2)
and he says that it was through Tele-
vision that he learned so many Ameri-
can idioms and mannerisms.
We all wish Father Amezqueta the
best of everything in his forthcoming
work in the Philippines. We will keep
him and the rest 'of our confreres there
in our daily prayers. May God bless his
priestly work all his life.
Fr. O'Connell, C.M.
(Continued from Page 3)
ing about the hills in search of some
rare specimen of animal or plant life.
In going forward into the ministry he
is leaving behind a great deal that
those of us who remain will do well
to imitate, especially his fine sense of
humor, his .application to study, and
his deep personal piety.
EIGHT RECEIVE ORDER OF SUBDEACONATE
On June 6, 1953 after the bestowal of Minor Orders on 22 of their fellow-
scholastics, the above gentlemen entered Major Orders with the reception of
the Subdeaconate. Their title is now no longer Mr. but Rev. Mr. and they havethe daily obligation of saying the office.
Top row, Left to Right: Rev. Messrs. Joseph a1J, Edward lNLll s, William
oran, and William ]eQh . Bottom Row: Rev. Messrs. Thomas Feey, Warren
aso , George Vger, and Joseph Bronars.
Students At The
Worldmission Exhibit
On May 20, along with crowds of
running and yelling grammar school
children, some sixty scholastics from
Perryville poured out of two chartered
buses and added to the thousands of
spectators at the Archbishop Ritter
Worldmission Exhibit. Planned and,
executed by Archbishop Ritter, along
with Bishop Zuroweste of Belleville and
Bishop O'Connor of Springfield, Illi-
nois, the exhibit was a series of booths
and stands operated in exposition hall
of Kiel Auditorium in St. Louis by
over a hundred different missionary
societies. The extraordinary number of
people who crowded to see it are ample
witness of its success.
Beginning with the first day of the
exhibit, the Third Year Theologians
from the Barrens went up in pairs to
work in the Vincentian booth. Prior to
that, two of the students had been
making weekly trips to St. Louis to
prepare a movie for showing at our
booth. The student body as a whole
went on the 20th, stopping first at
Kenrick, where they were guests of the
students and faculty for dinner. Most of
the students from Kenrick were at the
auditorium, ushering through the gram-
mar school children. There was a period
of aibout two hours for sightseeing be-
fore the return trip.
There was more than enough to see
during this time. The hall was dotted
with one hundred and twenty-nine
booths, representing every conceivable
type of missionary apostolate. The
double family was present with one of
the largest booths, half of it devoted to
the work of the Priests the other half to
that of the Daughters of Charity. Our
work was shown in other fields besides
the foreign missions, notably THE VIN-
CENTIAN seminary work, ihospitals,
schools, etc. It was igratifying to see
the booth so well done and so well pa-
tronized.
Perhaps the only disappointment, in
one way, was the crowd. There were
so many people present that it was im-
possible to loiter at any of the exhibits
or to engage any of the missionaries
present in close conversation. Because
of this difficulty, many interesting
stories and insights into mission activity
were probably lost. Despite that, The
Worldmission Exhibitions offered, even
to seminarians and priests, a striking
picture of the universality and vitality
of the Ca.tholic Church.
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News From Formosa
Report From Fr. Fox C. M.
Opened in May 1952 in the second
land third floors of a large concrete
building built on the main street in
the heart of the city of Tainan (popula-
tion 230,000) is the Catholic Informa-
tion Center. From the beginning this
project in Southern Formosa has been
blessed with a steadily increasing
stream of visitors. The object was to
establish a convenient center to admin-
ister to the spiritual needs of many
Mainland Catholics, refugees from their
homes across the Formosan Straits.
These refugees are from every province
of China, anxious to attend services
and Mass conducted in their own lan-
guage. The building was formerly, used
as a large restaurant. Refurnished and
equipped, now it serves as a chapel,
library and reading room, class rooms,
and living quarters for the priests. Sit-
uated in the middle of. the Tainan
theater district, many thousands daily
pass the doors. The familiar sign of
,a Catholic Mission, the comfortable
reading room, attracts many persons
who drop in for a visit.
A wide selection of lectures, instruc-
tions and talks together with the
added attraction of conversation in
English for the many interested in
learning this language keeps the staff
at the center very busy. Indeed
every day finds several hundred com-
ing for information. Fortunately, there
is available a good selection of attrac-
tively printed pamphlets and bcoks in
Chinese. Courses of instruction follow
such works as "Fr. Smith Instructs
Jackson." As many as 120 sit in one
class period.
Besides this work of information and
good will, help in English conversa-
tion, letter writing, etc. is given. Masses
on Sundays are crowded. Ample oppor-
tunity is offered for the reception of
the Sacraments. Moreover the priest
and Sisters visit the homes of the
Catholics, especially the sick and, those
who have children.
We look hopefully forward to the
time when we may build in a larger,
quieter location. A Church and a school
are a necessity. There is no Catholic
school in town.
Another important point is that quite
a few refugee Chinese who have neg-
lected their religion for years, walk
along the street, see our sign, and
touched by grace, come inside for con-
fession and a new start.
Such is the pleasure and happiness
of being able to work in Tainan.
Letter From Fr. Leo Fox, C. M.,
March 29, 1953: Tainan, Formosa
I'm looking around for a site where
we can build some simple units. We
have just about outgrown this place-
we need three Masses now on Sun-
days. A Belgian Franciscan is stay-
ing with me for the present and he is
a big help. We really get a crowd in
and out all the time and we need a
priest to be on hand. One man is busy
teaching so he has not enough time ....
We need to reach a lot of Catholic kids
-mostly 5 to 11 years old, but have
to get a building somewhere. In the
summer we hope to be able to open
on in the day. I call my chapel "Star
of the Sea." As Auxiliary Chaplain for
the Military Personnel here and being
the only American Priest in Kaohsiung,
I have to devote some of my time to
the "foreigners." Really, this could
be a job in itself. The American Navy,
which is still patrolling the Straits(thanks jbe to God) uses this port here,
so there are often three or four ships
in the harbor. American Merchant ships
also come here very often.
The all purpose room also serves
as a classroom and that is where I
spend much of my time during the
week. I teach English and give instruc-
tions to groups numbering 3 to 30.
When it is not being used as a' class-
room or for Mass I use the room as a
living room, library, and dining room.
From Fr. Fox, April 19, 1953
Easter was very busy. I tlhink I men-
tioned that there has been a Belgian
Franciscan staying here with me for
some sort of Catholic instructions for
kids-a rich, ripe field. So don't think
the money you fellows sweat to gather
is not used for good purposes. I tell
you the truth, I never worked so hard
in Kiangsi. Hope Tom (Fr. Tom Smith,
C. M., sailed for Formosa in mid-April
gets here before too long; he will, I
feel sure, like it once he sinks his teeth
in. Meiger is happy and doing fine; so
is Harris (Fr. Harold Guyot). Don't
imagine he is not busy either-not that
you do, but just to assure you. I have
Sister MWcary with me and she is the
dream worker of any priest, lots of ex-
perience in Wu Chang, Hankow. We are
printing now a weekly paper- doctrine,
etc. We bought a mimeograph ma-
chine . ... W(e. have lots of informa-
tion, but all along the usual lines ... ,
pests, crazy people, sick, those looking
for jobs, to borrow money, to work(and eat) for you, etc.
From Fr. Harold Gumot, C. M.
Kaoshiung, Formosa, April 7, 1953
.. On Sundays I use it (the "all
purpose" room) as a chapel. The Mass,
which is for the Americans, is at 7:30. I
have another Mass every Sunday at 9
but this is said on one of the Ameri-
can ships in port; sometimes I say
a third Mass if a ship comes in later
Messrs. McDonald, H. O'D nell, M.
H.aley, Relter, i ich, .[adden, Hugr-
ley, Scherer, Yedlicka, N.C.M.
Received Into N itiate:
Messrs. M -in, Gagnepain, W.
49prdan, P. Floersh, Kelly, Cacioppo,
Bprne, Morgan, Summit, Elder, N.C.M.
a time. We were able to take care ,of the
many confessions and have three
Masses. He must leave here for Taipei
soon. I'll be sorry to see him go. I wish
another confrere were here; we have
enough work to keep him satisfied.
Recently there were twelve adults bap-
tized.
I have my eye on a piece of ground,
We need a place where we can gather
the children for catechism, and a
bit more quiet surroundings.
We have the practice of Holy Hour
once a week. . . .
THANK YOU
A very sincere expression of thanks
is due to all those who have helped in
the publication of this community
periodical.
First, to our paying subscribers.
Money may be "filthy lucre," but with-
out your dollars there would have been
no De Andrein.
To the kind confreres and Daughters
who have faithfully sent in news from
their parts of the Province, and to
the Students here who have willing-
ly contributed their services as writers,
photographers, artists, and yes, even
poets.
To our lithographer, Brother Albert,
C.M., and to our printer, Mr. Phil
Zoeller of the Perry County Republi-
can.
And so another volume of the De
Andrein comes to a close. We hope our
efforts have been worthy, but be they
what they may, this is the publication
of you, the members of the Double
Family of St. Vincent.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations are in order not
only for those who have been ordained
to the priesthood and subdeaconate,
mentioned elsewhere, but also to the
following:
Reception of Second Minor Orders:(June 6)
Messrs. Terence Q'Donnell, Glennon
Figge, Francis Shine, Thomas Jordan,
Walter Reisiiger, .. Felipe Martnez,
Godden M~aard, Edward Gailagher,
Joseph Co9y, Jerome, Forten ri~, Jo-
seph Bege.
Tonsure and First Minor Orders:(June 5 and 6)
Messrs. Alphonse Hoernig, Lee 'Tapp,
John Buryger, Kenneih~- rass, Robert
Wood, James Collins, Charles Miller,
Walter HoIusey, Stafford~! e, William
IL~nch and Richard MNnogue.
Three-year Vows:
Messrs. Clyde Iump, Ronald King,
Michael Tencia, John Qolden, Ed-
ward O'Malley, Donald Spitzka, Don-
ald B itger, John O'Brien, Paul
DiGrazia, Theodore Weisner, Roy Eer-
sich.
Good Purposes:
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